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To my mother
Sum m ary
This thesis is an investigation of the dynamical behaviour of semiconductor lasers 
for analogue lightwave systems, such as broadband subcarrier multiplexed sys­
tems. In particular, the following areas have been studied :
• relationship between the damping and bandw idth (both intrinsic and ex­
trinsic bandwidth) of laser diodes;
• effects of gain non-linearities on the bandwidth;
• carrier transport effects on the dynamic response of quantum  well laser 
devices;
• relaxation oscillation induced non-linear distortions; and
• non-linear distortions induced by longitudinal spatial hole burning and leak­
age current.
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f Frequency (Hz)
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B W t  Extrinsic —3 dB bandwidth (rad /s)
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B W qw  Intrinsic —3 dB bandwidth for QW  lasers (rad /s)
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f o  Undamped (Natural) frequency (Hz)
<jJ0 Angular undamped frequency (rad /s)
otr Damping rate (s-1)
C =  cx-t/ wo Damping factor
K  Olshansky’s K  factor
R a Series resistance (H)
Ri Leakage diode resistance (D)
R a Active region resistance (fi) %
Cs Shunt capacitance ( /p F )
Va Voltage across active region (V)
T) Ideality factor of leakage diode
z  Longitudinal direction
i?(z), ^ (z ) Amplitude of forward and backward travelling waves
T  Flatness param eter
r 0, ri, Facets (power) reflectivities
7Z0, 7Zl Facets (amplitude) reflectivities
k Coupling coefficient of DFB lasers (cm -1)
a  Mode gain (cm-1)
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ip Propagation constant of optical wave
vii
ath Threshold material gain (cm-1)
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A Bragg wavelength (^m )
A Lasing wavelength (fim)
n Refractive index
n 0 Refractive index at threshold
D Diffusion coefficient (cm 2s ' 1)
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np P-type semiconductor doping density (cm -3 )
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C hapter 1
O verview
1.1 F ib er  op tic  sy stem s for an alogue ap p lica ­
tio n s
A great interest in communication at optical frequencies was created in the early 
1960s after the invention of semiconductor laser which made available a compact 
coherent light source. Since the optical frequencies are of the order of 1014 Hz, 
the theoretical information capacity of an optical communication system exceeds 
th a t of microwave communication systems by a factor of 105. During the 1970s, 
the development of semiconductor lasers em itting in the near infrared red wave­
length 0.8-0.9/jm, resulted in their first usage as the light source of optical fibre 
communication systems designed for increased information throughput compared 
to th a t of the traditional telecommunication systems. The technology was then 
evolved towards a longer wavelength 1.3 and 1.55/zm in order to take advantage 
of the very low losses occurring in silica fibre a t these wavelengths and also the 
zero chrom atic dispersion transmission at 1.3/xm wavelength. In the early 1980s, 
intensive research efforts led to technological m aturity  of the semiconductor lasers 
to be used as a practical and economical light source for fibre point-to-point
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links between cities (eg. long-haul telephony system). At th a t tim e, the  digital 
revolution was a t full swing in the telecommunication industry, almost all of 
the laser diodes used in the fibre links were subjected to  direct digital intensity 
modulation (eg. simple on-off intensity signalling).
A simple schematic illustrating a digital fibre optic links is given in Figure 1.1. 
Analogue signals are first converted to digital da ta  via an Analogue-to-Digital 
(A /D ) converter and this digital data  stream  is used to m odulate an electro- 
optical device, such as a laser diode, which produces the optical signal to transm it 
over the optical fibre. At the receiving end, digital optical da ta  is converted 
back to an electrical digital signal through a photo-sensing device, such as a 
photodetector, and the digital signal is brought back to the analogue form by a 
Digital-to-Analogue (D /A ) converter. An analogue fibre optic link, on the other 
hand, has a much simpler approach. It is obtained by removing the A /D  and 
D /A  converters at either end of the digital system as shown in the figure.
Due to  the growth of information technology in the mid-1980s, there has been a 
strong demand from the subscriber loop for an interactive bi-directional commu­
nication system capable of handling multi-services. This gave b irth  to the concept 
of fibre-based Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN) as a way 
to  provide integrated voice, data  and video services (eg. telephone, information 
retrieval and pay TV) reaching the subscriber loop. The original concept in the 
mid-1980s was later on improved to include new Synchronous Optical Network 
(SONET) standards and to incorporate new ideas like Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM) switching and transmission. Nevertheless, the main architecture 
and the pure digital approach of BISDN has not changed significantly. Although 
the proposal of BISDN is technically feasible at present, there has been a growing 
recognition th a t it is not a cost effective way of meeting such a broadband multi-
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Figure 1.1: The basic difference between analogue and digital fibre optic links.
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services dem and, particularly, in the delivery of video signals to the residential 
subscribers. Several less expensive alternative approaches providing broadband 
multi-services were then developed in the late 1980s [1, 2, 3].
1.1.1 Subcarrier m ultiplexed lightwave system
Stepping into 1990s, the Subcarrier M ultiplexed Broadband Service Network 
(SCM-BSN) seems to be the most promising solution for the future high capacity 
lightwave system as advocated by several research groups including G TE Labo­
ratories [3] AT&T Bell Laboratories [4] and Bellcore [5]. The m ajor revolution 
of the SCM-BSN approach is its capability of accommodating both m ultichannel 
analogue and digital signals. As the key element of the Subcarrier m ultiplexed 
(SCM) lightwave system, the laser diode is in continuous-wave operation and is 
directly intensity m odulated by the upconverted microwave signals. This is then 
in fact an analogue optical communication system.
A basic SCM system configuration is shown in Figure 1.2. A num ber of baseband 
services (including voice, video and data channels) in analogue or digital form at 
are first frequency division multiplexed (FDM) by using local oscillators (LO) of 
different radio frequencies (RF) or even microwave frequencies. The upconverted 
signals then combine to m odulate a high speed laser diode. The local oscillator 
frequencies are the so-called subcarrier in contrast to the optical carrier frequen­
cies. At the receiver end, a subscriber or end user can receive any one of the 
FDM channels by tuning a local oscillator and down-converting the microwave 
signals to baseband or interm ediate frequencies (IF). The frequency spectrum  of 
the SCM-BSN is therefore within the microwave frequency range, for instance 
a 2-6 GHz SCM with 60 FM (Frequency M odulation) video channels and data
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Figure 1.2: Basic SCM  system configuration
channel of 100-Mbit/s as demonstrated by R. Olshansky [6].
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1.1.2 Cable te lev ision  system s
Another more obvious application of analogue lightwave system is the evolution­
ary upgrading of the existing cable television network, for example the Communi­
ty Antenna Television (CATV) system in the United States. The CATV system 
is presently running on the coaxial (coax) cable network based on the technology 
in the 1970s. The performance of this coax technology has continuously improved 
throughout the years to meet growing requirem ents.' But in order to m eet the 
future high-quality broadband needs, fibre optics is an a ttractive  option.
At the head office (headend), various video signal are AM-VSB (Am plitude 
Modulation-Vestigial Sideband) m odulated, combined using FDM techniques, 
and then transm itted  over the prim ary coax network (trunks or feeders) to various 
distribution points as show in Figure 1.3. From the distribution system, flexible 
coaxial cable is used to bring signals to the term inal equipm ent -  TV set or 
video cassette recorder (VCR). Usually, a frequency span from 50 to 500 MHz is 
required to accommodate 40-50 channels.
In the late 1980s, a num ber of point-to-point links between headends (supertrunk- 
s) in the CATV network have been built using analogue lightwave systems [7]. 
These supertrunks generally use FM /FD M  to directly m odulate a laser diode 
feeding an optical fibre and have proven cost effective compared with other tech­
niques. Later on T.E. Darcie [4] proposed the replacem ent of most of the headend 
trunks in the CATV network by fibre optics in order to improve the service quality 
and to prepare for the anticipated broadband multi-service system. In fact, by 
introducing the fibre trunk, the CATV system is equivalent to a SCM with AM- 
VSB form at operating from 50 to 500 MHz.















Figure 1.3: Simplified schematic o f a C A TV  system
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Although other modulation formats such as FM, FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) 
and even digital schemes were suggested to replaced the AM-VSB to improve 
the picture and sound qualities, AM-VSB is still the most cost effective choice 
to directly m atch with final interface -  the consum er’s TV receiver which has 
been based on AM-VSB technology for nearly three decades. Fortunately, fibre 
optic trunks with directly modulated distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode as 
the light source can compensate for the  fragility of the signal w ith respect to the 
noise and non-linear distortions of the AM-VSB form at. This is due to the high 
linearity and low noise characteristics of the carefully designed DFB laser diode. 
In early 1990, CATV operators began to install fibre trunk, usually in application 
where there was a requirement to make a substantial increase in channel capacity.
1.2 E xtern a l m od u la tors versu s d irect m o d u ­
la tion
In the direct modulation scheme of a lightwave system , the laser diode is in fact 
performing two m ajor functions :
(i) as an electro-optical converter; and
(ii) as a modulator whose optical output intensity varies in accordance w ith the 
m odulating electrical signal.
W ith the laser operated in this way, the interaction between photons and electrons 
inside the laser diode can give rise to unwanted non-linear distortions. The two 
prim ary functions may be separated by the use of, external m odulation illustrated 
by Figure 1.4. A diode-pumped 1.3fim  Y ttrium  Alum inum  G arnet (YAG) laser
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Figure 1.4: The difference between direct modulation and external modulation 
scheme
is generally used as the optical source to meet the optical power budget and 
the external modulator is usually formed by an optical waveguide interferometer 
using lithium  niobate material.
Recently, there is a growing interest in the search of an external m odulator to 
compete with the direct modulated laser diode in analogue applications. Experi­
mental results by G.E. Bodeep [9] show that at some bias voltage the second-order 
non-linear distortion of an ordinary LiNbOs modulator can be eliminated, but 
the third-order distortion is much more serious than that with direct modulation 
(«  25 dB worse) as seen in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. This result suggests either the 
modification of the structure or the addition of electronic [10] or optical [11] 
compensation is required to linearise the external modulator if it is to be used 
for an analogue optic link. Even if the results can match exactly those of direct 
modulation, the external modulation scheme must still pay the penalty of the cost 
for extra electronic or optical components for the linearisation and the external
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m odulator itself. However, the external m odulation scheme has the advantage 
of providing a high optical power with narrow linewidth and low RIN if a YAG 
laser is used.
In the past five years, a lot of research activities have been undertaken to improve 
the linearity of laser diodes and a number of highly linear laser devices suitable 
for direct m odulation in CATV AM-VSB system (which has the most stringent 
linearity requirem ent) have been made. It is the small size, low m anufacturing 
cost, flexibility and simplicity tha t make the semiconductor laser an attractive 
candidate for direct modulation schemes.
1.2 External modulators versus direct modulation 11
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Figure 1.5: Second-order non-linear distortions at optical modulation depth
(OMD) o f 4% versus normalised bias current (bottom axis) and bias voltage (top 
axis) fo r channel substrate buried heterostructure (CSBH) laser, covered mesa 
heterostructure (CMBH), double channel planner buried heterostructure (DCPB- 
H) laser, and modified buried hetero structure (MBH) laser. Extracted from [9].
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Figure 1.6: Third-order non-linear distortion at OM D =  4% versus normalised 
bias current (bottom axis) and bias voltage (top axis). Same labels as above.
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1.3 S tru ctu re  o f th e  th esis
It appears th a t in the world of fibre optics communication, analogue application 
will become increasingly common. Different system applications will set different 
requirem ents on the laser diode dynamics, but there exist some common criteria 
for a laser diode used in an analogue system :
• large bandwidth and flat frequency response;
• low non-linear distortions;
• low Relative Intensity Noise (RIN).
The objective of this thesis is therefore to study these various dynamic properties 
of a laser diode when it is subject to direct analogue modulation. It is hoped 
th a t the results can be used as a guideline for designing laser diode for analogue 
lightwave system.
Chapters 2-5 are mainly concerned with the bandwidth of semiconductor lasers 
due to both intrinsic and extrinsic effects, such as gain non-linearities, chip para- 
sitics and also carrier transport phenomena in quantum  well (QW ) devices. The 
word intrinsic here should be understood as referring to phenomena occurring 
in the active region of laser diode (and which can be described by the laser ra te  
equations). Moreover, Chapters 6 and 7, concentrate on the non-linear distortion 
analysis of laser diodes.
The RIN for a solitary laser diode is known to be very small [5, 12, 13, 14] and 
it actually decreases as optical output power increases. In a practical lightwave
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system, the situation is aggravated due to external feedback, for example, reflec­
tions from fibre discontinuities back into the laser cavity. However, the analysis 
of such a degradation factor due to the external environm ent is beyond the scope 
of this thesis and will not be discussed here.
In C hapter 2, the relationship of the damping effects and the intrinsic bandwidth 
for a laser diode is derived. From this relationship, bandw idth optim isation for 
analogue application purposes is performed. The implications of the intrinsic 
m aterial properties, for instance, differential gain and gain suppression on the 
optimised bandwidth is also discussed. A comparison of the possible implications 
on the intrinsic bandwidth using two different non-linear gain models is discussed 
in C hapter 3.
Chip parasitics are a m ajor extrinsic effect th a t imposes an early roll-off in the 
laser diode frequency response and thus results in the reduction of bandwidth. 
The relationship of the damping and the extrinsic (overall) bandwidth is given 
in C hapter 4. The results of a bandwidth measurement experim ent, using the 
laser diodes provided by Northern Telecom, Paignton, UK, is also given in the 
same chapter. Recent progress on the rate-equation modelling of carrier transport 
effects in QW laser devices is summarised in C hapter 5. The analysis is extended 
to emphasis the influence of the carrier transport on the intrinsic bandw idth of 
a QW laser. Due to the similar frequency response roll-off effect of the carrier 
transport, the results in Chapter 4 are used for the prediction of the QW laser 
intrinsic bandwidth.
A perturbation m ethod and Volterra series approach for analysing the non-linear 
distortion of a laser diode are introduced in C hapter 6. Particular attention is 
given to the high frequency relaxation oscillation (RO) induced non-linearity.
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For the commonly used DFB laser diodes, two types of non-linearities : spatial 
hole burning and leakage current dom inate at frequencies far below the RO fre­
quency. The corresponding non-linear distortions are studied in C hapter 7. The 
Volterra series is then applied to study the effects of the low frequency non-linear 
distortions in order to identify the dom inant mechanism. Finally, in C hapter 8 
some conclusions are drawn based on the findings in the previous chapters for 
designing laser diodes used in an analogue optical com m unication system.
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C hapter 2
Intrinsic B andw idth  and  
D am ping
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
In the design of a high performance broadband optical system, eg. broadband 
distribution SCM which operates at microwave frequencies, the following two 
basic criteria would be applied to the intrinsic properties of a directly m odulated 
laser diode :
(i) the intrinsic —3 dB bandwidth of laser diode should be as high as possible 
in order to accommodate more channels and operate at high speed.
(ii) a flat and smooth frequency response should also be obtained to reduce the 
non-linear distortions and provide a near ideal communication channel.
In the absence of all extrinsic lim itations, for example, package and chip parasitic- 
s, device over-heating and damage at high power, the intrinsic bandw idth of the 
semiconductor laser is greatly influenced by the dam ping of relaxation oscillations
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(RO) arising due to gain suppression [1, 2, 3, 4]. It is also noted th a t the exact 
origin of this gain suppression is still a m atter of debate; spectral hole burning 
and carrier heating effects are widely believed to be prim ary sources [5, 6, 7, 8]; 
whilst spatial carrier diffusion [9] may be considered as secondary mechanisms 
for this gain suppression. The main conclusions to be drawn in respect of the 
effect of relaxation oscillation damping are tha t if :
• the damping is too small, a high resonance peak is obtained in the frequency 
response -  in contradiction with criterion (ii);
• the damping is too large a reduction in the intrinsic bandw idth occurs -  
violating criterion (i).
It is clear therefore tha t optimisation of both the bandw idth and the damping 
are required in order to  satisfy the design criteria.
In this chapter, the relationship between the intrinsic bandw idth and damping 
is established by applying small signal analysis to the standard rate  equations. 
O ptim isation of the intrinsic bandwidth is then undertaken with the use of a 
damping factor (  (defined in the following Section 3). A brief explanation of 
Olshansky’s K  factor [1] is also given. Finally, a consideration of the maxim um  
bandw idth is given for different device m aterials, such as bulk, m ulti-quantum  
well (MQW) and strained-layer quantum  well (SLQW).
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2.2 Laser d iod e rate eq u ation s
One of the im portant properties of semiconductor lasers is tha t they can be 
directly modulated. The corresponding m odulation dynamics of a laser diode 
active region can be studied by the following pair of single-mode rate equations 
which are derived base on the concept of energy conservation inside the lasing 
cavity :
f  =  ± - G ( N , P ) P - u ( N ) N
^  =  T G ( N , P ) P - ~ h P + R,p (2.1)
with
1
7e(-^0 — — — A nr +  B rN  + CAuger N
Te
1
7p = 7T p
R sp = /3(BrN )N
where N  and P  are the (instantaneous) carrier and photon densities (cm-3 ) re­
spectively; I  is the (instantaneous) injection current (A), q and V  are the electron 
charge (col) and active region volume (cm3); G and 7 P are the optical gain and 
losses respectively; r e and rp are the carrier lifetime and the photon lifetime (s); 
7e is the electron recombination rate which includes : A nr the non-radiative rate 
(s -1 ), B r the radiative rate  (c??23s -1 ) and CAuger the Auger (cm 6s~1) recombi­
nation rate; T and (3 are the optical confinement and the spontaneous emission 
factors.
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2.3 In tr in sic  b an d w id th  and d am p in g
By applying standard small signal analysis (see Appendix A) to  the pair of ra te  
equations in C hapter 1, one can obtain the intrinsic frequency response (transfer 
function) Fint(uj) of a laser diode, which is given by,
1 T — P  
eV
R i n t H  =  — i-----------------  (2.2)
( ^  ) +  2— ( ^ )  +  1 J  Wo \UJo J
where P  is the steady state photon density; u 0 is the undam ped angular frequen­
cy; a r is the damping rate of the relaxation oscillation; is the gain derivative 
w .r.t. to the carrier density; Hint{uj) =  Fint{u)/F int(0) is the normalised response 
function. The damping factor £ is therefore defined as
C =  -  (2.3)
w0
By equating the m agnitude of Eqn (2.2) to l /y /2  =  —3 dB, a quadratic equation 
in is obtained as shown below,
( f ) =  °
here B W  denotes the —3 dB intrinsic bandwidth (rad /s). In other words, the 
definition of intrinsic bandw idth B W  is the bandwidth achieved by the active 
region of a laser diode. As extrinsic effects, for example parasitics and carri­
er transport effects are brought in, the resultant (extrinsic) bandwidth may be 
reduced.
The formula relating the intrinsic bandw idth B W  and the damping factor £ is 
therefore given by
B W  = Y (Q  u>0 (2.5)
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where
V(C) =  ^ ( l - 2 C 2) +  V ^ l - 2 C 2)2 +  l
The function ^(C) is shown in Figure 2.1 from which it is seen that as (  increases, 
the whole function Y ( ( )  decreases. Typical range for damping factor f  is 0 <
C <  1 .
Obviously, Eqn (2.5) shows that the damping and intrinsic bandwidth are closely 
related. As the damping factor (  increases due to increase in optical output 
power, T (f)  begins to decrease while uj0 increases. Hence, a trade off between 
T(C) and u 0 exists. Depending on the rate of change of these two terms with the 
increase in optical output power, the bandwidth B W  will inevitably experience 
suppression  or even undergo a maximum values, ie. m aximum bandwidth B W max, 
as the optical intensity increases.
Keeping the dominant terms, the above three parameters ctr , u 0 and (  can be
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approximately given by,
=  l ( eS . P - r ^ p * ^ N2 \ d N  d P  d N
U d G - ? d£ ) p  (2-6)d N  d P  J
dG  d-ye -.
d N  d N  * d P
,dG  
d N
T G ^ z P  (2.7)
where the gain derivative w.r.t. photon density, d G /d P ,  is a gain non-linearity 
term ; the term  d~fe/d N  is referred as the differential electron recombination rate.
As is apparent from the above equations these param eters are all functions of the 
steady state  photon density P  or functions of ou tpu t optical power. Moreover, 
the m aterial dependent param eters - optical gain G (N , P )  and its derivatives 
d G /d N , d G /d P  are therefore the key elements in determ ining the variational 
behaviour of a r ,u>0 and (  against P.
2.4 T h e ‘T w o -lev e l’ n on -lin ear ga in  m o d el
A commonly used form of the optical gain is 
Gi(N)G(N,P)  =
K ’ 1 + eP
g0(N  -  Ntr)
1 +  eP
where G i(N ) is the linear gain and gQ is the gain coefficient (cm 3s~1) and A 0 = 
1[ n I v9 — 9o/vg is often regarded as the linear differential gain (cm2) with vg as 
the group velocity of the optical wave. N tr is the transparency carrier density;
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and e is the gain suppression coefficient. This non-iinear gain model is obtained 
by considering a homogeneously broadened two-level system [6]. A more detailed 
discussion of other models of optical gain is given in next chapter. Typical device 
param eter values are given in Table 2.1.
A nr 1 x 108s_1 r 0.3
B r 1 X 10-1°c?7i3s_1 Tr 1.44 x 10_12s
C A uger 3 x 10-29cm6s-1 re 2.11 x 10_9s
(3 1.7 x 10~4 N th 2.22 x 1018cm3
V  =  L x w  x d 275 x 2.5 x 0.2/*m3 Ith 23.2 mA
N tr 1 x 1018cm-3 9o 1.875 x 10-6cm-3s-1
Table 2.1: Typical parameter values for  a laser diode operating at a wavelength 
A =  1.3p m .  I th and N th are the threshold current and threshold carrier density  
respectively. For the analysis o f  Q W  devices, the active region volume V  and the 
optical confinement factor  T is scaled up to that of the bulk fo r  comparison.
The relationship between the damping and the non-linear gain effect can be seen 
from Eqn (2.8). For example, a laser diode with high gain suppression coefficient 
e and low differential gain A 0 will therefore exhibits a high damping effect as 
indicated by the significant term ,^/aAr of Eqn (2.8).
Substituting the expression of the non-linear optical gain G  into the previous 
expressions, ctr ,uj0 and f  can then be rewritten as,
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U r .
g0 eP
Tpt (1 +  eP)
1 1 _____ 1 +v g0TP





The above analytic results have been justified by solving the pair of rate e- 
quations numerically in a static fashion (eg. Newton method), that is, setting 
d N / d t , d P / d t  =  0. Some numerically examples are given in Figures 2.2 to 2.4, 
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Figure 2.2: Plot of damping rate a r versus photon density P .
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Figure 2.3: Plot of squared undamped frequency / 2 versus square root photon  
density P 1/2.
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Figure 2.4: Plot o f  damping factor (  versus square root photon density  P 1/2.
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Figure 2.5: Typical frequency response of a laser diode.
Figure 2.5 shows a graph of the frequency response at various levels photon 
density and which corresponds to different level of damping factor £. As can 
be seen the higher the £, the flatter is the frequency response. In other words, 
the resonance peak shown in the frequency response is being suppressed as the 
damping factor £ increases. In the graph, a —3 dB line was drawn to identify 
the bandwidth which varies non-linearly with the damping factor £. The B W  
starts to increase as the damping factor £ increases, but then at a certain value 
of £ heavy damping begins to cause reduction in the B W .  This effect may be 
understood by computing the relationship between the B W  and damping factor 
£ as given in the previous section.
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2.5 B a n d w id th  o p t im is a t io n
The conditions for which the intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W max exists can 
be found by setting =  0. This can be rewritten as
d B W  _ d B W  d( 
dP ~  d( ~dP
Since ^  ^  0, this forces =  0 when maximum intrinsic bandwidth exists. 
This leads to the following relationship [11],
d B W  =  B W  (, +  =  0 (2.13)
dc V  \ / ( i  -  2 c 2 ) 2  + 1
2.5.1 Criterion for the existence of m axim um  bandwidth
Assuming the term  can be expressed as,
= ^ (P)C
where <t>(P) is either a function of P  or constant. Substituting this assumption 
back into Eqn (2.13), one can obtain
2(<£2 -  1)C4 +  2C2 - 1 = 0  (2.14)
In order to ensure a root for the above equation, the discriminant has to be greater
than or equal to zero. This implies the following criterion has to be satisfied, if
an intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W max does exist,
>0.707C (2.15)
flWo
This criterion is very im portant in determining whether or not an intrinsic max­
imum bandwidth B W max would actually occur in a laser diode. The param eter
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Figure 2.6: Plot of intrinsic bandwidth B W  versus square root photon density
pi/2
that affects both £ and u>0 seriously is the non-linear gain G as evident in Eqns 
(2.7) and (2.8).
W ith the two-level non-linear gain model in Eqn (2.9) and the corresponding 
results in Eqns (2.11) and (2.12), it can be shown that
r
-J u o =  CdiUn
> 0.707C (2.16)
This proves that for this model of gain non-linearity Eqn (2.9), the intrinsic 
bandwidth of the laser diode always experiences a maximum value B W max• The 
numerical results displayed in Figure 2.6 also confirms this conclusion. W ith a 
small gain suppression coefficient e, a higher B W max results.
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2.5.2 O ptim al dam ping factor and m axim um  bandw idth
The value of the damping factor £ at which intrinsic m axim um  bandw idth oc­
curred is found by substituting Eqn (2.15) back into Eqn (2.13). The following 
results are obtained :
(i) the intrinsic maximum bandwidth always equals the undam ped frequency,
B W max = lo0 (2.17)
(ii) the corresponding damping factor at this intrinsic m axim um  bandw idth is
£ =  0.707 (2.18)
Clearly, a t this particular value of £ =  0.707, the frequency response is ju s t flat 
and shows no resonance peak, ie. critically dam ped system . This implies tha t 
the BW m ax of a laser diode is actually the optim al bandw idth which satisfies the 
two basic criteria for a high performance analogue system  stated  in Section 1.
It is note worthy th a t the optimal value of £ for a high performance digital 
system is usually bigger than 1 [12], tha t is corresponding to an overdamped 
system. This is because the optimisation for a high perform ance digital system 
requires a minim isation of the laser’s ringing effect (relaxation oscillation). The 
present result indicates a difference in optim isation criteria which would seem to 
be of particular im portance for the design of a high perform ance analogue system.
Substituting £ =  0.707 back into Eqn (2.8), and elim inating P  using Eqn (2.17), 
the m axim um  bandw idth B W max can be approxim ated in term s of device param ­
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eters as follows :
v/2 TG
2ir ( ,  _  r a a i & p \
V1 1 d G / d N  J
_  V^9o 
2?r(e +  g0Tp)
«  ^ ( 2 * ) ^  (2-19)
where / 0 =  o;0/27r. Note tha t the unit of bandw idth is often in rad /s  
unless specified. This equation stresses tha t the m axim um  bandw idth is power 
independent and further discussion of the effect of various device param eters on 
the B W max will be given in Section 2.7.
By substituting the following static light-current (L-I) relationship (obtained by 
solving the rate equations Eqn (2.1) in a static m anner),
P  «  r ^ - ( I - I th) (2.20)
q V
into Eqn (2.12) with £ =  0.707, the approxim ated bias current required to achieve 
the intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W max is found to be,
where I th is the threshold current.
2.6 T h e K  factor
The term  2ctr/ f l  in Eqn (2.19) was originally defined by R. Olshansky as the K  
damping factor [1], tha t is
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i _  pdG/dP d^ . N
_  / o _ \ 2  I d G / d N  d N
~  W  I ------F75--------TG T G ^ P )
„  (2lr) 4 ? +>*>>
Qo
which is a power independent param eter. In the above derivation, the term  
containing d( • N )  / d N  has been neglected and therefore a be tte r definition for 
the K  factor would be given by :
K  =
9(a r  _  1 *Ldl) 
~ \ U r  2 d N  >
f 2J o
2A OLr
A/." < i2 2 )
which represents a straight line relationship between the damping ra te  otr and 
the squared undam ped frequency f 2. Hence, by plotting a graph of a r versus 
f 2, the slope of the graph is the I\ factor and the y-intercept or d.c. offset 
is the d(7 e • N ) / d N  term . Is is clear therefore tha t the K  factor contains no 
information in relation to the effects of damping which have been shown above 
to  be of considerable relevance. However, the utility  of the K  factor may be 
appreciated by noting tha t it is actually directly proportional to the intrinsic 
m axim um  bandw idth given by Eqn (2.19), which implies
A  =  £ W „ L ( H z ) ( 2 '2 3 )
Thus, the K  factor is actually a fast and powerful m ethod of evaluating the 
intrinsic m axim um  bandw idth B W max. In contrast, the strength of the damping 
experienced by the laser diode and the flatness of the frequency response are 
manifested by the damping factor (  defined in the last section.
In addition, as will be discussed in Chapter 3, there exists another functional 
form of non-linear gain which gives no maximum bandwidth a t all and, in tha t 
case, the K  factor loses its utility. In Chapters 4 and 5, a new relationship
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between the K  factor and the maximum bandw idth due to the parasitic and 
carrier transport effects will also be given. Therefore, the K  factor will only be 
a useful param eter if the functional form of the laser diode gain is as given by 
Eqn (2.9). On the other hand, the damping factor £ always shows the level of 
damping no m atter what functional form of non-linear gain is used. In this way, 
the param eter (  may always be used to identify the existence of the B W max via 
the  criterion given Eqn (2.15). It is these general applicabilities of the param eter 
(  which justify its introduction as measure of the dynamical behaviour of the 
laser diode.
2 .7  D ev ice  m ateria l con sid era tion s
The calculations of the previous sections emphasised the optical output power 
dependence of the maximum bandwidth B W max- In this section, brief consid­
eration is given to the dependence of the m axim um  bandw idth on a num ber of 
device m aterial parameters and Eqn (2.19) highlights the available options. The 
m axim um  achievable bandwidth B W rnax is now expressed as a function of the 
gain suppression coefficient e, the photon lifetime rp, and the gain coefficient gQ 
(or linear differential gain A 0).
The photon lifetime rp can be changed by varying the cavity length, the facet 
reflectivities or even the grating of the device if it is of distributed feedback (DFB) 
type. Variation of the linear differential gain A 0 can be achieved, for example, 
by varying the dopant concentrations in bulk semiconductor m aterial or, more 
relevantly, by selecting a different device m aterial. Of particular interest would 
be the use of advanced semiconductor m aterials such as quantum  well (QW) 
[13, 18] or strained-layer quantum  well (SLQW) m aterials [15, 16, 17, 23, 34]
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for which higher differential gain than  in bulk m aterial are generally obtained 
due to their step-like band structure. In addition, by employing a num ber of 
quantum  wells, ie. m ulti-quantum  wells (MQW ), grown on top of each other, the 
differential gain can increase even further compare to th a t of the single quantum  
well (SQW) m aterial [13, 14],
However, theory reported in [30], for example, shows th a t QW devices also have 
a higher gain suppression t  than conventional bulk m aterial whilst SLQW devices 
exhibit an even higher gain suppression compared w ith unstrained QWs [32, 36, 
37]. The increases in gain suppression for such m aterials are largely a ttributable 
to the quantum  confinement [30]. This relatively large m aterial gain suppression 
in QW /SLQW  devices will obviously increase the dam ping and thus reduces the 
bandwidth. From a different view point, results in [39] suggest th a t the carrier 
transport effects in the commonly used separate confined heterostructure (SCH) 
QW devices can also lim it its m axim um  achievable bandwidth. A more detailed 
treatm ent of the SCH will be given in Chapter 5.
Published values of both the linear differential gain A 0 and the gain suppression 
coefficient e for several kind of devices are given in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Apparently, 
the QW  and SLQW devices are extrem ely structural dependent which results in 
a large deviation of differential gain and gain suppression values as evident in the 
table. Recent theoretical work [33] has also shown th a t in QW m aterials there 
is a dependence between the gain suppression and the m aterial threshold gain 
(the gain require to sustain lasing condition) which governs the value of photon 
lifetime tp. However, in the present analysis the two param eters e and rp are 
assumed to be independent of each other.
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M aterial Structure A 0
Bulk FP 1.3/tm 1.2 -  2.5 x 10-16cm2 [28]
FP 1.5/tm 2.7 x 10~16cm 2 [27]
DFB 1.55/tm 2.5 x 10-16cm 2 [26]
QW 10 wells DFB 1.55/tm 2.2 x 10-16cm2 [23]
single well FP 1.0/tm 3 x 10“ 16cm2 [38]
single well FP 1.0/tm 1.5 ~  2 x Bulk[18]
6 wells DFB 1.55/zm 3.04 x 10-16cm2 [37]
2 and 4 wells FP 1.5/tm 2.5 x 10-16cm2 [21]
6 wells FP 1.0/im 2.4 x Bulk [20]
5 wells FP 1.3/tm 2.5 x Bulk [19]
10 wells DFB 1.55/tm 1.4 x Bulk [23]
SLQW single well FP 1.0/tm 2.5 ~  7.2 x 10_16cm2 
for various carrier density [17]
6 wells FP 1.0/tm 3.5 -  7.4 x 10“ 16cm2 
for various AR coating [37]
single well FP 1.55/<m 2.7 ~  5.4 x 10"16cm 2 
for various cavity length L  [35]
2 and 4 wells FP 1.5/tm 2.5 x 1016cm2 [21]
10 wells DFB 1.55/tm 3.0 x Bulk[23]
Table 2.2: Typical linear differential gain A 0 values for different m aterial types. 
The values of gain coefficient gQ is obtained by A 0 x  vg.
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M aterial Structure e




DFB &; FP 1.55/zm
0.9 x 10-17cm3 [1]
1.5 ~  1.9 x 10“ 17cm3 [24] 
2.7 x 10-17cm3 [25]
1.3 x 10-17cm3 [26]
2.4 x 10_17cm3 [29]
QW 6 wells DFB 1.55/mi 
4 wells DFB 1.55^m 
7 wells FP 1.3/im
2.45 x 1 0 - 1 7 c?723 [37]
4.3 x 10-17cm3 [29]
5.4 x 10-17cm3 [22]
SLQW single well FP 1.55/hti 
single well FP 1.0/mi
3.1 ~  6.5 x 10-17cm3 
for different cavity length L , 
measured by RIN m ethod [35]
7.4 x 10-17cm3 
measured by RIN m ethod [36]
Table 2.3: Typical gain suppression coefficient e values for different m aterial 
types.
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Figure 2.7: Variation of intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W max with increasing 
linear differential gain A 0.
In order to perform a qualitative analysis on different materials, a plot of the 
maximum B W max with the linear differential gain A 0 at different gain suppression 
e and photon lifetime rp is given in Figure 2.7. It is obvious that increase in 
differential gain A 0 can increase the maximum bandwidth B W max, however, the 
incremental change (slope of curve) is mainly limited by gain suppression and 
photon lifetime. In other words, high differential gain A 0 devices do not always 
mean high maximum bandwidth B W max, simply because they may have a high 
gain suppression e.
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Assuming the gain suppression rises accordingly with the benefit of increasing the 
differential gain by switching from bulk to Q W /SLQ W  m aterials, a trace of the 
m axim um  achievable bandwidth B W max is shown by the thick solid line in Figure 
2.7. The trace shows th a t there is virtually no improvement on the m aximum 
bandw idth B W max if the gain suppression e enhances with the high differential 
gain materials.
One recent example is the SLQW device in [36, 37]. Suppose a SLQW laser having 
an enhancement in the gain suppression of about three times th a t of a bulk laser 
for a given photon lifetime; then due to the linear relationship in Eqn (2.19), it 
would be required th a t the SLQW laser have a differential gain of also three times 
th a t of the bulk in order to m aintain the same m axim um  achievable bandwidth. 
Real improvement in bandwidth can only be obtained if the differential gain of the 
SLQW laser is actually more than three times th a t of the bulk. This illustrates 
th a t both the differential gain and the gain suppression are of equal im portance 
to  the m aximum bandwidth B W max of a laser diode. Therefore, the effect of gain 
suppression on the bandwidth should not be overlooked.
A few years ago, the use of p-type doping to increase the differential gain of 
QW /SLQW  m aterial was proposed [40]. By controlling the quasi-Fermi level of 
the carriers in the QW active region via the use of doping, an enhancem ent in 
differential gain can be achieved with no significant increase in gain suppression. 
Theoretical predictions also pointed out tha t by selectively p-doped the barrier 
layers between the wells of a MQW device, ie. m odulation doped (MD-MQW), 
the differential gain is expected to increase by 2-2.5 times th a t of ordinary MQW 
device and this was then confirmed by experim ents [20, 41]. More recently, this 
im plication of higher modulation bandwidth has been realised by experim ental 
devices with p-doping on MQW [43] and strained layer MQW [42] respective­
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ly, and a bandwidth of greater than 25 GHz is obtained for the first tim e in 
Q W /SLQW  materials. The MD-MQW device is clearly an example of achieving 
high modulation bandwidth using m aterial with high differential gain and low 
gain suppression effect.
2.8 C on clu sion
A damping factor (  has been defined to take into account the effects of relaxation 
oscillation damping on the frequency response of a laser diode whose dynamics is 
described the pair of rate equations in Eqn (2.1). The relationship between this 
damping factor £ and the intrinsic bandwidth is given in Eqn (2.4).
The criterion in determ ining the existence of a m axim um  achievable intrinsic 
bandw idth B W max has been derived. Using the two-level nonlinear gain model, 
th a t is g0(N  — N tr ) / ( l  + tP ), it can be shown that there always exists a maximum 
achievable bandwidth B W max due to the effect of damping.
In order to accomplish this maximum bandwidth B W max together with a flat 
frequency response, ie. an optim al case for a high performance analogue system, 
the damping factor f  should be equal to 0.707. It is also confirmed th a t the 
m axim um  bandw idth m ust equal the undam ped frequency, ie. B W max =  u>0, at 
this optim al point.
Approximated expressions for the maximum intrinsic bandw idth have been found 
as given in Eqn (2.19). Both the differential gain A 0 and the gain suppression e 
should be carefully considered in order to achieve high bandwidth. It has been 
shown tha t high differential gain devices do not always have large bandwidths
2.8 Conclusion
due to the high gain suppression which may occur.
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C hapter 3 
N on-linear Gain m odels
3.1 In trod u ction
As mentioned in C hapter 2, an im portant param eter, which can affect the dam p­
ing ra te  a r and indirectly controls the rate  of change of Y (Q  and uj0 as the optical 
output power increases, is the optical gain G (N ,P ) . Several forms of functional 
dependence of G  on the photon density P  and the carrier density N  have been 
proposed in the literature in recent years. Two common functional forms for G 
which have been used are :
G (N , P) = 9o(N  -  N tr)( l -  eP) (3.1)
G (N , P) =  g°(f +~ p r) (3.2)
where g0 is the gain coefficient or differential gain; N%r is the transparency carrier 
density; and e is the gain suppression coefficient. Eqn (3.1) is always used as a 
simple model related to small optical power, ie. eP <C l ,  since clearly the model 
actually breaks down when eP > 1. In dealing with the high-power regime of 
semiconductor laser operation, the two-level model [2] in Eqn (3.2) can be used. 
In fact, Eqn (3.1) is an approximation of Eqn (3.2) when eP  is small.
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More recently, G. P. Agrawal has derived another form of non-linear gain model 
[3, 4, 5],
G (N , P ) = 9o(-N  Ntr  ^ (3.3)
'  V I +  eP
This ‘non-perturbative’ non-linear gain model is obtained by considering the 
intraband relaxation effects in high power lasers which have been neglected in 
the ‘two-level’ model. Both non-linear gain models (Eqns (3.2) and (3.3)), can 
be expected to  have different effects on the dam ping rate  a r and undam ped 
frequency u Q of a laser diode and hence on the dam ping factor £ and bandw idth 
BW as they are related by Eqn (2.5).
In this chapter, the implications on the dynamic response of a laser diode for 
the two different non-linear gain models (Eqn (3.2) and Eqn (3.3)) are compared 
theoretically. Based on small signal analysis of the single mode rate equations 
model, we obtain both numerical and analytical results for the a r,u}0 and £ of 
the two non-linear gain models. By utilising the m axim um  bandwidth criterion 
derived in Chapter 2, the effect of the two non-linear gain models on the band­
width are compared. In addition, a comparison between the results of the present 
approach and those predicted by Agrawal for the  ‘non-perturbative’ non-linear 
gain model is given. Finally, some consideration will be given to the possibilities 
of experim entally distinguishing the two non-linear gain models.
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3.2 T h e n o n -p ertu rb a tiv e  m o d e l
Substituting the functional form of the non-perturbative model Eqn (3.3) into 
Eqns (2.6)-(2.8), it is found [1] tha t,
a r „  +  (3.4)
4 V 9oTp)  e (1 +  eP)
u *  »  A  ef> (3 .5 )
T p C y /l^ J P
V 9°tp
Similarly, the results for the damping rate a r, undam ped frequency u 0 and dam p­
ing factor e of the two-level model have been given in Eqns (2.10)-(2.12).
Comparing Eqns (3.4) and (2.10), it can be observed th a t the growth ra te  of 
a r versus eP (or optical output) produced by the two-level non-linear model is 
twice th a t obtained by the non-perturbative model as evident by numerical results 
shown in Figure 3.1. This shows th a t the two-level model implies a comparatively 
higher damping than th a t of the non-perturbative model. In Figure 3.2, numerical 
results also show th a t the two-level model is subject to a higher suppression in 
undam ped frequency lj0 than of the non-perturbative model as y ftP  (or square 
root intensity) increases which is obvious when viewing the denominators of the 
approximated expression in Eqns (3.5) and (2.11). All the  param eter values used 
in the numerical calculations are based on Table 2.1.
Figure 3.3 displays the numerical calculations of the damping factor £ against 
y ftP  for the two different non-linear gain models. W ithin the practical regime 
of £ (ie. 0 <  £ <  1), it is clear th a t the (  of the non-perturbative model has a 
relatively smaller growth rate (approxim ately half th a t of the two-level model)
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Figure 3.1: Variation of the damping rate a r against eP , fo r the two different 
form s o f non-linear gain models.
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Figure 3.2: Variation of the undamped frequency ljq against (eP)1^ 2, for the two 
different form s of non-linear gain models.
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Figure 3.3: Variation of the damping factor £ against (eP)1^ 2, for the two different 
forms o f non-linear gain models.
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Notice tha t for low power operation, the prediction of the two models are roughly 
the same provided one takes a double e value for the non-perturbative model. 
However, in the following discussions the emphasis is given on the maximum 
achievable bandwidth and hence implies high power operation.
By differentiating Eqn (3.6) w.r.t. eP, it is found tha t the f  of the non-perturbative 
model always reaches its maximum at around eP  «  2 region with a value of :
( 2 H— —
=  0.155--  (3.7)
9 o T p
In fact, the damping factor £ of the non-perturbative model begins to saturate 
fairly early at t P  «  0.5 as illustrate in Figure 3.3. It is this saturation effect 
and the reduced growth rate of (  of the non-perturbative model which causes a 
dramatic change in the intrinsic bandwidth B W  when compared with tha t of the 
two-level model.
3.3 B a n d w id t h  s u p p re s s io n  a n d  m a x im u m  b a n d ­
w id th
The term  bandwidth suppression  means that at a certain optical output power, a 
reduction occurs in the rate of increase of bandwidth B W  with increasing optical 
power. This happens due to the increase in damping effect which accompanies 
an increase of optical output power as explained in Section 2.3. If the damping 
effect in the system is strong enough, then the bandwidth versus intensity may 
reach a maximum -  the maximum achievable bandwidth B W max.
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It has already been shown in Section 2.4 th a t the criterion for the maximum 
bandw idth B W max to occur is:
dC
>  0.707C (3.8)dujo
Checking this criterion for the two different non-linear gain models, the following 
results can be found :
3.3.1 T w o-level m odel
_  f  (3-9) 
>  0.707C
This indicates th a t a maximum bandwidth B W max always exists for this func­
tional form of gain non-linearity. Further calculations in Section 2.5 shows tha t 
£ =  0.707 whenever the B W max occurs while
B W m ax(Hz) =  0 , 3° ' (3.10)
27r(e + g 0Tp )
The implications of this equation has already been given in detail in Section 2.7. 
In brief, an increase in the gain coefficient g0, say by using quantum  well (QW) 
m aterial, will usually achieve a higher maximum bandw idth B W max provided the 
gain suppression coefficient e remains unchanged or small [1].
Substituting £ =  0.707 back into Eqn (2.12), we find th a t at B W  = B W max
2
eP  =  W
1 +  ( — )\ 9 o T p J
(3.11)
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which indicates that eP has a maximum value of unity at —— =  1. Therefore theJ 9oTp
m axim um  bandwidth B W max, will always occur w ithin the range of 0 < eP < 1 
and is purely depended on the value of ^ -. The typical value of lies between 
1 to 20 from bulk to SLQW m aterials as implied in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
3.3.2 N on-perturbative m od el
(3.12)
which suggests tha t the B W max may or may not exists, since can be bigger
or smaller than 0.707
However, it is certain tha t if there exists a local m axim um  or turning point in the 
bandw idth versus optical intensity then, (in order to m eet the criterion in Eqn 
(2.15)) tP  must fulfill the condition : ^  0.707£, th a t is,
0 < eP < 0.34 (3.13)
In fact, the existence of the local m axim um  for this non-perturbative non-linear 
gain model is also depend on the param eter This can be visualised by
m anipulating Eqn (3.6) and expressing eP as a cubic equation of For typical 
param eter values, such a local m axim um  point seldom exists (since the existence 
of the local maximum requires > 60). In addition, the K  factor therefore, 
loses it u tility  as a measurement of m axim um  bandw idth and becomes a power 
dependent param eter.
Figure 3.4 shows the numerically calculated bandw idth B W  versus \ f tP  using 
the two non-linear gain models. For the two-level model, the bandwidth always
dC
du,
= 2 - e P  . 
2 + eP **
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Figure 3.4: Variation o f the —3 dB intrinsic bandwidth B W  against (eP)1^ 2, for  
the two different non-linear gain models.
experiences a maximum bandwidth at Q =  0.707 as tha t given in Section 2.5. 
In brief, when the intensity increases, u 0 begins to rise linearly while F(C) de­
creases. As intensity increase further, the non-linear gain term (1 +  tP ) in the 
denominator of Eqn (2.11) starts to cause u 0 to increase sub-linearly; and at the 
same tim e V^C) decreases continuously. Hence a trade off between terms exists, 
and the damping effect is so strong that it actually causes a maximum point in 
the bandwidth versus intensity. Such a maximum bandwidth B W max is also the 
optimal bandwidth of the laser diode for the use in an high performance analogue 
system.
On the other hand, for the non-perturbative model, bandwidth suppression exists 
which causes the bandwidth to increase sub-linearly at high intensity but no 
maximum point is observed. This is due to the fact that the growth rate of £ is 
reduced when compared to the two-level model. Thus K(£) decreases relatively
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slowly and even become nearly constant as f  starts to  satu rate  at eP «  0.5 and 
reaches its maximum value at £ =  2.0. Furtherm ore, the sub-linear increase 
effect in lj0 is also comparatively weak (since the denom inator is y /\  +  eP  rather 
than  (1 -f eP) in the previous case, refer to Eqns (2.11) and (3.5) respectively). 
Consequently, the total bandwidth suppression effect is far less than th a t obtained 
from the two-level non-linear gain model and therefore a maxim um  point in the 
bandw idth versus eP is rarely seen for typical param eter values.
It is constructive to compare the results in this work to  those obtained by A- 
grawal for the non-perturbative non-linear gain model. From references [4, 5], 
the analytical results obtained by Agrawal are (in the notation used in this work)
OLr
The comparison between these two sets of results are shown graphically in Figures 
3.5-3.7 for a r ,co0 and B W  respectively. The reasons for the big discrepancy in 
the two sets of results can be explained as follows:
• In references [4, 5], Agrawal has implicitly assumed u 0 «  u r where ojr is the 
relaxation frequency and is given by u r =  yjw \ — a 2.
• A significant term , (g0e P )/(2 e \/l  +  eP) in Eqn (3.5) has been om itted by 
Agrawal during the approximation procedure.
• An assumption tha t rp = l/T g 0(N  — N tr) has been m ade by Agrawal where­
as r p =  1/TG  = V l T 7 P / T g 0{N — i\Ttr) should be utilised.
1 1 x
4 r p ( l +  e P f ! 2
i i f i  +  f )  *Tpt v 2 / (i + tpy
(3.14)
(3.15)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the residts obtained by the two different approaches on 
the damping rate, otr, for the ‘non-perturbative’ non-linear gain model.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the results obtained by the two different approaches on 
the undamped frequency, lo0, for the ‘non-perturbative ’ non-linear gain model.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison o f the results obtained by the two different approaches on 
the —3 dB intrinsic bandwidth, B\'V, for the ‘non-perturbative’ non-linear gain 
model.
3.4 P r a c t i c a l  co n s id e ra t io n s
As mentioned previously, a large intrinsic bandwidth B W  is normally required 
for the laser diode deployed in a high performance analogue optical system. It 
has been shown that no m atter which form of non-linear gain model is being used, 
bandwidth suppression always takes place. The most striking feature of the non- 
perturbative model is that there is virtually no lim itation imposed on the intrinsic 
bandwidth as optical power increases; on the contrary, the bandwidth predicted 
by the two-level model always experiences a maximum point within 0 < eP < 1.
Based on this difference in behaviour, one can determine the best described non­
linear gain model of a particular laser diode by driving it up to high enough 
power, say eP «  1, to obtain a trace of the bandwidth B W  versus square root
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Figure 3.8: Illustrate the differences in the intrinsic bandwidth causes by the two 
different forms of non-linear gain models at a practical range o f intensity.
output optical power or simply the normalised bias current y /( I  — Ith)/Ith • If a 
maximum point exists then the two-level model would appear to be appropriate 
to describe the non-linear gain effect of the laser diode under test; otherwise, 
if a reasonably linear relationship persists between the bandwidth B W  and the 
square root optical power, then the non-perturbative model could be a good 
alternative. This is demonstrated by the simulated results shown in Figure 3.8.
The K  factor will be another param eter to observe in order to check whether 
the non-perturbative model should be used in place of the two-level model for an 
experiment. If the K  factor measured is showing a m oderate amount of or even 
strong power dependence, then it is suggested that one should switch from the 
two-level model to the non-perturbative model.
—  Nonperturbative 
model 





There is at present very little experimental work available which permits a test of
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the model. Therm al effects restrict the nominal output power of a typical laser 
diode to  0 <  eP < 0.3, thus a specially designed high power laser diode would be 
required for the experim ental observation. However, Agrawal [5] has suggested 
th a t the  da ta  obtained in an experiment described in [6] for high power DFB 
lasers actually support the use of non-perturbative non-linear gain model.
3.5 C on clu sion
The effect of two different non-linear models on both the damping and bandwidth 
have been compared. The non-perturbative model does not cause any m aximum 
bandw idth B W max in the bandw idth versus intensity, in contrast the two-level 
model always induces a B W max within 0 < eP < 1. Such an unlimiting growth of 
bandw idth B W  with increasing optical power in the non-perturbative model is 
due to the  saturation effect of the damping factor (  in this model. This could be 
an advantage to optical communication system like SCM which seek to exploit 
the multi-GHz bandwidth of a laser diode.
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C hapter 4 
Package and Chip Parasitics
4.1 In trod u ction
In the previous two chapters, theoretical presentation emphasis has been given 
to the intrinsic non-linear effects on the dynamics of laser diode. It has been 
shown th a t the intrinsic m axim um  bandwidth of a laser diode predicted by the 
ra te  equations is generally high, say 10-20 GHz, even under the influence of non­
linear gain damping effect. In practice, diode lasers are lim ited to a relatively 
low bandw idth operation due to various extrinsic effects, most im portantly,
(i) package/chip parasitics [I, 2, 3] and;
(ii) carrier transport effects in most quantum  well (QW ) devices [8].
The effects of the parasitics on the modulation response of a  laser diode will be 
considered in this chapter, whilst the lim itation on the bandw idth caused by the 
the carrier transport across a separated confinement heterostructure (SCH) of 
most QW lasers will be discussed in the next chapter.
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In order to investigate the parasitics effects, a simple electrical equivalent circuit 
for the laser diode is established in Section 4.2 which basically consists of three 
cascaded stages with their own transfer function representation. They are :
• the package parasitics - generally include the m ount capacitance and bond- 
wire inductance;
• the chip parasitics - normally the stray capacitance and resistance associ­
ated with the semiconductor m aterial surrounding the active region; and
• the intrinsic laser with dynamics governed by the pair of rate  equations.
Usually the package parasitics are of negligible effect on the m odulation band­
width of the laser diode when compared with the chip parasitics which consists 
of a simple RC stage.
By applying small signal analysis, the intrinsic diode can be represented by a 
second-order (low-pass filter) transfer function as given in Appendix A. Together 
with the  chip parasitics RC stage, a practical laser diode can therefore be viewed 
as a third-order system and a general theoretical approach to such a system will 
be given in Section 4.3. Owing to the highly structural dependent nature of 
the parasitics, the discussion will be lim ited to ridge waveguide lasers which are 
supplied by N orthern Telecom, Paignton. An experim ent for measuring the  chip 
parasitics and device param eters, for a group of 1.3fim  ridge-waveguide lasers 
will be presented in Section 4.4.
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4.2  O verall transfer fu n ction
A general small signal electrical equivalent circuit for a laser diode is given in Fig­
ure 4.1. This circuit has been proven to be reasonably adequate in describing most 
types of lasers [1, 4, 5], for example, ridge waveguide and buried heterostructure. 
This equivalent circuit is composed of three cascaded stages w ith the following 
transfer functions :
(i) the package parasitics, Fpack{uj) =  Sip/S isrc or Fpack+Rsrc(uj) =  Sip/S isrc for 
a non-ideal current drive with input impedance R src5
(ii) the chip parasitics, Fchip(co) = 8 i/8 ip; and
(iii) the intrinsic laser diode, Fint(u)) =  8p/Si.
where the corresponding small signal current components 8isrc, 8ip and 8i are de­
noted in Figure 4.1. The overall laser diode frequency response (transfer function) 
defined as Ft {w ) =  8p/8isrc, can be given by,
8i„ 8i 8 p
=  x —  x —
8isrc 8ip Si
F p a c k + R t r c ( k ' )  ^  F c h i P{ u )  X  ( ^ * 1 - )
The expressions for the transfer function of individual stage are given in the 
following subsections. These results are obtained based on the assum ption tha t 
the input resistance of the intrinsic laser is very small and can therefore be viewed 
as short circuit w ith negligible error in calculating the overall bandw idth due to 
parasitic roll-off effect.
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Figure 4.1: Electrical equivalent circuit model o f  laser diode
4.2.1 Package parasitics
The package parasitics are made up of the resistance R p and inductance Lp of 
the bond-wire and the capacitance Cp of the m etal stud on which the laser chip 
is mounted. For an ideal current source, ie. Sisrc =  Siin, the transfer function 
may be expressed as
p / \      I___________
P Siin 1 +  j w C p{jujLp +  R p +  Z s)
where Zs =  R s/ {  1 +  jcoRsC s ) is the loading from the chip parasitics stage. The 
typical values for the parameters are : R p ~  I f l , L p ~  0.1-0.8n H ,C p ~  0.1- 
0.3p F ,R a «  5-1517 and C s ~  5-20p F . Due to the relatively small values of 
Cp <  0.2p F  and L p < 0.2n H ,  the frequency bandwidth of this Fpack(u>) stage is 
very high -  about 35 GHz, for the ideal input current source. However, a sharp 
resonance appears a t about 25 GHz because of Cp and Lp. In practice, when a 
non-ideal current source of input impedance 50 17 is connected to the laser diode 
via a series matching resistor of 50 17 giving a R src — 10017, the corresponding
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package parasitics transfer function lumping R src can be rew ritten as,
6ip 1
f i 1p a c k + R a rc ( .<uj ' )  1 i /  ' i 1 \ / ' ' 7 ’ i D i /7 \  ( ^ ‘ ^ )
Olsrc 1 "j" yJ io Op  T  R i r c )  \ J ^  P ~f" P ■*/
W ith R src =  10011, the resonance peak due to CPL P can be dam ped out sub­
stantially and this leaves a reasonably flat response upto a frequency of 20 GHz 
provided small L p and Cp values are maintained [2]. On the other hand, if the 
bond wire inductance is large, say L p >  1 nH , then an early roll-off of about 6-7 
GHz may be observed.
In other words, the frequency response of Fpack+Rsrc{uj) is dependent on the input 
impedance of the current source. For a conventional microwave instrum entation 
with equivalent R src = lOOfi and small L p «  0.2n H , the package parasitics 
stage lum ped with R src has virtually no effect on the overall bandw idth (ie. 
Fpack+Rsrdu) & 1 for frequency upto 20 GHz) when compared to the dom inant RC 
roll-off of chip parasitics [1, 5]. The experimental works and calculations related 
to the overall bandwidth of a laser diode in the following sections are therefore 
based on the above assumption since the measurements are for a frequency of 
about 7 GHz.
4.2.2 Chip parasitics
The chip parasitics which consist of the total resistance R s and the shunt ca­
pacitance Cs of the semiconducting m aterial surround the active region, can be 
described by a low-pass filter response, tha t is,
«**<"> -  K  ‘  T T j t S c ,  M
For example, in a ridge waveguide laser diode, for which a typical structure is 
given in Figure 4.2, the resistance R s is the total series resistance of the ridge














Figure 4.2: Gross section a ridge waveguide laser
and the substrate under the the active region; and the capacitance C a is mainly 
associated with the silicon nitride insulator layer in the device. The typical R SC S 
product of, say a ridge waveguide laser, is 30-65 ps which corresponds to a roll-off 
frequency ( 2nR3c s) ^-7 GHz for this stage. Consequently, the chip parasitics
are usually the dominant effects on the overall laser diode bandwidth.
It is noteworthy that the current source ii represents leakage current paths that 
bypass the active region. This leakage current is found to be very small for a ridge 
waveguide laser, but can be significant in some buried heterostructure devices [6].
4.2.3 Intrinsic laser diode
The active region which represents an intrinsic laser diode, can be specified by 
a second order transfer function obtained by applying small signal analysis to 
the pair of rate equations Eqn (2.1). The transfer function is given below (see
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Appendix A)
i Y — P
F*a(u>) = ± S I L - H ( U) eV u \
H H  =  7 ^ — /  w  - \  (4-4)
( e )  + 2 ( s ) ( s )  +  i
where a r and u>0 are the damping rate  and angular undam ped frequency; H(w) 
is the normalised transfer function, ie. Fint(u>)/Fint(Q).
4 .3  B a n d w id th  due to  p arasitic  effects
Assuming the chip parasitics are causing the dom inant frequency roll-off ef­
fect when compared to the package parasitics, therefore the overall laser re­
sponse within the frequency range of interest, say 7 GHz, can be rew ritten as 
(FPack+Rsrc(w)  «  1 for frequency upto 20 GHz with small C p and L p)
i Y — P  
Ft (uj) = —  ■ dN-  H t (lj) 
e V ujl0
1
(1 + j u R .C .)  ( ^ ) 2 + 2 ( ^ )  ( * ) + l
1 1




c  =  —
x  =  R sCsu 0 (4.6)
which is the standard second order low-pass transfer function m ultiply by an 
ex tra  pole 1/(1 +  ju jR sCs) caused by the chip parasitics. The significant effects 
of this pole on the overall bandwidth is outlined by Figure 4.3 which shows th a t 
the —3 dB bandw idth reduces drastically as the R SCS product (or x) increases.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency response of laser diode including the parasitic effects
Equating the magnitude of Hj ( u )  to 1 /  \/2, the following third order equation 
in can be obtained, where B W j  (in rad/s)  denotes the —3 dB extrinsic
bandwidth of the laser diode including the parasitic effects (see Figure 4.1), 
f B W T\ 6
X‘ J  +  (1 -  2(1 -  2 f V )  ( ^ 7 )
+ ( x 2 -  2(1 -  2C2)) ( 7 7 ) (4.7)
Clearly, excluding the effect of chip parasitics by setting x =  0, this equation 
reverts to the intrinsic bandwidth relationship Eqn (2.4). Eqn (4.7) can be solved 
either numerically or analytically, but an analytical result will not be significantly 
simpler than the original equation. Assume the solution of Eqn (4.7) is given by 
the function F (£ ,x )  =  B W t / w0 which is not only a function of £ as in Section 
2.3 but also a function of \  due to effect of chip RC roll-off. The numerical result 
of r(f,X) is shown in Figure 4.4. Notice that the curve with x =  (b ie- without 
chip parasitics, is equivalent to that in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 4.4: The function E (C ,x) versus £ for various level o f x  governed by the 
parasitic effects
The overall laser bandwidth B W j  is therefore becomes,
B W t  = K (C,x)w„ (4.8)
The argument in Section 2.3 is still applicable to this case. When output optical 
power increases due to increased bias current, ^ ( (^ x )  will decrease whereas u 0 
increases, therefore, a trade off between the F ( ( ,x )  and lj0 exists as optical 
output escalates. This results in an extrinsic maximum achievable bandwidth 
BW Tmax. The point where the maximum bandwidth takes place can be located 
by differentiating Eqn (4.7) w.r.t. u^, this gives the result BWrmax — which 
is similar to case of the intrinsic maximum achievable described in Section 2.5. 
However, the value of damping factor for this BWrmax will no longer be fixed 
at C =  0.707 as before because of the effect of x> instead it is given by,
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As illustrated graphically in Figure 4.4, an increase in \  reduce the  function 
Hence, the inclusion of \  enhances the reduction ra te  of y ( £ ,x )  when 
photon density rises. As a result, the BWTmax m ust occur at f  <  0.707 but 
m aintaining the relationship BWTmax = u)0 as depicted by the horizontal locus 
for BW rmax with varying \  in the figure.
W hen x  increases beyond a certain value, x  ~  2.7, one can observed th a t there 
exists more than one value of B W j / lo0 for a single value of f . This is because the 
frequency dip on the laser diode response, due to the parasitic RC roll-off, has 
touched the —3 dB point and causes a sudden drop in the bandwidth as shown 
in Figure 4.3. That is also why the locus of the BWTmax ends around x  ~  2.7. 
Hence, in order to avoid tha t sudden drop in the bandwidth, one requires
2.7 >  u 0R 3Cs (4.10)
This imposes a certain maximum value of the R SCS product for a particular laser 
since w0, given by Eqn (2.11), contains device param eters such as gain coefficient 
gQ, photon lifetime, rp and gain suppression e.
4.3.1 M odified K factor due to the effect o f parasitics
It is possible to obtain an analytical result for the extrinsic maximum achievable 
bandw idth for x  <  2.7, by using the relationship BWTmax — and Eqn (4.9),
B W L .  =  B W ^ max(l + (R sC3)2B W } mar) (4.11)
where ^ W max(rad/s) denotes the intrinsic maximum bandwidth of the laser diode 
given in Chapter 2 , and is given by
rc;B W max =  y/2
, _  r  d G / d P  
3 G / d N
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However, when x  >  2.7, the parasitic effect is so strong tha t the bandwidth 
is severely lim ited to the RC roll-off frequency - l/(27ri?5C's), and the extrinsic 
m axim um  bandwidth is thus of no importance. It is noteworthy tha t Eqn (4.11) 
is only used for relating the intrinsic and extrinsic “m axim um ” bandwidths and 
not the  bandw idth at any other values.
Consequently, in the presence of parasitic effects, the relationship between the I< 
factor and the overall maximum bandwidth BlVxmax is given by,
K = V2(2z)2 ( _______1_______
B W Tmax ^  y/B W $ M '(R .C .)*  +  1 
If the parasitic effects are neglected, ie. R sCa =  0, then  Eqn (4.12) reverts back 
to the same form of Eqn (2.23) [7].
(4.12)
Solving Eqn (4.11), the overall laser bandwidth BWxmax can be obtained and is 
given by
B W ’ - ~  -  f  l +  (4'13>
- I< +  y/K *  +  8 (2 »)«(fl.C .)»
2(R ,C S)2I\ K ' 1
Hence by extracting the K factor and the R SCS product from the frequency 
response of a laser diode [7], the overall m aximum m odulation bandwidth due to 
the effect of the parasitics can be estim ated via Eqn (4.14).
A sim ulated plot of the overall bandwidth B W t  versus the bias current / ,  based 
on the param eter values in Table 2.1, is given in Figure 4.5. It confirms th a t the 
parasitic RC roll-off causes a significant reduction on the laser diode bandwidth; 
furtherm ore, the overall maximum achievable bandw idth BWTmax always takes
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Figure 4.5: Numerical results of the —3 (IB bandwidth of  laser diode with and 
without the effects of parasitic.
place at £ <  0.707 under such an influence. The analytical values of the BWjmax 
predicted by Eqn (4.13) or (4.14) can also be identified by the numerical results.
4.4 E x p e r im e n ta l  re su lts
The experimental setup for measuring the chip parasitics RC product of a diode 
laser under direct amplitude modulation is shown in Figure 4.6.
This experiment was performed at Northern Telecom’s laboratory in Paignton 
with several DFB ridge waveguide laser diodes provided by the company. The 
setup is very standard, it consists of a sweep oscillator used in conjunction with 
a network analyser which incorporates a s-parameter test-set (All these are HP 
instrum ents and have internal impedance of 50 fl). The photo-detector used is a
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Figure 4.6: The experimental setup fo r  measuring the frequency response of  laser  
diodes
high speed InGaAs pin photodiode whose frequency response was calibrated up 
to 8.5 GHz. Each ridge waveguide laser is mounted n-side up on a gold-plated 
copper carrier. The copper carrier is attached to a high frequency mount which 
provides the necessary electrical connections for the T-bias and a.c. modulation 
(a 50 matching resistor is used). An electronically controlled heat sink is placed 
underneath the mount to ensure a constant tem perature environment of 25°C. 
The laser diodes are all lasing at 1.3pin  with a. ridge of dimension 2.5 x 2  x 380/^m3 
(w  x dp x L ) and active layer thickness of d =  0.2p m .  The inductances of the 
bond wires for these laser diodes are quite small, Lp «  0.2n H  because of their 
short lengths (<  0.5mm) and the shunt capacitance C p is also small say «  0 .2pF. 
As a result, package parasitics stage in Figure 4.1 can be neglected and this leaves 
the chip parasitics as a dominant efFect limiting the laser diode bandwidth.
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4.4 .1  M easu rem en t o f chip  p arasitics
The measured normalised frequency response for one particular sample (LK-20) 
at different bias currents is given in Figure 4.7. One can easily observe the 
resonant peak and the dip caused by the chip parasitics. A group of five laser 
chips of the same structure from the same wafer has been measured (LK-20 to LK- 
24). Very little information can be obtained by simply looking at the frequency 
responses of these devices. Hence, the next step is to perform a least square fit to 
the measured frequency response to determine the three parameters u)0,ctr and 
R SC S of the overall normalised transfer given by Eqn (4.4). The fitted results are 
listed in Tables 4.1-4.3 for devices LK-20, LK-21 and LK-23. The results are also 



























Figure 4.7: Frequency response for ridge waveguide laser diode LK-20
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/(m A ) Oir ( s  X) u?0( rad/s) C R sCs (ps)
1.2 x I th 2.2 x 109 1.25 x lO10 0.176 75.6
1.33 x I th 3.2 x 109 1.46 x lO10 0.22 72.1
1.6 x I th 4.9 x 109 1.S3 x lO10 0.26 77.4
2.0 x Ith 7.1 x 109 2.3 x lO10 0.3 77.4
2.3 x I th 9.0 x 109 2.64 x lO10 0.34 76.3
Table 4.1: Fitted parameters fo r  LK-20. Ith — 30mA.
/(m A ) <Xr(s~l ) u>0{ rad/s) c R sC a (ps)
1.28 x Ith 3.0 x 109 1.44 x lO10 0.21 77.7
1.4 x Ith 3.7 x 109 1.63 x 101U 0/22 69.8
1.57 x Ith 4.4 x 109 1.86 x 101U 0.23 76.1
1.85 x Ith 6.3 x 109 2.15 x 10l° 0.29 77.4
2.14 x Ith 8.0 x 109 2.43 x lO10 0.33 72.3
Table 4.2: Fitted parameters for  LK-21. Ith =  32m A .
/(m A ) C V r(s  ' ) o;0(rad/s) C R SC S (ps)
1.2 x Ith 2.3 x 109 1.22 x lO10 0.18 80.0
1.36 x Ith 3.1 x 109 1.56 x lO10 0.2 72.1
1.6 x Ith 4.7 x 109 1.88 x lO10 0.25 74.3
1.9 x Ith 6.7 x 109 2.26 x 101U 0.29 77.4
2.2 x Ith 8.6 x 10® 2.56 x 101U 0.33 69.9
Table 4.3: Fitted parameters for  LK-23. Ith. =  33mA.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of (fitted) damping rate a r versus bias current I  fo r devices 
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Figure 4.9: Plot of (fitted) squared undamped frequency f*  versus bias current 
I  fo r devices LK-20, 21 and 23. From this diagram, the gain coefficient can be 
estimated using Eqn (4-17).
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Figure 4.10: Plot o f damping rate a r versus squared undamped frequency f 2 for  
devices LK-20, 21 and 23. The slope of this curve is directly proportional to the 
K  factor which provides the information o f the intrinsic maximum bandwidth of 
the device.
It is found tha t the group of ridge waveguide laser diodes under test possess an 
average R SCS product of 75 ps. Utilising the given dimension of the ridge, a hole 
mobility pp of 70 cm 2V ~ l s ~1 and a doping density n p of 3.5 x 1017cm-3 , the 
resistance R s can be calculated by using 
1 dn
R* = (4.15)npqpp wL
This gives a value of R s ~  517, hence the shunt capacitance C3 «  15pF. This 
result can be justified by using the equation for capacitance,
Lwchip
a  = d,
(4.16)
where e0 is the perm ittivity of free space; er is the relative perm ittivity of the 
silicon nitride layer; w chip and ds are the entire chip width and the thickness of 
the silicon nitride layer. Using t r «  2.9, w chiP =  320pm  and ds =  0.25pm , this 
gives a result of 12.5 p F  which is close to the experimental result.
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4.5  E stim a tio n  o f d ev ice  p aram eters
In this section, by using some of the equations derived in C hapter 2 , estim ations 
are m ade for several intrinsic device param eters, including gain coefficient g0, 
gain suppression e and maximum achievable bandw idth BWTmax are made.
Referring to Eqn (2.23), the intrinsic maximum bandw idth B W max is inversely 
proportional to K factor which is defined as the slope of the a T versus / 2 curve 
as given in Figure 4.10, that is.





Hence the  estim ated intrinsic B W max f°r this group of ridge waveguide lasers is 
found to  be 9.3 GHz with a Iv factor of 9.54 x 1 0 -lo s -1 .
Substituting the L-I relationship in Eqn (2.20) into Eqn(2.10), the undam ped 
frequency can be rewritten as
n  (4 -l7 )
Therefore, it can be found from Figure 4.9 tha t the gain coefficient for these device 
is gQ «  1.S5 x 10- 6 cm3s - 1  or the linear differential gain A 0 «  2.46 x 10_16cra2. 
Assuming rp =  1 . 6  x 10-12, and fitting the values of B W max,g 0 and rp into Eqn 
(2.19), the  estim ated gain suppression value is e «  4 x 10- 17cm3.
Using the above estim ated K factor and the R SCS product, the overall m axim um  
bandw idth BWTmax can be evaluated by Eqn (4.14) and it is found to be 4.2 
GHz. This result is justified by a numerical calculation of the bandw idth versus 








2.0 —  Numerical results 
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Figure 4.11: Bandwidth versus square root normalised current. The numerical 
calculations and experimental results agreed well. Parameters used in the numer­
ical calculation are gQ =  1.85 x 10~6c?723s _1, e =  4 x 1 0 - 17cm3 and R sCa =  75ps.
bandwidth of the present ridge waveguide lasers are seriously hampered by the 
parasitic effects, since the intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W max= 9.3 GHz are 
more than double of the overall (extrinsic) maximum bandwidth BWTmax= 4.2 
GHz.
4.6 C on c lu s io n
Chip parasitics are often the dominant parasitic effects inside a laser diode. The 
transfer function of the parasitics can be represented by a RC low pass filter 
which can cause limitation on the laser’s overall modulation bandwidth. The 
intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W max predicted by the K factor is therefore 
not applicable in this case. A modified relationship of the extrinsic maximum 
bandwidth BWxmax and the I\ factor has been derived.
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An experim ent based on a group of ridge waveguide laser diodes has been carried 
out. It has been shown tha t simply by measuring frequency response of the 
laser, one can estim ate the parasitic R SCS product, the gain coefficient gQ, the 
extrinsic m aximum achievable bandwidth BWTmax and also the gain suppression 
e by assuming a typical value of photon lifetime r p.
In practice, by replacing parts of the laser diode structure  w ith semi-insulated 
m aterial [9], the chip parasitic effect can be reduced dram atically.
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C hapter 5 
Carrier Transport in QW  Lasers
5,1 In trod u ction
The popularity of quantum  well (QW) lasers has grown with the advancement in 
semiconductor crystal epitaxy technology in the past few years. The theoretical 
predictions [1] of the superior features of QW lasers over devices fabricated in 
more conventional bulk m aterial, such as high differential gain, low threshold 
current, narrow linewidth and better tem perature performance, are certainly the 
reasons for the  wide-spread of QW lasers. Recently, considerable research interest 
in strained layer quantum  well (SLQW) devices has also been driven by similar 
predictions th a t such m aterial will further enhance the differential gain by the 
proper application of strain on the band structure of a semiconductor m aterial 
[2, 3, 8 ],
Reduction in threshold current and spectral linewidth have been dem onstrated 
experim entally in both QW [5, 6 ] and SLQW [4, 9, 11] lasers. However, the 
predicted enhancement in differential gain which should lead to a significant 
increase in the modulation bandwidth [14] has not yet been corroborated by
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experim ental work. The highest laser diode bandw idth reported so far is around 
22-24 GHz which was in fact for a bulk m aterial device [1 2 , 13].
From a m aterial viewpoint, part of the reason for such a contradiction between 
theoretical expectations and experimental realisations is the relatively higher non­
linear gain effect (gain suppression) which occurs in Q W /SLQ W  devices [15, 16, 
17]. An increase in this gain suppression param eter will increase the damping 
mechanism inside the laser diode and therefore decrease the m axim um  achievable 
bandw idth as pointed out in Chapter 2 . Nevertheless, the structural dependence 
of the differential gain in QW devices (refer to Table 2.2) suggests th a t m aterial 
non-linear effects are not the only cause of the discrepancy. Recent reports [23, 25] 
show th a t the carrier capture into the quantum  well and the carrier diffusion 
across the commonly used separated confinement heterostructure (SCH) seriously 
affect the m odulation bandwidth of QW lasers.
In this chapter, a general picture of the carrier transport inside the QW laser is 
developed and then followed by the study of two different models :
(i) well barrier hole burning due to the quantum  capture process suggested by 
W. Rideout [25]; and
(ii) carrier transport due to diffusion across the SCH layer and the therm ionic 
emission from the quantum  well [23].
By using small signal analysis, the detrim ental effects of carrier transport on the 
m odulation response of a QW laser will be dem onstrated. A brief comparison 
between the two models will also be given. In fact, the inclusion of the carri­
er transport effects into the rate equations are shown to result in an intrinsic
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third-order transfer function similar to tha t of the parasitics effects as given in 
C hapter 4. Hence, the modified K  factor expression obtained previously can be 
used to  estim ate the intrinsic bandw idth providing other extrinsic effects, such 
as parasitics have been calibrated and elim inated from the analysis. Finally, 
considerations for quantum  well structures which may be expected to minimise 
the carrier transport effects will be discussed.
5.2 T h e sep arated  con fin em en t h etero stru ctu re
Before going into any details of the modelling, it is helpful to  have an understand­
ing of the carrier transport processes involved inside a QW laser. The m ajority 
of QW laser diodes are made of separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) in 
order to  improve carrier confinement into the active region. Figure 5.1 shows the 
layer structure of a QW laser which mainly consists of the SCH layers (which do 
not contribute gain) and the quantum  wells (active region). The general picture 
of carrier injection mechanism inside the QW laser is as follows : the carriers 
are injected from the cladding layer and diffuse across the SC H /barrier layer and 
reach the edge of the quantum  well where the carriers are still in their unbounded 
(unconfined) states. Not long after th a t, the carriers are then captured into 
bounded (confined) states of the QW by quantum  capture process and ready 
for the lasing process. At the same tim e, there are carriers in the bound states 
which escape back to the unbounded states. As far as theory is concerned, the 
quantum  capture process is via the absorption of an optical phonon [2 0 , 2 1 ]; while 
the escape process can include therm ionic emission [22]. It has been established 
by several research groups [23, 25, 26] th a t the carrier capture into the QW and 
carrier diffusion across SCH will cause additional lim itation to the laser diode 
intrinsic bandwidth.






Figure 5.1: Layer structure of a Q W  laser diode showing various carrier transport 
processes.
5.3 T h e  w e ll-b a rr ie r  ho le  b u rn in g
A research report by W. Rideout et al [25] first proposed that the photon density
can cause changes in the distribution between the number of carriers in the well
and those in the barriers/confinement region; and this results in a spatial variation 
of carrier distribution perpendicular to the active region. This well-barrier hole 
burning effect can cause additional damping to the modulation response of QW 
lasers and thus reduces the bandwidth.
In the present model, three coupled rate equations are used,
dNb _  I N b (A;6 -  N w V r )
dt QVqw Te Tca p
d N y j  ( N b  ~  N i u V r )  N w s~'{ \T  \t>—— = --------------------------------- Lj[l\w) r
at t'cap re
dP P
—  =  TG(NW)P -  -  +  R sp(N w)
dt Tp
G ( N W) =  g o ( N « , - N lr)
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It is pointed out tha t non-linear gain effects are not included. In the above Nb 
and N w are the electron density in the barrier/confinem ent layers and quantum  
well respectively; rcap and resc are the effective capture and escape tim e of car­
rier moving between the well and barrier/confinem ent layers; 7)r is the ratio  of 
N b/N w a t equilibrium (or steady state) which can be given by carrier capture to 
the carrier escape tim e hence it can be regarded as the  carrier escape/capture 
rate ratio; r e =  l / 7 e is the electron lifetime and is assumed to be a constant 
determ ined by the bimolecular recombination rate, hence differential recombina­
tion ra te  d je/d N  = 0; G (N W) is the optical gain for which the nonlinear gain 
coefficient e is not explicitly included, instead the non-linearity will be derived by 
comparing the coefficients of the small signal transfer function of these equations 
to th a t obtained in Eqn (4.5) under certain conditions. P  and I  are the photon 
density and injected current; Vqw,g 0,T  and rp are the volume of the quantum  
well active region, gain coefficient, confinement factor and the photon lifetime 
respectively.
From the above rate  equations, it is obvious th a t this model is essentially de­
scribing the quantum  capture process in the vicinity of the quantum  well, ie. the 
transport of unbounded/bounded carriers at the well as depicted schematically 
in Figure 5.2. Therefore, the effects of carrier diffusion process across the SCH 
region is not explicitly included.
In the above laser threshold regime, d.c. solutions for the above rate  equations 
show th a t N w is essentially fixed at around threshold value similar to the results 
for the conventional pair of rate equations. However, the carrier density in the 
barrier/confinem ent region Nb increases with current even above threshold due to 
the finite carrier capture tim e rcop. As a. result, the distribution of carrier densities





Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram for the well-barrier hole burning model.
perpendicular to the active region is uneven and a spatial hole is developed in 
the QW active region -  well-barrier hole burning.
5.3.1 Intrinsic bandwidth
By applying small signal analysis to the above equations, the following third order
transfer function can be obtained, 
dG p
Fm (u ) = « ± - H whi(u)
9 *qw
Hwhb{w) =  — . (5-2)
( jw )3 +  A { jto) 2 +  y (jw ) +  Z
X  =  f ^ . p  +  1  +  l i ± n d
\  a  A iu Te T~cap
Y  -  r a § - . p + i r , ( 7 K p + 7. 
z  = — r ' G ~ p
1~cap « iV w
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here P  is the steady state photon density and the gain derivative is equivalent 
to the gain coefficient g0.
This th ird  order denominator can be approximately factorised to a form close to 
Eqn (4.5), which is the response function of the standard pair of ra te  equations 
Eqn (2 .1 ) under the effect of parasitic RC roll off, th a t is,
1 1
( 1  -f ju R C ef f )
(£) + 2 fe ) fe )  + \
where the undam ped frequency iv0 and the damping rate  a r are given by Eqn
(2.5) and (2.6) with G =  g0{N  — N tr) /( l  +  ee/ /P ) .  By comparing coefficients, 
one can obtain the following expression for the effective RC constant R C e/ f  and 
gain suppression coefficient ee/ / ,
* > « //  -  ( i r f e  (5 -3)
««// «  9o ( Tcap ( ] -  VrTp ) (5.4)
This suggests th a t the transport effects of the unbounded/bounded carriers a t the 
quantum  well, can be simplified to the case of an intrinsic laser diode (governed 
by the standard rate equations pair) under the influence of the parasitics effects 
as discussed in Chapter 4. In brief, a parasitic-like RC roll-off effect in the 
frequency response is produced by the extra pole, (1  +  ju>RCef / )  which lim its 
the intrinsic bandwidth according to the magnitude of R C ef f .  Moreover, further 
reduction in the intrinsic bandwidth via. the damping effect is caused by the 
effective gain suppression term  ee/ / .  Figure 5.3 shows the numerically calculated 
intrinsic bandw idth of QW lasers whose dynamics are described by Eqn (5.1). 
It is clear th a t the intrinsic bandwidth B W  is degraded as r cap increases. Note 
th a t the above analytic effective values are only valid when rcop <C while for 
TCap ~  w0, a numerical solution must be used.
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Figure 5.3: The —3 dB bandwidth versus normalised bias current fo r different 
carrier capture time rcap.
It is thus concluded that the well-barrier hole burning effect manifest itself as 
gain suppression through the quantum capture phenomenon and contributes:
(i) a damping effect; and
(ii) an equivalent parasitic-like RC roll-off effect;
which can cause reduction in the intrinsic bandwidth. These results also indicate 
the importance of carrier transport effect in modelling the dynamics of a QW 
laser diode.
Since the intrinsic bandwidth of a QW laser diode depends on the values of 
two parameters, rcap and rjr, typical or representative values for these parameters 
would be needed in order to validate these conclusions. It is found tha t the carrier
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escape/capture rate ratio ?/,. is a structural dependent param eter [27] and hence 
the well barrier hole burning effect is bound to be structural dependent. More­
over, experim entally measured values of the absolute capture tim e rcap [18, 19, 20] 
lie between sub-picoseconds to a few picoseconds, which obviously indicates th a t 
the effective gain suppression is relatively small and causes virtually no effect 
on the intrinsic bandwidth. Therefore in order to explain the adverse effects 
of this model on the intrinsic bandwidth, an anomalously large rcap (a few tens 
picoseconds) has to be used [25] as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Such a large value 
of capture tim e rcap in fact suggests th a t the diffusion process across the SCH 
region should be included explicitly into the model as proposed Nagarajan et al
[23].
5.4  T h e  carrier d iffusion  across S C H  layer
Not long after the proposal of well barrier hole burning model, Nagarajan et al
[24] presented a better description of the carrier transport effect inside a QW 
laser using a set of four ra te  equations. This work predicted th a t carrier diffusion 
across the SCH region will cause a low frequency, parasitic-like roll-off which 
severely degrades the modulation bandwidth of a QW  lasers and this theoretical 
prediction is also supplem ented by an experim ent w ith lasers of different sizes of 
SCH region. It is believed tha t the effect of the crucial carrier capture process, 
described in last section, has been excluded by this model [26, 27]. However, 
the following analysis will show that the effects of carrier capture, in fact, has 
been implicitly included through a. carrier escape term  in the model; and it is 
this carrier escape process which causes a significant damping effect and further 
limits the intrinsic bandwidth.
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The set of rate equations used are very similar to the well barrier hole burning 
model, except th a t there are two rate equation for the SCH region -  one for each 
side of the quantum  well, tha t is :
dNbi _  I  Nbi Nf, i N w{Vqw/ Vsch)
dt qVsch rtp re 2 r,thm
dNb2 _  Nfo Nb2 NwjVqw/Vsch)
dt Tip Te ~Tthm
dNw _ Nbi(Vsch/V qw) , Nb2(Vsch/Vqw) N w N w ^  ~ ^  ~
. — *r Jr^jr
nt Tip Tip Te T~thm
dP ~ - P
—  = TG (N W, P ) P  h R sp(N w)
at  Tp
G ( N W, P )  =  ~  (5.5)
1 +  tP
where Nbi, Nb2 and N w are the carrier densities for the SCH layers and the 
quantum  well respectively; Tlp is the transport/dw ell tim e of the carriers in the 
SCH which mainly due to carrier diffusion process; Tihm is the therm ionic emission 
tim e from the quantum  well which is similar to the carrier escape tim e Teac in 
the well barrier hole burning model; Vach is volume of one side of the SCH layer 
and Vqw is the volume of the quantum  well. The other param eters are identical 
to those defined previously.
5.4.1 Intrinsic bandw idth
Applying small signal analysis to the above equations, the following transfer 
function, Fsch(to) is obtained,




qVqw u'o \ T e +  Ttp 
1
( 1  + j u . ' T t p )
H ach M  
1
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with
r)C
“ 2 *  T G m : p  (5 ' 7)
a .  «s + -  + — ') (5.8)
2  d P  ^  TthmJ
Under the influence of carrier diffusion across the SCH layer, an extra pole, 
( 1  -f jcjTtp), is imposed on the transfer function, which thus causes a parasitic-like 
RC roll-off effect on the laser response. Furthermore, by comparing the expression 
for the damping rate a r with tha t obtained from standard rate equations Eqn
(2 .6 ), it can be shown that there is an additional damping term  caused by the 
therm ionic emission, ie. 1 / r tiim. On the assumption th a t the thermionic emission 
is the m ajor escape process from the quantum  well, then one may write :
1 _  Vr
Tthm Tca p
with the carrier escape ratio 7]r range from 0 . 0 0 1  to 2 . 0  depending on the struc­
tural param eters [28]. The larger the yr value the higher is the carrier escape 
rate. Hence, the extra  damping effect is governed by the carrier capture/escape 
process into the quantum  well which justifies the finding on what was found in 
the last section.
(5.9)
The diffusion tim e rtp across the SCH layer is calculated using
T,> = (5-10)
where L sch is the length of the SCH layer; D  is the diffusion coefficient w ith 
typical values of 100 cm 2/ s for electrons and 7 cm 2/s  for holes. Therefore, for 
the slower carrier -  the holes in the present case with a longer diffusion tim e, can 
result in a lower RC roll-off frequency. The intrinsic bandw idth of a QW laser 
calculated including the combined effects of the carrier diffusion (holes in this
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case) across the SCH layer and the carrier capture/escape process is illustrated 
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Figure 5.4: The —3 dB bandwidth versus normalised bias current for different 
carrier diffusion time rtp.
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Figure 5.5: The —3 dB bandwidth versus normalised bias current fo r different 
carrier escape/capture ratio i]r.
Clearly, for large values of rtp and t/,., the intrinsic bandwidth is severely reduced. 
A larger rtp means the carriers need more time to complete the journey across the 
SCH region to reach the quantum well. This diffusion time is certainly a lot longer 
than the (sub-picoseconds/picoseconds) capture time, hence the SCH regions 
on both sides of the quantum well act like a. carrier storage or reservoir which 
manifest itself as a capacitance efFect. On the other hand, at the quantum well, 
a larger carrier escape/capture rate ratio rjr imposes a lim it on the modulation 
response equivalent to a. damping effect.
As a result, this comprehensive model predicts that
(i) the carrier diffusion across the SCH introduces a parasitics-like RC low 
frequency roll-off; and
(ii) the quantum capture/escape process contributes to the damping efFect on
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the intrinsic modulation response -  which is not shown clearly in previous 
works [23, 24].
5.5 T h e  m od ified  K  factor
As indicated in the past two sections, no m atter which physical mechanisms as­
sumed is used for specifying the carrier transport effects on the dynamic behaviour 
of a QW  laser (well barrier hole burning or diffusion across SCH model), a th ird  
order transfer function with a first order pole causing significant low frequency 
roll-off is always obtained. This situation is equivalent to the parasitic effects on 
an intrinsic laser diode discussed previously in C hapter 4. The only conceptual 
difference is tha t the chip parasitics were considered as an extrinsic efFect while 
the carrier transport process is viewed as an intrinsic property as illustrate in 
Figure 5.6.
Consequently, the results derived for obtaining the extrinsic maxim um  bandw idth 
affected by the parasitic effects, can also be used for analysing the intrinsic band­
width of a QW laser B W q w  under the influence of carrier transport effects. This 
is given by
R W  i - i  +  V 1 + M t' „ ? b w s u
t iV V Q W rn ax  =
- k  + v'a** +  s (2 ^y (T CjJy  
   (5-n )
where B W max and K  is the maxim um  bandwidth and the K  factor obtained in 
the absence of carrier transport effects; re/ /  is an effective transport tim e which 
can be represented by R C ej f  or Ttp depending on which carrier transport model 
is being used.
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Figure 5.6: The similarity betiueen the parasitics and carrier transport effect.
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Providing th a t the chip parasitics are small, then by m easuring the frequency 
response and matching it with the third order transfer function given by Eqn 
(5.2) or Eqn (5.6), the param eters a r,u>0 and r e/ /  can be measured. From the 
slope of the damping rate a r versus the undam ped frequency w0, the damping 
factor K  and the maximum bandwidth B W max w ithout the  influence of carrier 
transport are subsequently determined. The complete procedure is similar to  
th a t illustrated in Section 4.4. Substituting the values of rej f  and BW max or K  
into Eqn (5.11), the intrinsic maximum bandw idth BWQWmax flue to effect of 
carrier transport can be estim ated.
It is noteworthy th a t another commonly used m ethod for obtaining the K  factor is 
to  measure the relative intensity noise (RIN) spectrum  instead of the frequency 
response of a QW laser. However, only the information of a r and u)0 can be 
extracted by this method since the expression of the RIN spectrum  is given by,
f r i s h  «  FLan ' 2 : q; + / V   ^ (5-12)(,JU})2 +  2ar{ju )  +  lo20 
where Fi,ang is the Langevin force of the field due to spontaneous emission which 
is assumed to be an uncorrelated white Gaussian noise. In deriving this equation 
pure optical m odulating source, the Langevin sources, is used, hence the m ethod 
is free from parasitic effects [30]. The only question remains is how to justify 
whether the a T and w0 obtained by this method are not influenced by the carrier 
transport effect.
In fact, it has been shown recently tha t the RIN m ethod is free from carrier 
transport effects [29], that is, the equation will remain unchanged (does not 
contain the extra pole 1 / ( 1  +jLcrPj j ) )  no m atter whether there is carrier transport 
effect or not. Consequently, if one use the RIN m ethod to determine the K  
factor and thereby to obtain the intrinsic maximum bandw idth via Eqn (2.23), 
an over-estimation of the intrinsic bandwidth is always obtained [29]. Since the
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bandw idth value reflected by Eqn (2.23) is only B W max and not BWQWmax. 
However, by using the the new relationship provided in Eqn (5.11) together with 
an appropriate value of r e/ / ,  the intrinsic bandwidth may be accurately deduced.
5.6 S tru ctu ra l con sid eration s
As indicated by the results obtained using the two different models, in order to 
reduce the carrier transport effects, both the diffusion tim e across the SCH rtp 
and the ratio  of carrier escape/capture rate 7]r have to be minimised.
In order to minimise r <p, a narrower SCH region width can be used at the  expense 
of poor carrier confinement and greater internal losses which leads to reduction of 
differential gain A 0 (or gain coefficient g0). Consequently, for different structural 
param eters, there exists an optim al SCH width [23]. Similarly, the thickness 
of the barrier, sitting between wells in a. multiple QW device, should also be 
minimised, but once again this will be offset by other effects such as tunnelling, 
optical confinement, etc. Doping the SCII region may help to reduce r tp, however, 
would also increase the internal losses slightly.
For reducing the carrier escape/capture rate ratio rjr, ie. the quantum  escape 
effect, a graded index (GRIN) SCH could be of advantage, since its built-in 
electric field can speed up the capture process hence decrease the quantum  escape 
rate. Nevertheless, the width of a GRIN SCH needed to achieve the optical 
confinement factor is twice tha t for SCH [23]. Hence the field enhancem ent of 
rtp m ust be larger by at least this factor to be significant. Moreover, a  deeper 
and wider well can usually cause reduction in the 7/r value, due to the effect of 
lowering the carrier Fermi level inside the well. Appropriate doping in the active
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region can also be to lower the quasi-Fermi level of the carrier in the well. In 
addition, doping in the QW also induces a higher differential gain [31]. Two 
recent experiments based on carefully designed p-doped MQW  lasers [32, 33], in 
fact, have successfully overcome the limits imposed by both the gain suppression 
and carrier transport effects and achieved a record high bandwidth.
In general, the structural design of quantum  well laser requires careful consider­
ations, and since most the param eters are structural dependent and interrelated, 
this make the whole process rather complicated. Undoubtly, the carrier transport 
effect is lim iting the intrinsic bandwidth of a QW laser, however, a complete 
physical picture of the actual interaction is still in search and is currently open 
for debate.
5.7  C onclusion
Although the step like band structure of quantum  well laser devices has been 
expected to achieve a higher bandwidth due to the enhanced differential gain, 
the carrier transport processes between the well and the adjacent SCH layers has 
producing serious detrim ental effects on the modulation response. Two different 
models have been studied and it is found tha t the model proposed by R. Nagara­
jan  et al is more comprehensive and complete. The carrier transport induced 
effects include :
(i) a low frequency parasitic-like RC roll off on the frequency response due to 
carrier diffusion across the SCH region; and
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(ii) a dam ping effect 011 the frequency response caused by the quantum  es­
cape/cap ture  processes at the quantum  well.
This unveiled the im portance of the escape/capture ra te  ratio which manifest 
itself as a damping effect and limits the intrinsic bandwidth.
Since the overall transfer function is described by a third-order system, the m od­
ified K  factor/m axim um  bandwidth relationship derived in Chapter 4 can also 
be used to  predict the intrinsic maximum bandw idth taking account of carrier 
transport effects. The RIN measurement m ethod in determining the K  factor 
and hence the intrinsic bandwidth of a. QW laser used to give an over-estimating 
results, however, this over-estimation of the intrinsic bandwidth can be corrected 
by adopting the new relationship derived here.
Larger m axim um  bandwidth can be achieved by minimising the diffusion tim e 
across the SCH region and the quantum  escape rate. Doping the SCH region and 
optimising its w idth with confinement factor can result in shorter diffusion time; 
while using GRIN SCH structure with a wider and deeper well can also reduce 
the quantum  escape effects.
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C hapter 6
N on-linear d istortions
6.1 In trod u ction
Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) is the m ultiplexing technique for most 
Subcarrier M ultiplexed (SCM) lightwave com m unication systems, such as BSN 
(Broadband Service Network) [1] and CATV (Com m unity A ntenna Television)
[2] systems, due to its flexibility and cost effectiveness. W hen a FDM m ulti­
channel signal directly modulates a non-linear device such as a laser diode, the 
outpu t optical signal contains not only the original frequency components but 
also the  sums and differences between the original frequencies. This results in 
so called non-linear distortions which manifest themselves as noise and lim it the 
perform ance of the lightwave system. The term  non-linear distortions should 
be understood to include both harmonic distortion (HD) and interm odulation 
distortion (IMD).
The physical origins of these non-linear distortions can be classified into two 
categories depending upon their frequency of operation. At high frequencies 
( /  >  f 0 / 2), the distortions are mainly due to the resonant efFect of the interaction
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between photons and electrons -  relaxation oscillation (RO) of the laser. For low 
frequency discussion ( /  < / 0/2), there has been suggestions tha t the spatial hole 
burning (SHB) in DFB lasers [3, 4, 5] and leakage current [6, 7] effects could be 
such mechanisms. In general, the non-linear distortions at high frequencies are 
usually much more serious when compared to the distortion level in the low fre­
quency regime. Therefore, a SCM-BSN broadband distribution system operating 
up to microwave frequencies requires a careful consideration of the non-linear 
distortions due to the RO. However, a baseband AM-VSB CATV system at a 
frequency range of 50-500 MHz may suffer from the non-linear distortions due to 
SHB and current leakage.
In order to  analyse the non-linear distortions generated by a laser diode, the pair 
of rate equations given by Eqn (2.1) can be used. Several methods are available 
for calculating the non-linear distortions, including :
(i) perturbation technique [8];
(ii) Volterra series [9]; and
(iii) Bessel function [10]
Qualitatively, with appropriate modification in m ethod (iii), there is little  d- 
ifference between the results obtained by the above methods [11]. Both the 
perturbation and Volterra series approaches have been used in the present work 
to provide a double-checking facility in the numerical calculations. In fact, these 
two m ethods are quite similar, however, the Volterra series has the advantage of 
being capable of handling the calculations on a more general basis. Furtherm ore, 
it is particularly useful in dealing with cascaded non-linear systems which will be 
seen to be of use in in C hapter 7 in the analysis of the combined effect of SHB
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and leakage current.
In this chapter, the basic terminologies and the fundam entals of frequency plan­
ning by counting the number of non-linear distortion term s will be given. This is 
followed by a brief description of the two different approaches -  the perturbation 
m ethod and Volterra series approach, used for calculating the intrinsic non-linear 
distortions for a laser diode. Finally, the discussions will concentrate on the RO 
induced non-linear distortions generated in the high frequency regime.
6.2 B a sic  term in o log ies  and d isto r tio n  term s  
cou n tin g
Considering the following set of equal-am plitude FDM m ulti-carrier (or multi-
tone) signals as the input to a laser diode, tha t is,
M
^  cos( J  27r fct)
J —L
where the carriers are separated by equal frequency increments of f c beginning at 
L f c and ending at M f c with J  and M  as integers. Then in addition to the original 
carrier components, the output will consist of sum and difference frequencies of 
the original carrier components. The n th  multiple of a particular carrier frequency 
is referred as n th  order harmonic distortion (HDn); while the sums and differences 
between n carriers is the ?zth order interm odulation distortion (IMDn) as seen 
in Table 6.1 and 6.2. The complete set of second-order non-linear distortion, 
including both second harmonic (HD2) and second-order interm odulation prod­
ucts (IMD2), is sometimes referred as composite second-order (CSO) distortion. 
Similarly, the complete set of third-order non-linear distortion term s (HD3 and 
IMD3) is also called composite triple beat (CTB). In practice, the measurem ent
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Frequency term Distortion type Num ber of term s
2 /i Harmonic 1
if J /2  =  integer
f i  +  h Interm odulation I n t ( J  + \ ) - L  
(2 L — 1 < J < L  + M)
/ 1 - / 2 Interm odulation M  -  L  +  1 
(0 <  J  < M  -  L  +  1)
Table 6.1: Second order non-linear distortions (CSO) formed by a set o f carrier 
with frequencies L f c, (L  +  l ) / c, • • •, M f c, where L ,J  and M  are integers. f \  and 
f i  are the arbitrary carriers fall within the carrier set.
of all distortion products is always done with respect to the carrier components, 
hence the unit of ‘dBc’ (dB carrier) is often used.
The formulae in the last column of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are for counting the num ber 
of distortion term s of particular frequency products [12]. These formulae have 
also been checked by a computer simulation program. The following interesting 
features concerning the distribution of the distortion term s can be observed from 
these formulae.
• if L < M /2 ,  ie. carriers lie within one octave of the bandwidth, then no 
second-order distortion terms exists and leaves only the third-order terms;
• if L < M /3 , ie. carriers lie within two octaves of the bandwidth, then no 
f i  +  fz  +  fz  and f i  — f 2 — fz  type of distortion occurs;
• for channel number J  < 3L, the f \  +  f i  +  fz  and 2 /i +  f i  (two-tone third-
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Frequency term Distortion type Num ber of term s
3/ i Harmonic 1
if J /3  =  integer
2 / l  +  /2 Interm odulation I n t { J~L) I n t i '7; 1) £  +  1 
for 3L <  J  < 2L  +  2M
to > 1 > Intermodulation I n t ( M 2 J ) +  I n t { J 2l ) 
for L  <  J  <  M
A  -  2 A Interm odulation I n t ( M f J - ) - L  + 1 
for 0 < J  < M  -  2LandM  >  2L
A  +  A  — A Interm odulation I n t ( ^ )  ■ I n t ( * * = l )  
+ (J  -  L) ■ (M  -  J )
■ I n t ( if=£=l) 
for L < J  < M
<1<1< Interm odulation In t  (A /-2 t- j+ i) . I n t M  2L j 2
for 0 < J  < M  — 2L — la n d M  >  2L +  1
/ l  +  /2 +  fz Interm odulation I n t ( 3M~6J+3) +  I n t ( (3M- f - V )  
for L + 2M  -  1 <  J  < 3M  -  3
Table 6.2: Third order non-linear distortions (CTB) form  by a set o f carrier with 
frequencies L /c, (L  +  1 ) / c, • • •, M f c, where L ,J  and M  are integers. / i , / 2  and / 3 
are the arbitrary carriers fall within the carrier set.
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order) terms will not occur;
• for channel number J  > M  — 2L, the / i  — { 2  — fz  an<l f i  ~~ { 2  term s are 
eliminated;
6.2.1 System  exam ples
Consider the following two different types of SCM multi-channel systems :
(i) 60 FM video channels equally spaced over 2.4 to 4.8 GHz; and
(ii) 40 AM-VSB video channels equally spaced over 50 to 550 MHz similar to 
the operation of a CATV system.
Figure 6.1 shows the plots of the number of second-order and th ird  order inter­
m odulation distortions products, ie. IMD3, for the 60 FM channels SCM system 
operating in the 2.4-4.8 GHz band. The number of the dom inant f \ -b/ 2  — fz  type 
IMD3 peaks at the band centre. Since the frequency band is occupied w ithin one 
octave of bandwidth and thus 110 IMD2 terms exists.
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Figure 6.1: The number of IM D3 term s is plotted against frequency fo r  a 60 video 
channel F M  S C M  system..
On the other hand, Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate the number of IMD2 and IMD3 
terms for the 40 AM-VSB channels SCM system equally spaced in the 50-550 
MHz frequency range. A large number of IMD2 is present within the signal 
bandwidth and the maximum number of IMD2 appears at the band edges. The 
number of / i  +  f 2 — / j  term  is still dominant, though there exists a considerable 
number of other IMD3 terms, such as J\ — / 2 — f z  and f \  +  / 2 +  / 3 , which peak 
at the edges of the frequency span.
Therefore, the number of different distortion terms depends strongly on the fre­
quency spectrum planning of a FDM system. This number will certainly affect 
the performance of a system, since the actual distortion level for a particular 
frequency term  is given by :
10 /o<7io(no. of terms) -f the amplitude of a particular distortion term
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Figure 6.2: The number of IMD2 terms is plotted against frequency for a 40 
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Figure 6.3: The number of IMD3 terms is plotted against frequency for a fO 
channel AM -VSB SCM system.
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For example, consider the previously mentioned 60 channel FM SCM system, 
the  received FM signal usually requires at least a  carrier-to-noise ratio  (CNR) 
of 16-17 dB in order to give an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio  (SNR) of 56 dB. 
The non-linear distortions are thus regarded as one kind of noise which degrades 
the system performance. Since no second-order non-linear distortions occur, this 
leaves only the dominant / i  +  / 2  — / 3  type of third-order distortions. The worst 
case of 1,276 f \  +  / 2 — fz  distortion term s occurs a t the m id-band channel of the 
upconverted frequency band and this corresponds to a rise of 101og(l,276) =  31 
dB of the am plitude of a single f \  +  / 2 — fz  distortion term . Assuming a m argin of 
10 dB for other noise sources, this restricts the am plitude of individual f i  + fz  — fz  
distortion to be no more than —17 — 31 — 10 =  —58 dBc.
So far only the number of the distortion products has been considered, as illustrat­
ed above the m agnitude of each individual distortion term  should also be taken 
into account. The am plitude of the intrinsic distortion for a directly m odulated 
laser diode can be calculated by using a rate equations analysis. This is treated  
in the next two sections.
6.3 P ertu rb a tio n  m eth o d
This m ethod was first introduced into the analysis of laser diodes by K. Lau and 
A. Yariv [8]. By applying a small signal analysis technique to a pair of single mode 
rate  equations Eqn (2.1) and expanding the param eters G, re and R sp in Taylor’s 
series as shown in Appendix A, the following non-linear differential equations are 
obtained when term s higher than third-order are neglected : 
d8 n 8 i
dt eV
-f- ky\8 n -4- kg 8 p -1- A [ypjdn -j- A p p 8 p -1- A jyp8 n 8 p (^*1)
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- \-X nnn 8 u3 +  XpppdjP  -f- X]VNp6 n 2 8 p -j- Xpppj8 p2 8 n
—77- =  k c 8 n +  k o 8 p -f Yjy]\[8 n 2 +  Ypp8 p2 -f- Y ^ p 8 n 8 p (6-2)
at
+  Y p p p 8 p 3 -f Y j ^ ^ p 8 n 28 p  +  Y p p n 8 p 28 ti
The coefficients Ica, AOvni Yn n , X n p , T/vp, • • • are functions of the steady
state  photon density P  and m aterial param eters such as linear differential gain 
A0, photon lifetime rp, gain suppression e etc. Detailed expressions are given in 
Appendix A.
In order to  obtain the magnitude of the frequency components for f i  ±  / 2 ±  fz  
type IMD3, it is assumed tha t a small modulation current with three different 
carriers / i , / 2  and fz  (three tones), is applied to the laser. Hence,
Si = R e{ 8 i“'e iuJli + 8 iU2e>w*t +  
=  7}[6 iUlejuJlt +  (8 iUl )*e~juJit +  8 i“2eju2t +  (6z"2)*e“iu;2t
+ 8 i“*ejU3t +  (8 i“3 y e - juJ3i}
where u>n =  2ir / n. Due to the non-linear nature of the ra te  equations, the per­
turbation quantities 8 n and 8 p will contain non-linear distortion term s and are
given by :
* « x(u)(ju>  -  kD) +  kBy(uj) TT ,  ^ (a OA
8 n =  ------------------ ----------------- Hint(u) (6.3)
<*>1
6 p“ = y ^ joj ~  *’-4> +  k° X ^ H int(u ) (6.4)
LO wo
where the driving term s X{uf) and y ( u )  for different distortion term s are given 
in Table 6.3.
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(jj
CJl,CJ2,V3 eK
2 uji , 2 u^ 2 ? 2 cj3 i  [(6 nw)2A 'M  +  ( S jP fX p p  +  6 n»6 p“X NP]
Ld i +  OJ2 8 nm 8 nW2X N s  +  8 pul8 pU2X p p  +  \ X ^ p  [8 nWl8 pU2 -f 6 pu'1 Sn^2]
LJ\ — id 2 8 ri^l {6 nUJ2 ) 'X m n  +  6 p“'{6 p“2 )*XpP 
+ \ X NP [6 nui(6 p“*)m +  8 pUJ1 {8 nU2)*]
3u>i, 3c^ 2 , 3o;3 6 nu6 n 2uXNN  +  6 pP8 p2uJX p p  +  \X m p  [8 n 2u,8 pu -f 8 p2u8 nw]
+  4 [(£rcw)3AMwv +  (bp“)3X ppp  +  8 n'JJ(8 pUJ)2X ^ p p  +  8 pP(8 nu)2XffNp]
2 cc?2 — CJj [8 nU2- ^ 8 n U2 +  8 n 2uJ2 {8 nUl)m] X NN
+  [8 pU2~“' 8 p“ 2 +  8 p2hJ2 (8 pW1 )*] X p p  
+  [Sn"2 ' " 1 8 p“ 2 +  8 pu'2~wi8 n u'2 +  8 n 2u'2 (8 p“1)* +  8 p2“2 (8 nUl)*} X NP 
+ f  [ (Sn^)2 {6 n ^ Y X NNN +  (8 p ^ ) 2 (8 p ^ y X p p P} 
[28p“28n“2{6p“' Y  +  (8 p ^ ) 2 (8 n ^ y ] X PPN 
+  ± [28nu'28pu'2(8nu'1Y  +  ( ^ ) 2( ^ ) * j  X NNP
cji T  CJ2 — ^ 3 [S n ^-^ 3 8 n Ui +  8 nUl+“2 (8 n U3)* +  8 nWl~U3 8 nU2) X NN 
_l_ [$p*2-”3$pui +  8 pUl+u'2 (8 pU3Y  +  8 pui~“3 8 p“2] X p p  
+  [Sp" 3 - ” 3 6 nwi +  8 n UJl~“3 8 p“ 2 +  8 nW2~uz8 p ai 
+ 8 p“'~{JJ3 8 n 'JJ2 +  8 pUJl+u'2 (8 nU3)* +  8 nUl+“2 (8 pu'3)*] X NP
+ |  [8 n ui8 nU2 {8 nUJ3 Y X ^ n n  +  8 pUJi8 pU2 (8 pu;3 )*Xppp]
[281^ 811^ [8 pJJ3Y  +  28p“28n“1(8pOJ3)* +  28pUl8p“2(8 n U3)*]XPPN 
+ |  [28nUJl8p!jJ2{8nUJ3)* +  28nUJ28pUJl(8nU3)* +  28nUJl8n'JJ2(8pU3)*]XNNP
Table 6.3: Driving term A'(cj) for  Eqn (6.3) and Eqn(6.4)- 3^(^) is ob­
tained by replacing the corresponding coefficients, X n n , X n p , X p p ,  • • • etc with 
Yn N i Yn p ^Yp p , • • •.
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For non-linear distortions in the high frequency regime, ie. w >  u>0/2 , the follow­
ing assumptions can be made:
e frequency spacing between , u>2 and UJ3 is 8u> <C cj0; hence u av « tui, u/2, W3, 
where woi; represents an average of the three carrier frequencies.
• the m agnitude of the second-order terms is much bigger than the third order 
term s, for example, XjqpSn^SP^  A'arppSn^Sp^Sp*, therefore, third-order 
term s can be neglected.
• among the second-order terms, the terms with coefficient X n n  is compar­
atively smaller than the terms with X mp and X p p ,  and hence is neglected.
• term s with frequency 6 u? are small enough to neglect.
After some manipulations and simplifications of algebra, the following approxi­
m ated expressions for the fundamental and distortion components are found to 
be:
r  SiWl-2’3SjP 1.W »  r -g- — H i n t M  (6.5)
qV
Sp2"'™  «  — ” ’ "V-----nt{2 u . v) (6.6)LUZPo
9 P 2 _ 2 / 1' V 2 f  \  (  S i \
a  K ' v ’ 2u>„„) (6.7)
u i P
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p3_3/- \ 2(6i^±
c 2um- u/ 2 ^  T p \ J UJa v )  \  q V  f  \  q V  ) ( r , 2 2 - 2  6 \




t t a „  .  ZV3 r ^ vf ( ^ f , n i  2 . 2 e ,
8P "  »   4 . p i   ( - 2 u a v - W 0 - J U 0Uav- )
■ ( Hint(u.'av ) ) 3 Hint (2w0„ (3wav) (6-11)
Defining the fundam ental frequency components 8 pU1’2’3 as carrier Cru/1’2’3, the 
optical m odulation depth (OMD) can therefore be realised as :
Crw1,2,3
O M D i >2,3 = (6 .12)
Assuming all the three carriers are of the same am plitudes and hence the same 
m odulation depth, the approximated expressions for the intrinsic non-linear dis­
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U]~
(6.14)







It can be seen tha t in general the second-order non-linear distortion is propor­
tional to the OMD; while third-order distortion is proportional to (OM D)2. Ap­
parently, by increasing the OMD of a SCM lightwave system, a higher value of 
CNR can be achieved thus results in better SNR at the receiving end. However, 
as shown by the above equations, the non-linear distortion of the laser rises 
accordingly as OMD increases. In addition, a phenomenon called clipping [13], 
which occurs when the instantaneous am plitude of the m odulating current falls 
below the threshold current of the laser diode and shutting the laser off, will 
also set a limit to the OMD. Practical OMD value for a m ulti-channel SCM 
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Figure 6.4 shows an example of the numerically calculated frequency dependence 
of different kinds of intrinsic nonlinear distortions of a laser diode subjected to 
a three-tone m odulation signal with OMD =  2.5% /carrier; a comparison with 
the above approxim ated expressions is also shown and it is seen th a t among the 
different types of second-order non-linear distortions, the magnitudes of / i  — A  
(or £u;) term s are very small and hence provided justification for the assumption 
m ade in deriving the approximated expressions. A 6 dB relationship is always 
m aintained between the following distortion component pairs :
• IMD2 (A +  / 2) =  1ID2 (2 /1)2) +  6 dB;
• IMD3 (2 /i -(- A ) =  HD3 (3A,2) d- 6 dB; and
• IMD3 (A +  A  -  A) =  IMD3 (2A -  A ) +  6 dB.
Further discussions of the functional behaviour of the non-linear distortions will 
be given in section 6.5. The following section will discuss the Volterra series 
m ethod which provides a more general and system atic approach for evaluating 
the intrinsic distortions.
6.4  V olterra  series approach
This approach is based on the functional expansion known as Volterra series 
which was first introduced into non-linear system analysis by W iener et al [15]. 
W iener perceived tha t the output s(t)  of a non-linear system can be related to 
the input r(t)  by the following series expansion,
0 0  /*CO 7*00 n
*(*) =  £ /  ••• /  (6-18)
71=1 ^ - ° °  2 =  1
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Figure 6.4: The frequency dependence for various kind of non-linear distortions. 
OMD = 2.5%/carrier.
in which Hn(i  1 ,^2 , • • ■ >£n) are ^ ie n th order Volterra kernels (non-linear transfer 
functions); and R(£) is the frequency spectrum (Fourier transform) of the input 
function in time r(£). The first order Volterra kernel is the linear transfer function 
or the fundamental frequency response and higher order Volterra kernels are the 
non-linear transfer functions which generates various kind of non-linear distortion. 
When this expansion is applied to a small signal modulation regime, only the first 
few terms are required for an adequate approximation to r(t). The model of a 
non-linear system for this approach is shown in Figure 6.5, which shows the 
output structured as the sum of parallelled low-order response.
The main objective is therefore to evaluate the Volterra kernels Hn which can 
be determined by using a so-called growing exponential approach [15] or prob­
ing method [16]. The approach is quite simple though the actual mathem atical 
derivations is relatively complicated as summarised in Appendix B.
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r(t) s(t)
Figure 6.5: Volterra/ Wiener model of a non-linear system.
In brief, to determ ine the 7zth order Volterra kernel, a linear combination of n 
growing exponentials is applied to the non-linear system,




where /„  =  27ra;n. The corresponding output is the following Volterra series 
expansion,
s(t) =
+ 2 !i/2(w1,u.'2)e»(“1+“'2)' +  2 ! ^ 2(w2,W3 )eJ'(“2+u,3)1 
+ 2 \Hi {uu  u 3)eJ'(“*+u,3,‘ +  Z\H3 {u>u u 2 , u 3 )e*ul' +W2+w*)t 
+  • • • (6 .20)
Notice tha t only the essential non-linear transfer functions have been shown. 
Substituting Eqns (6.19) and (6.20) back into the system equations (rate e- 
quations in this case), the coefficient of e^ (1,1+t,/2+‘"+Wn^  will autom atically be 
n \H n(u>i,u2, • • •, / n). Thus all the required Volterra kernels can be found by
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comparing the coefficient of n\e^Ul+U2+"'u'n t^ on the both sides of the system 
equations.
However, if the input is a sum of n real sinusoidal m odulating signals, then 
negative (decaying) exponentials are also involved, th a t is,
r W  =  5  +  rle-***)
k=1
with rjt is the m agnitude of the m odulating signals at frequency where u>k =  
27vfk and (•)* denotes complex conjugate. In order to account for the perm utation 
of different frequency term s, the Volterra kernels is then m ultiplied by a scaling 
factor for the actual am plitude of a particular type distortion term  [16] as outlined 
in Appendix B.
6.4.1 Volterra kernels o f the rate equations
To illustrate the Volterra series approach, the pair of laser diode ra te  equations 
Eqn (2.1) is rew ritten into one single equation consisting only of the photon 
density P , (the electron density N  is eliminated to avoid an additional Volterra 
series expansion for N )  as given below,
1  * P-U{P) +  % W ( P )  + ( ^ V v ( P )qV dt2 dt \  dt




g(P)  +  A nr V (P )a { P ) -a '{ P )b { P )  + 2Brb{P) 2 C b \P )  
K ’ a(P)  a2(P ) a3 (P)
y , p \  _  Br  ~  a'(P) , ZCAugerb(P)
'  ’ a2 (P) a3 (P)
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C  A ug tY ( P )
Z (P )
a(P )  =  r g(P) + T0 B rN th
a3 (P)
_ g{p)Ntr  +  (<J(P) + A nr)b(P) +  B rb \ P )  +  CAug„b 3 (P)
a(P) a>{P) a3 (P)
b(P) = Tg(P )N tr +  7PP
g(P )  =  - ± P
J 1 + e P  
and ' denotes d(') /dP .
A small signal analysis of Eqn (6.21), and then expanding U, W, A , Y  and Z  using 
Taylor series similar to that in Appendix A, one obtains in the following equation,
i
~qV Z '{P )P + W ( P ) d-ft + U(P
+
+
z " ^  +  X ( P )  ( f ) 2 +  W ( P ) p %  + U'{P)Vg
r f p \3 
(It J
dp
dtV3 +  >"(^) ( ^  ) +  * '(P )p  I =£
+, VK"(P) t dp , P " (P ) 2<Pp +  ~ 2 ~ P d i + ~ T ~ P dP (6 .22)
where small letters, i and p are small perturbations of the current injected 
input and the optical output respectively (analogy to  the input and output 
tim e functions r and s mentioned previously). All other coefficients such as, 
X ( P ) , X ' ( P ) , Y ( P ) , - -  • are therefore functions of the steady state  photon density 
P.  These coefficients are similar to the 4 , &#,*••, X n n , Yn n  • • • in Section 6.2, 
except th a t they are functions of steady state quantities both N  and P.
For non-linear distortions up to third-order, the same order of Volterra kernel 
is needed. This implies a sum of three exponentials is adequate to  act as the
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probing input, th a t is,
i(t) = ejuJlt +  eju2t +  • • • +  ejUnt (6.23)
Substituting the output series Eqn (6.20) ancl the probing input Eqn (6.23) into 
the system equation Eqn (6.22) and then equating the coefficients of eJU;t, e^ ‘JJl+W2^ t 
and eJ(Cl/1+u'2+u;3)t on the both sides, one can successively obtain the following 
Volterra kernels up to third-order,
=  Z '(p 0) +  W (P 0 )(ju,) + U(P0 )(ju>)* (6 '24)
# 2 (^ 1 ? ^ )  =  — -FIi(u>i) Hi(u ,'2 )Hi (uq +  l>2 )E(u>i,u>2 ) (6.25)
E ( u u u 2) =  Z"(P0) +  2 X  (P0 )(juji) (jui2 ) + W '(P 0) ( M  + j u 2) 
+ U' (P0)[{jw l ) 2 +  (jw 2 )2}
TJ t   ^ i f  a TT ( x ^ 2 ( W l , W 2 + W 3 )H 3 (Ui,<x>2,U3) =  “ 7 S - 4 / / 2(W2,W3)-6 ( H\ (cj2 +  W3 )
H 2 ( ^ 2 1 ^ 1  + ^ 3 )
/ / i K  + ^ 3 ) 
H2 (uJ3 , ^1 +  ^ 2 )
H\{u\ -\- lo2)
H\{lj\)H\(u!2 )H\{ujz)H\{u)\ +  u; 2 + ^ 3 )
• P ^ i , ^ , ^ )  j  (6.26)
F(cji,u;2,^3) =  Z '"(P 0) +  6(ju>i)(ju2 )(jw3)Y(Po)
+ 2X ' ( P 0) [0 'w2) ( iw 3) +  ( iw i ) ( iw 3) +  ( j ^ i ) ( M ) ]
+  i/E //( P 0 ) ( >;u>i + ju>2 + J W  3)  
+ P ;/(Po) [(iw i)2 +  ( i ^ 2)2 +  (;u>3)2]






2 2 /i \i*H 2 ^ , ^ ) HD2
2 fa + fa IMD2
3 V \  -  fa -w 2) IMD3
3 fa +  fa — fa §*1*2 *3-^3 ( ^ 1 » ^ 2 , — W3 ) IMD3
3 3 /i 4®i-^3(wi,u;i,a;i) HD3
Table 6.4: Amplitudes of the non-linear distortion products.
Consider an actual three-tone sinusoidal signal input,
*(t) =  +  i l e - i " '*  +  1 2 ^ ^ ' +
+ i 3eJw:,t+  (6.27)
where t’i, Z2 and i$ are the am plitudes of the m odulating signal at frequency fa, fa 
and fa respectively. By multiplying the above kernels w ith the corresponding 
scaling factor (see Appendix B), the complex am plitudes for different kinds of 
non-linear distortion are obtained as given in Table 6.4.
In Table 6.4, Cr denotes the carrier components centred at fa, fa and fa; HDn 
and IMDn refer to the ??th order harmonic and interm odulation distortions re­
spectively. Figure 6.6 depicts graphically the numerical results obtained using 
the Volterra series approach and by the perturbation m ethod described earlier
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Figure 6.6: The comparison between the results obtained by perturbation method 
and Volterra series approach. OM D =  2 .5% /carrier
on. It is clear tha t both methods agree very well. It is considered, however, 
that the application Volterra series approach is neater and more systematic than 
the perturbation method. To summarise, the perturbation method is a relatively 
quick method in studying system non-linearities while the Volterra series provides 
a general and systematic approach.
6.5 R O  in d u c e d  n o n - l in ea r  d i s to r t io n s
Regardless of which method is being used for evaluating the non-linear distortions, 
it is clear from Figures 6.4 and 6.6 that all distortion curves have maxima around 
the range / 0/2 to f Q where f 0 is the undamped frequency, and they decrease 
rapidly with decreasing frequency below f Q/ 2. This confirms tha t resonance effect 
-  relaxation oscillation (RO) due to the interaction between the electron and
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Figure 6.7: The effect of damping factor (  on the RO induced non-linear distor­
tions. OMD = 2.5%/carrier.
photon, is a dominant source of the non-linear distortions. However, as mentioned 
in Chapter 2, a stronger damping efFect can result in suppression of the resonance 
peak and gives a more piece-wise response. This is also true in regard to the non­
linear distortion level at high frequency regime ( /  > f Q/ 2) as illustrated in Figure 
6.7 which shows the distortion level of a laser diode at different damping factor 
(  due to increase in bias current. It can be seen that the distortion peaks due to 
the RO effect reduce as the damping factor (  increases. Hence, a well-damped 
laser should exhibit less RO induced distortion.
Nevertheless, when the damping factor (  goes beyond the optimal value of 0.707, 
the bandwidth of laser will reduce (see Chapter 2). In fact, when (  >  0.707, 
the reduction of the distortion is diminishing. Therefore, the optimal value of 
(  =  0.707 is also applicable to the case of minimising the RO induced non-linear 
distortion.
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Figure 6.8: The effect o f  different gQ on the R O  induced non-linear distortions.  
OM D =  2 .5% /carrier. In order to draw the comparison, the £ value is m aintained  
the same in all cases.
For the same damping factor (,  the efFect of different gain coefficient gQ on the 
distortion spectrum is shown in Figure 6.S. As one may expect, the increase of g0 
results in an increase of f Q as given by Eqn (2.7), hence, the non-linear distortion 
for a fixed frequency band decreases.
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M odulation format Required CNR (dB)
AM-VSB 50
FM 16.5-17 for SNR =  56 dB
FSK 15.5 for bit-error ra te  BER == 10“9
PSK 12.5 for BER =  10~9
Table 6.5: CNR requirements for  different modulation formats o f a video signal.
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As may be seen in Figure 6.4 or 6.6, the magnitudes of the second-order non­
linear distortions are typically much greater than  the third-order counterparts. In 
a multichannel system, even though the num ber of second-order distortion term s 
is much smaller than  the third-order ones, the resultant second-order non-linear 
distortion levels are usually much more serious than  the third-order distortions. 
For instance, for 40 channels spanning across 50 Mz to 2 GHz, the dB difference in 
a worst case terms count between second-order ( / i + / 2 )*and third-order distortion 
( / 1+ / 2—fz)  is 10 log(551) —10 log(39) =  12 dB, while the magnitude difference for 
these two distortion term s is roughly 32 dB for a typical laser diode as depicted 
in Figure 6.4 (peak of IMD3 to peak of IMD2). Hence, the resultant second-order 
distortion level is still 20 dB above th a t of the third-order. Therefore, m ost SCM 
systems operating at high frequencies, always confine themselves to one octave 
of bandwidth, eg. 2.4-4.8 GHz, to elim inate the second-order distortion effects.
Although the distortion levels in the high frequency regime is relatively higher, 
one can still use this channel for transm itting  signals by choosing a m odulation 
form at which is much more tolerant of non-linear distortions, for example, FM  or 
even digital carrier modulation schemes FSK, PSK etc., at the expense of a larger 
bandw idth compared to an AM-VSB system. Table 6.5 shows the theoretical 
requirem ent of the CNR [18, 17] for different types of m odulation form at.
In term s of video signal transmission, the AM-VSB is the present standard  for 
residential video and associated consumer electronics, hence it is a ttractive  for 
a CATV system. Unlike AM-VSB, the FM form at offers high-quality video sys­
tem  and is only currently used in point-to-point satellite and super-trunk links. 
Conversion from FM to AM-VSB form at is required if it is used to  reach the 
subscriber loop as mentioned in C hapter 1.
* f  1 —  f 2  type has the highest number, however, its amplitude is extremely small and hence 
may be neglected.
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Figure 6.9: The non-linear distortions of a typical laser diode with OMD =
2.5%/carrier. The possible operating frequency zones for different types o f mod­
ulation formats are also shown.
Due to high CNR required for the AM-VSB format, the linearity requirement 
is very stringent. For example, consider once again the previously mentioned 
video system with 60 FM channels SCM system, the required distortion level 
for the dominant f i  +  / 2 — /3  term is —58 dBc. If the modulation form at were 
changed to AM-VSB, then the required distortion level will be —91 dBc. It is 
almost certain that such a low third-order distortion level imposed by the AM- 
VSB format is not feasible for typical laser diode param eter values as shown in 
Figure 6.9. However, at the low end of the frequency spectrum, the linearity of 
the laser diode seems to improve greatly and can possibly meet this stringent 
linearity requirements. Therefore, a multi-channel FM SCM system can always 
utilise the high frequency region; while an AM-VSB multi-channel system is often 
restricted to the low frequency regime. Table 6.6 illustrates some examples of 
practical system requirements.
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SCM system type FM Video AM-VSB CATV
no. of channels 60 x 30 MHz 42 x 6 MHz
Frequency range 2.4-4.8 GHz 50-500 MHz
Maximum term s count
/ i  ±  f i 0 37
f l  ±  /2 ±  fz 1276 641
CNR required (dB) 16.5 50
Linearity requirem ent (dBc)
/ l ± / 2 — - 7 4
/ l  ±  f i  ±  fz -5 8 -8 8
Table 6.6: Typical linearity requirements fo r  some practical system.
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W ithin the low frequency window, several additional non-linear effects m ust be 
considered, such as the spatial hole burning of DFB lasers and the leakage current, 
since these non-linearities may be dominant and can seriously ham per an AM- 
VSB system operates at th a t frequency range. These non-linear effects are studied 
in the next chapter.
6.6 C on clu sion
The im portance of frequency spectrum planning based on the distortion term  
count has been dem onstrated. In terms of distortion components count, the 
second-order ( / 1  +  / 2 ) and third-order ( / 1  +  / 2  — fz)  interm odulation products are 
more numerous. W hilst the number of ( / 1  -f / 2 ) peaks at high band edges of the 
FDM frequency band and the ( / 1  +  — /a) peaks at the middle of the frequency
band. By keeping the bandw idth within one frequency octave, second-order non­
linear distortion can be eliminated. This technique can be used in a  broadband 
microwave SCM-BSN system.
The num ber of term s for a particular type of distortions, as well as, its am plitude, 
are the essential elements for determining the linearity requirements of a system. 
Two methods -  the perturbation method and the Volterra series approach, for 
calculating the am plitude of different distortion term s have been studied. The 
Volterra series provides a more general and system atic approach.
The non-linear distortions are usually classified into two categories : high fre­
quency ( /  >  f 0 /2)  and low frequency ( /  <  f 0 / 2) distortions. The distortions in 
the high frequency regime are mainly caused by the relaxation oscillation (RO) 
and can therefore be controlled by the damping factor ( .  The optim al value
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of (  = 0.707 can be used to minimise the RO induced distortions (as well as 
providing maximum intrinsic bandwidth). Furtherm ore, a laser diode with a 
large differential gain such as QW devices which give a higher f Q are expected to 
experience a comparatively lower RO induced non-linear distortions.
At high frequencies, the relatively higher level of second-order non-linear distor­
tions w ith smaller number of term s, is usually more serious than  the large number 
of third-order distortions generated in a multichannel system. Hence, most high 
frequency SCM systems operate within one octave of bandwidth to  elim inate 
these second-order products.
Because of the presence of RO induced non-linear distortions, the AM-VSB for­
m at with a stringent linearity requirement, is often restricted to operate in the 
low frequency window. On the other hand, SCM systems using other m odulation 
formats, such as FM, PSK, FSK etc., which require relatively low CNR, can 
operate in the high frequency regime of the laser diode.
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Chapter 7
Low frequency non-linear  
distortions
7.1 In trod u ction
At relatively high modulation frequency ( /  >  / 0/2 ), the standard rate-equation 
model, often predicts tha t the elfect of the relaxation oscillation (RO) dominates 
the induced non-linear distortions and this agrees well w ith the experiments [1, 
2]. .However, at frequencies well below the relaxation frequency ( /  <  f 0 / 2), 
the standard model often underestim ates the non-linear distortions [3, 4]. This 
implies th a t other non-linear effects, such as, longitudinal spatial hole burning 
(SHB) and leakage current effects need to be taken into account.
D istributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes are a favourite candidate among all 
laser types in the application of optical analogue communications systems, for 
example, the broadband microwave frequencies (say 2.4-4.8 GHz) SCM and the 
m id-band (50-500 MHz) multichannel AM-VSB CATV systems. This is because 
the DFB lasers are capable of offering:
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• stable single mode operation;
• less sensitivity to optical reflections in the system  -  hence exhibits a lower 
relative intensity noise (RIN) than  Fabry-Perot lasers;
• a superior light-current (L-I) linearity than  the Fabry Perot devices.
Despite all these m erits, many DFB lasers suffer from a well-known detrim ental 
effect called longitudinal spatial hole burning (SHB) which refers to the non- 
uniform carrier density distribution resulting from a non-uniform photon density 
along the lasing cavity.
It has been shown [6, 5] tha t the SHB effect causes a power-dependent loss (or 
threshold gain) and this represents an extra non-linearity in the device. In con­
sequence the device suffers from additional non-linear distortions [7] which can 
severely lim it the performance of an analogue system. The experim ental results in
[3] give further evidence tha t non-linear distortion depends strongly on the DFB 
kL  product (where k is the coupling coefficient and L  is the length of laser diode). 
These results strongly suggest tha t SHB is the underlying mechanism for the 
distortions -  varying the k,L will directly alter the distribution of photon density 
along the lasing cavity and hence cause changes in the non-linear distortions.
It is noted th a t the SHB effect also exists, in principle, in FP  (Fabry-Perot) lasers, 
however, due to the large facet reflectivities, the optical loss is virtually power 
independent. Thus FP laser diodes would not suffer much from SHB induced 
non-linear distortions. However, the disadvantage of multi-mode longitudinal 
mode operation, and high sensitivity to extrinsic optical reflection m ade the FP 
lasers less attractive compare to DFB devices for the applications in high quality 
analogue optical communication systems.
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In order to obtain an accurate description of the processes occurring in the active 
region of the DFB laser, the present analysis includes the effect of a SHB induced 
power-dependent loss term  into the rate-equations model is described in section 
2. The consequences of tha t in terms of the non-linear distortions are given in 
section 3.
The confinement of current to the active region is also of significance in deter­
mining the non-linear properties of the laser. One typical class of index-guided 
structure is the buried heterostructure in which the  active region is surrounded 
by higher index cladding and blocking layers. A substantial amount of leakage 
current may flow through these extra layers if the device’s layer thickness, dop­
ing level or junction placement are not optimised. Such a leakage current may 
be responsible for increasing threshold current and non-linear distortions. It is 
possible to model this leakage current effect by using different combinations of 
active elements, eg. transistors and diodes, for different structures as given in [8].
The leakage current path and its electrical equivalent circuit is structure depen­
dent. For the present purposes, the leakage path for the buried heterostructure 
and its variants is assumed to be represented by a simple p-n homo-junction diode 
formed by the p-blocking and n-buffering layers adjacent to the walls of the active 
region. Such an assumption is quite reasonable for most buried heterostructures 
as seen in [8]. A brief derivation based on the approach given by M.S. Lin et al
[9] of the leakage current model is given in section 4.
By using the modified rate-equations model for the  active region (section 3) and 
cascading th a t with the leakage diode model (section 4), a combined model for 
non-linearity can be obtained as is dem onstrated in section 5. This combined 
model provides a theoretical predictions for the overall non-linear distortions of
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a DFB laser.
7.2 P ow er-d ep en d en t loss d u e  to  SH B
DFB laser diodes predom inantly oscillate in a single longitudinal mode because 
of a built-in index grating (corrugation) tha t provides dom inant distributed feed­
back in the vicinity of Bragg wavelength determ ined by the grating period. But 
multi-longitudinal mode operation is sometimes observed due to the lack of con­
trol of the corrugation phase during the fabrication process. W ith the introduc­
tion of a quarter-wavelength shift at the centre of a conventional DFB laser, ie. 
A/4 phase-shifted DFB, a more stable single longitudinal mode operation with 
lasing frequency at Bragg wavelength can be expected [12].
The theoretical threshold behaviour of both DFB and A/4 phase-shifted DFB 
lasers is based on the coupled-wave theory by Kogelnik and Shank [1 1 ], which 
described the light intensity inside the cavity as two coupled travelling waves -  
forward and backward waves. The coupled-wave equations can be solved analyt­
ically to obtain an eigenvalue equation whose solution provides the required gain 
of the field for overcoming the grating loss -  threshold gain, and the wavelength 
of the lasing mode. In addition, the resultant non-uniform intensity profile in 
the longitudinal direction is found to be dependent upon the coupling coefficient 
k and also the facet power reflectivities r 0 and 77, (subscripts o and l stand for 
the facets at z =  0  and L  respectively, whilst z is the propagation direction of 
the waves). This approach is justified since the photon density at threshold is 
very small, and the corresponding influence on the propagation constants of the 
travelling waves is negligible.
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However, above threshold, such a variation in photon density distribution, often 
referred as spatial hole burning (SHB), causes a change in the carrier density 
distribution and thus results in spatial variation of optical gain and also the 
refractive index which are both functions of carrier density. In order to analy­
sis a DFB laser diode with longitudinal variations of device param eters above 
threshold, a numerical approach is needed and is described in Appendix C.
In general, as the output optical power of a DFB laser increases, the shape of 
the intensity profile will change due to the SHB effect as shown in Figure 7.1. In 
the strong coupling case, ie. kL — 2.0 the intensity profile is symmetrical in the 
longitudinal direction with light concentrated near the centre of the cavity and 
this leads to a highly non-uniform carrier density distribution.
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Figure 7.1: The normalised intensity distributions o f conventional DFBs A/4
phase-shifted DFBs at different values of kL products, z is the longitudinal di­
rection and L is the length of the device.
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Figure 7.2: The flatness parameter F  against the kL product for a conventional 
DFB and A/4 phase shifted DFB. Optimal values -  values at which T  are min­
imum, occurred at kL =  1.7 and k.L = 1.25 respectively. Sub-plot shows the 
intensity profile of a conventional DFB of nL  =  2.0 with unequal facet reflectivi­
ties.
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It should be noted th a t a non-symmetrical intensity distribution is usually ob­
tained when the end facet reflectivities are not equal (eg. r 0 =  1 % and r l  =  80%; 
k L  =  1.0) as depicted in sub-plot of Figure 7.2. However, in the following analysis 
equal facet reflectivities is often assumed unless otherwise specified.
A flatness param eter T  for characterising the uniform ity of the intensity profile 
is defined as [6 ]
F  =  j  ^  (R S (z )  -  i f  dz (7.1)
where R S (z )  is the photon distribution function normalised to the left end facet 
(refer to Appendix C). This flatness param eter T  is normalised in such a way 
th a t a smaller value of T  corresponds to a more uniform intensity distribution. 
Figure 7.2 displays the variation of T  against the k L  product for conventional 
and A/4 phase shifted DFB laser diodes. In order to  minimise the SHB effect, an 
optim al value of k L  =  1.7 is required for the conventional DFB while k L  =  1.25 is 
optim al for the A/4 phase shifted DFB. However, if the  facet reflectivities are not 
the same, the minimum point will shift accordingly as illustrated by the example 
with r 0 =  1 % and 77, =  80%, where the optim al k L  «  1 .1 .
In addition, the required gain for overcoming the distributed and facet loss, ie. 
the mode gain a(-P), is also power-dependent due to  the effect of SHB. This 
results in a power-dependent optical loss 7 p(P) [5, 6 ], since
' T p ( P )  =  a thVg
=  (2  a(P ) + otint)vg (7.2)
where a tn< is the internal cavity loss including scattering, carrier absorption in 
the active region and cladding; cith is the m aterial threshold gain. Figure 7.3 
illustrates the SHB induced power-dependent loss 7 P for several values of k L  
using the model in Appendix C with device param eters in Table 7.1. In all cases,
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Figure 7.3: The power-dependent optical loss (or threshold gain) versus the nor­
malised bias current for several values of kL. At optimal kL, the variation of the 
optical loss is at minimum.
the degree of variations, is mainly governed by the k L  product. A saturation 
effect is always observed at high output power, this is due to the fact tha t the 
shape of the intensity profile does not change much when the optical output 
power is high. Although the magnitude of the variations in the optical loss is 
small, the effect of that in terms of non-linear distortion at low frequency can be 
tremendous [7].
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T.3 SH B  in d u ced  n on -lin ear d isto r tio n s
Since the power-dependence of the optical loss 7 P due to the SHB effect is highly 
non-linear, it is im portant to estim ate its contribution to the intrinsic non-linear 
distortions of a DFB laser diode. The distortions in the low frequency regime, 
particularly between 50-500MHz, are of interest because a CATV AM-VSB mul­
tichannel system often works in this frequency range.
In order to  analyse the non-linear effects due to power-dependent loss induced by 
SHB, the loss term  7 p(P) included in the rate equations Eqn (2.1) is expressed 
as a polynomial of photon density with coefficients fitted to the results obtained 
in Figure 7.2, th a t is,
7p(-P) =  7 p o ( l+ ci^ > +  C?P2 +  C3 P 3 +  • • •) (7*3)
where 7 po is the grating loss at threshold (or threshold gain) and ci,C2 , ••• are 
the curve fitting coefficients.
The non-linear distortions can then be calculated by using either the perturbation 
m ethod or the Volterra series expansion approach. It is noted th a t modification 
of some term s are needed when using the perturbation m ethod and is given in 
Appendix A. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 illustrate two examples for a A/4 phase-shifted 
DFB of k L  =  0.6 and a conventional DFB with k L  =  1.0 respectively. The 
param eter values used for the numerical calculations are listed in Table 7.1.
In general, all the distortion curves show a strong frequency dependence and 
gradually rise with increasing frequency due to the  RO resonance effect. On 
the other hand, the non-linear distortions also exhibit a bias dependence. The 
distortion levels in the vicinity of threshold are very high because of the strong
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A nr 1 x 1 0 8 s ~ 1 L 2 5 0 pm
B r 1 X 1 0 - 1 °C?723S -1 w l.Sfim
CAuger 3  x 1 0 - 2 9 c?t i6 5 - 1 d 0 .1 2  pm
r 0 .3 P 1 .7  x 1 0 ” 4
N tr 1 x 1 0 18c m - 3 A 0 2 .5  x  1 0 ~ 16c m 2
n 0 3 .5 OLint 5 0 c m - 1
A 0.1S7 (.im dndN - 0 . 5  x 1 0 -2O c m 3
Vg 7 .5  X 1 0 9C?725_1 e 3  x  1 0 - 1 7 c m 3
Table 7.1: Parameter values used for  the couple-wave DFB laser diode model. 
L ,w  and d are the length, width and thickness of the active region where the active 
region volume V  = L x w  x d; n Q if  the effective refractive index at threshold; A is 
the Bragg wavelength; denotes the variation in refractive index due to carrier 
density changes.
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Figure 7.4: The bias dependence of the non-linear distortions for a A/4 phase 
shifted DFB with k L  =  0.6. The frequency labelled for each curve is f 2 where 
f i  =  f i  -  12.5M H z  and f 3 =  f 2 +  U .S M H z.
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Figure 7.5: The bias dependence of the non-linear distortions for a conventional 
DFB with k,L = 2.0. The frequency labelled for each curve is f 2 where f i  = 
f 2 -  12.5M H z  and f 3 = f 2 +  12.5M H z.
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spontaneous emission around the turn-on point. In the above examples, the 
distortion levels decreases with increasing bias and then  rise again a t higher 
bias level. This is because the non-linear distortions a t low bias are dom inated 
by the SHB effect. As bias increases, the SHB induced power-dependent loss 
starts to saturate  and thus the corresponding non-linear distortions is reduced. 
However, as the bias increases further, the gain non-linearity governed by the 
gain suppression coefficient e becomes significant and non-linear distortions s tart 
to  rise again.
In some cases, there may exist a dip in the bias dependence of the  non-linear 
distortions at comparatively low frequency, say 50MHz. In fact, this dip is also 
found in some experim ental results [7, 9]. The com petition between the SHB and 
non-linear gain effect could be an explanation for this phenomenon. This can be 
justified, for instance, by m anipulating the algebra of the IMD2 ( / i  4- / 2 ) and 
obtain the following expression :
IMD2
Cr
oc \Re{imd'2 (uj)} +  ju j lm { im d 2 (u>)}\ (7.4)
77 1 - n  _  (  d2G d-h  1 3 G d?l p \  ( dG  , dl e - N
(" )}  \ d N d P d P  2 d N d P 2 ) \ d N  d N
, ( 0 dG dl e - N  . 
d N  \ ~ d N  d N  ' 3p
+ { dG + ^ G _ p \  ( d G ^ _ 2w, \  
d N  d N d P 2 J \ d N d P  J
dG  , d 2G , 7 . - N  ,
Im { im d 2 (u )}  + 3 N d P P )  \ 2 dN P  + ON + 2 V  P
+ 9P2 (  ff‘G d
\ 0 N d P d P  2 d N  d P 2 J  
At low frequencies, the m agnitude of the real part Re{imd2(uj)}  dom inates the 
expression where the first term  is the interference term  between the SHB induced 
power-dependent loss and the gain non-linearity term  At a particular bias
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Figure 7.6: The bias dependence of the non-linear distortions fo r  a A/4 phase 
shifted D F B with optimal k L = 1.25 and different values of gain suppression e. 
The SHB induced non-linear distortions are therefore at minimum.
(output power), and depending on the sign of the derivatives of 7 P, the first term  
may vanish. This means that the two non-linearities may cancel each other out.
The example, shown in Figure 7.6, is a A/4 phased-shifted DFB with k,L = 1.25 
(ie. SHB is minimised). Here it is find that the non-linear distortions increases 
steadily with the bias, this is mainly contributed by the gain non-linearities, since 
gain suppression increase as the optical power increases.
For a given optical power, device with higher differential gain exhibit lower non­
linear distortions as illustrated in Figure 7.7. Although high differential gain laser 
devices, such as, QW and SLQW, possess a relatively higher value of gain sup­
pression than bulk devices and thus be liable to additional non-linear distortions. 
The increase of differential gain can in general compensate for the detrimental 
effects of the gain suppression.
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Figure 7.7: The bias dependence of the non-linear distortions for a A/4 phase 
shifted DFB with k L  = 2.0 and different values o f gain coefficient gQ.
The variation of the non-linear distortions are plotted against the coupling coef­
ficient kL  as given in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 for both conventional and A/4 phase- 
shifted DFBs with f i  =  50 MHz. The numerical results are calculated by examin­
ing a group of different k L  lasers to the same output power; the error bars indicate 
the bias dependence of the non-linear distortions at different steps of constant 
output power values covering a bias range of I / Ith =  1 to 4. It is obvious that by 
designing a conventional DFB laser with an optimal value of /cL =  1.7 or a A/4 
phase-shifted DFB with k L  = 1.25, the low frequency non-linear distortions due 
to the SHB effect are minimised. For instance, an improvement of approximately 
12 dB can be achieved by switching the k L  product of a conventional DFB from 
k L  — 2.0 to k L  — 1.7. In general, it is not easy to control the value of /cT, since 
the grating height which determines the acL, deforms easily during fabrication 
process.










Figure 7.8: Coupling coefficient dependence of the non-linear distortions for  A/4 
phase shifted DFBs. Modulation frequency centered at 50 MHz with carrier sep­









Figure 7.9: Coupling coefficient dependence of the non-linear distortions for con­
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From the Figures 7.8 and 7.9, it is found th a t both IMD2 f \  +  / 2 and IMD3 
f i  +  / 2  — / 3  at the modulation frequency of / 2 =  50 MHz are well w ithin the lim it 
of the  linearity requirements (—74 dBc for IMD2 and —88 dBc for IMD3) set for 
a practical 42 channel CATV AM-VSB system listed in Table 6.6.
However, as the modulation frequency rises, say / 2 =  500 MHz, the non-linear 
distortions escalates due to the resonance effect of RO as given in Figures 7.10 - 
7.13. In Figures 7.10 and 7.12, the IMD2 ( / i  +  / 2) of some devices with unop­
tim ised k L  products, have already exceeded the lim it of linearity requirem ent of 
—74 dBc; while there is still a large dB margin for the IMD3 ( / i  +  / 2 — f$) to 
reach the lim it of -88 dBc as seen in Figure 7.11 and 7.13. Therefore, one can 
conclude th a t for typical CATV AM-VSB systems, the second-order distortions 
are more serious than their third-order relatives, even though the third-order may 
have a very large number of distortion terms.
It is worth pointing out tha t an optim al k L  «  1 for conventional DFBs is found 
experim entally by A. Takemoto et al [3] because the DFB lasers used are of un­
equal facet reflectivities, r0 = 1 % and r i  =  80%. From Figure 7.2, the theoretical 
prediction of an optim al k L  product for such kind of DFBs is around 1.1, and 
this agrees very well with the experimental results.
Nevertheless, when comparing with the experim ental results [3], the theoretical 
predictions of the non-linear distortions due to the SHB effect still underestim ate 
those measured. Therefore, it is necessary to account for the non-linear effect of 
another commonly occurring mechanism -  the leakage current, which is highly 
structural dependent.
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Figure 7.10: Coupling coe fficient dependence of the (f i  +  f \ ) type IMD2 for  A/4 
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Figure 7.11: Coupling coefficient dependence of the ( / 1  +  / 2  — /s) type IMD3 for  
A/4 phase-shifted DFBs. f i  =  500M H z  and carrier separation is 12.5 MHz.
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Figure 7.13: Coupling coefficient dependence of the ( / i  4- f 2 — /a) type IMD3 for  
conventional DFBs. f 2 =  500M H z  and carrier separation is 12.5 MHz.
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7 .4  L eakage current n on -lin ear ities
So far, consideration has been devoted to the non-linearities arising in the active 
region of the laser, however, experiments show th a t the extrinsic non-linearities 
due to leakage current are also of importance. Current leakage may occur in 
most kinds of laser diodes, and its magnitude can usually be controlled by careful 
structural design. Here an example will be centre on the buried heterostructure 
and its variants of particular interest since they are commonly used in optical 
communication systems.
One of the m ajor leakage paths of many laser diodes and particularly buried 
heterostructures, is due to the p-blocking layer and the n-buffering layer adjacent 
to  the side walls of the active region [8]. It is this pa th  which is considered here 
but it should be noted tha t in some types of buried heterostructure laser diode, 
this is not the  only leakage path.
For most buried heterostructures, the above m entioned leakage path  forms a p-n 
homo-junction which can be modelled by a leakage diode in parallel with the 
intrinsic laser diode (described by the rate-equation model) as shown in Figure 
7.10 [9, 10]. In fact, by adjusting the param eters of the leakage diode, this model 
is adequate to describe the non-linear distortions induced by the leakage path  of 
most laser structures.
In order to provide a straightforward analysis of the overall non-linear distortions 
generated by both the SHB effect and th a t of leakage current, the approach given 
by M. Lin et al [9] for the leakage current model is used bu t an extension of the 
analysis is m ade to  include up to third order term s for the third-order non-linear 
distortions.
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}T(t)
Ri
Leakage diode V Intrinsic laser diode
Figure 7.14: Equivalent circuit model o f a buried heterostructure laser diode with 
the leakage current modelled by a homo-junction diode and the active region (in­
trinsic laser diode) modelled by a pair rate equations with power-dependent loss.
The injected current / t (£) can be represented by,
I T(t) = / (* ) +  /,(*) (7.5)
where I ( t )  is the instantaneous current through the intrinsic laser diode (active 
region); and //(£) is the leakage current through the leakage diode. Ri and R a 
are the resistances of the leakage diode and the active region respectively.
The relationship between the injected current Ir{ t)  and the current through the 
active region I ( t)  can be given by [9],







1 -  (1 + JU1T )1/2
7 ^ (1  + j 0-'T) ' /2  
I t
y(7r) = e ^ r  e  a f r  -  bi»o[ y ( h ) ~ i  ]
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Va 0.88-0.95 V V 1-2
kT
9 0.0259 R a 0.1-0.2 n  [8, 9]
Ri 1 0 -2 0  a  [8, 9] T 0.2 x 10-9 sec [9]
Iso 1-3 xlO -11 A  [8] II @ Ith 0.3-1.0 x l0 ~ 3 A
Table 7.2: Typical parameters values o f the leakage diode model.
here rj is the leakage diode ideality factor; k T  is the Boltzm ann constant times 
the tem perature; Va is the voltage across the intrinsic laser diode; r  is the lifetime 
of the excess carriers in the p-blocking layer; I so is the effective saturation current 
of the leakage diode. Typical values of all the relevant param eters are given in 
Table 7.2.
Performing a Taylor’s series expansion of y and then applying the small signal 
analysis with Ir ( t)  =  +  and I{t)  =  7 +  having I t  and I  as the steady
state  values and i r  and i are the small perturbations, the following equations can 
be obtained,
i(t) ix(t) ir(t)
qV  qV qV
- H t ? )
I  soy'{It ) +  v {u ){y (IT) -  1)
-Jsoy"(lT ) + CT{uj)y'{IT)
2 !
3 r
I  W V t ) + + (7.7)
where
y \ I t ) =  -^-y(lT)
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vV t )
v ' V t )
j ^ y ( I r )  [ D 0 -  2ba(u)B 0y ( IT)
Do
B t
y ( IT) [D0 {D 0 -  6 b<r(u>)B0y ( IT)}
Do
a =







2 y k T
a -  ba(u)[y(IT) -  1]
D 0 = l + bIsoy{IT )
Following the growing exponentials approach described in Appendix B, the Volter- 
ra  kernels for the leakage current effect can be obtained as given below,
hoy '(It ) +  cr(uj)(y(IT) -  1)]
^ I sovV t ) +  +  ^2)y/(-fr)
(7.8)
(7.9)
£3(^ 1 , &2i w3) =  — (q V )2 ^ ~ q \^ j 3j IsoV ' V t )
+ ^ ’2 ^ 2>)y” ( I t ) (7.10)
7.5 C om bin ed  n on -lin earities
In the previous two sections, the Volterra kernels # 1 , 7 /2  and Hz for the intrinsic 
laser diode including the effect of SHB and the kernels G i,C t2 and Gz for the 
leakage current represented by a homo-junction diode, have been found. These 
two non-linear systems can then be cascaded together to form a combined non-
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linear system C as illustrated in Figure 7.11. By applying non-linear system
iT(t) i(t)
Leakage current 
model -  relating 
«t (0  and z(£)
Rate-equations 
model -  describing 
the intrinsic laser diode 
with SHB effect
Combined model C(lj)
Figure 7.15: The combined non-linear system C which consists of two cascaded 
stages -  the leakage current stage and the rate-equations stage.
theory, the combined Volterra kernels C i,C 2 and C3 are given by :
(7.11)
, 0 2^) — G\(tu'\)G\{u!2 )Ho{u\,i0 2 ) +  +  LO2 ) (7.12)
^ 3 (^ 15^ 25^ 3 ) — C'i(co’i)G'i(u,,2)G'i(a;3)/73(u;i,u;25u;3)
“k ^ [ Gi (uJi )G2{u 2,U3)H2(u)i ,UJ2 +  CJ3 )
+  Gi(u;2)G2(u;i,a;3)i/2(^’25u;i + ^ 3 )
+  Gi(u.’3)G'2(co’2,<x?3 )//2(w35U;1 +  W2 ) ]
+  G3{W\,LC2,U3)H\{iO\ + ^ 2 + ^ 3 ) (7.13)
Eqn (7.11) represents the combined first order effect (transfer function) which 
can also be obtained by linear control theory. The combined second and th ird 
order effects are given by Eqns (7.12) and (7.13) respectively. The interpretation 
of Eqn (7.12) is that the component at loi +  002 in the output of C arises due to
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the linear transmission through G and the second-order effects in H , or through 
the second-order effects in G but linear transm ission through H.  The term s in 
Eqn (7.13) may be similarly interpreted.
The combined non-linear effects are dem onstrated using an example of a A/4 
phase-shifted DFB with kL — 2.0 as given in Figure 7.16. Evidently, the in­
corporation of the leakage current effect causes an increase in the non-linear 
distortions in the low frequency regime. However, the sharp dip in the bias 
dependence, which appeared in the report by M. Lin et al [9], due to the leakage 
current effect is not seen. This is because in M. Lin et at report, a pure linear 
active region represented by the intrinsic diode is assumed and the leakage diode is 
therefore responsible for all the non-linear effects. The sharp dip is caused by the 
cancellations of some complex term s within the leakage diode model. However, 
when other non-linear effects, like SHB induced power-dependent loss and gain 
non-linearities are included as dem onstrated here, the contribution of the leakage 
current non-linear effect on the bias dependence is reduced.
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Figure 7.16: Bias dependence of the second-order non-linear distortions fo r  A/4 
phase-shifted DFBs with k.L =  2.0.
Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the variation of the non-linear distortions IMD2 and 
IMD3 at / 2 =  50 MHz for a A/4 phased-shifted DFB are plotted against the k L 
respectively; similarly, Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show that of a conventional DFB. 
All laser diodes are driven with the same output power at various levels covering 
a bias range of I / I th ~  1 to 4 indicate by the error bars. In general, the leakage 
current effect has a stronger influence in the second-order non-linear distortions 
than on the third-order distortions.
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Figure 7.18: Coupling coefficient dependence of the non-linear distortions fo r  A/4 
phase-shifted DFBs.
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Figure 7.20: Coupling coefficient dependence of the non-linear distortions for  
conventional DFBs.
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The benefit of selecting an optim al kL  to minimise the  non-linear distortion is 
less clear, because as the SHB effect is small at the optim al k L  value, the leakage 
current becomes dominant as seen in Figures 7.17 and 7.19. Considering the 
same example of switching the k L  product of a conventional DFB from k L  = 
2.0 to  k L  =  1.7, the improvement is now reduced to  around 4.5 dB. In other 
words, the leakage current produces a non-linear distortion floor th a t degrades 
the performance of a laser diode.
The situation aggravates as modulation frequency reaches the high band edge, 
say 500 MHz. Figures 7.21-7.22 illustrate the second-order non-linear distortions 
at / 2 =  500 MHz for a conventional DFB with two different values of saturation 
current I so =  1 x 10_11A and 3 x 10-11A, which corresponds to leakage current 
of 7/ =  0.3mA and 1.0mA respectively for the leakage diode. Comparing the  two 
different cases a t the optimal point, ie. kL  =  1.7, there is a rise of 2.5 dB and 6 
dB for the I so =  1 x 10_11A and 3 x 10-11 A respectively. Obviously, the inclusion 
of leakage current further degrades the linearity of the DFB laser, particularly, 
for the devices with optim al k L.
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Figure 7.21: Coupling coefficient dependence of the IMD2 for conventional DFBs 
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Figure 7.22: Coupling coefficient dependence of the IMD2 for conventional DFBs 
at f 2 =  500M H z.
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7.6 C on clu sion
The spatial hole burning (SHB) effect of widely used DFB lasers can cause a 
power-dependent optical loss 7 p(P). The actual variation of 7 p(P)  against the 
optical output power is mainly governed by the shape of intensity profile and the 
facet reflectivities. As output optical power increases, the SHB induced power- 
dependence of the optical loss 7 p(P) begins to saturate.
A flatness param eter J- is defined to characterise the  uniform ity of the intensity 
profile inside the laser cavity. By utilising the flatness param eter T ,  it is found 
th a t in order to minimise the non-linear distortions due to the SHB effect, optim al 
values of kL  =  1.7 and kL — 1.25 are needed for the conventional DFB and 
A/4 phase shifted DFB laser diodes respectively. For the case of unequal facet 
reflectivities, this optim al k L  product may change.
Calculations performed here also show that although the SHB induced power- 
dependent variation in the optical loss term  is small, it can cause an enormous 
non-linear distortion at low frequencies ( /  <  / 0 / 2 ) which seriously impairs the 
performance of an analogue optical system, such as a m ultichannel CATV AM- 
VSB system operates within 50 to 500 MHz. In order to minimise this effect, the 
above m entioned optim al nL  products should be used.
The bias dependence of the non-linear distortion a t low m odulation frequencies 
/  <  fo j2, is mainly caused by the com petition of SHB effect and the gain non- 
linearities. At low bias, the SHB induced power-dependent loss is the dominant 
non-linearity. However, as bias increases, the optical loss begins to saturate  and 
the corresponding non-linear distortions reduced. On the other hand, the non­
linear distortion due to the non-linear gain increases with increased bias. For a
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DFB w ith unoptimised kL product, the non-linear distortions of the SHB effect 
is usually dom inant over tha t of the gain non-linearities. In some cases, a t given 
bias, the non-linear effects of SHB and th a t of the non-linear gain negate each 
other so th a t a dip appears in the non-linear distortion versus bias curves.
Similar to  the high frequency distortion case, devices w ith high differential gain, 
for instance QW /SLQW  lasers, exhibit a com paratively lower non-linear distor­
tion level than  bulk devices. Although these high gain device is expected to 
deliver a large gain suppression value liable to additional non-linear distortion, 
the increase in differential can in general compensate for this.
In regard to the linearity requirements of a CATV AM-VSB system, the second- 
order non-linear distortions have been shown to be more problem atic than  th a t 
of the third-order counterparts.
The leakage current which arises in the most laser diode devices, can also cause 
additional non-linear distortions in a laser diode. An example of the buried 
heterostructure type device has been given. By combining the leakage current 
model and the rate-equation model with a Volterra series approach, it is found 
th a t the SHB effect dominates the non-linear distortions in most circum stances, 
except for the case of an optimised k L  DFB. The leakage current should be 
minimised in order to ensure tha t the benefits of choosing an optim al /cL  for 
reducing the non-linear distortions are preserved.
The combining process of the SHB and the leakage current effects via the  use 
of Volterra can be generalised to include other types of laser diode structure  
provided an electrical equivalent circuit of the leakage path  is obtained.
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C hapter 8
C onclusions
This thesis has been concerned with the investigation of the dynamical behaviour 
of laser diodes used in analogue lightwave systems, such as, subcarrier multiplexed 
-  broadband service network (SCM-BSN) and cable television (CATV) system- 
s. Particular emphasis has been given to study the  bandw idth and non-linear 
distortion of these devices. The findings of these two areas are summarised in 
sections 1 and 2.
8.1 B a n d w id th
Various aspects of the possible lim itations on the bandw idth of laser diodes have 
been discussed. The following have been considered :
8.1.1 D am ping effects
A damping factor f  is defined for characterising the dam ping effect exhibits by a 
laser diode. From a small signal analysis of the single-mode ra te  equations, the
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fundam ental relationship between damping and intrinsic m odulation bandwidth 
has been derived. The m ajor contribution to the damping effect which has been 
considered is the m aterial gain non-linearity (or gain suppression effect). Using 
the standard two-level non-linear gain model, bandw idth optim isation has been 
performed. It was found th a t by driving the laser diode to  £ =  0.707, both 
m axim um  bandwidth and flat frequency response, which are the basic criteria 
for the laser diode deployed in an analogue lightwave system, can be achieved 
simultaneously.
8.1.2 Fundam ental m aterial effects
A simple linear equation relating the m aterial properties, such as differential 
gain, gain suppression and photon lifetime to the intrinsic m axim um  bandwidth 
(or the Olshansky’s K  factor) was then obtained. This relationship shows tha t 
the advantage of using high differential materials for increasing the bandw idth is 
often offset by an enhanced gain suppression effect. For example, quantum  well 
(QW) and strained-layer quantum  well (SLQW) devices which have large differ­
ential gain are expected to produce a higher m odulation bandw idth than  bulk 
materials. However, due to their high gain suppression values, no real bandwidth 
enhancement over the bulk devices are observed for the Q W /SLQ W  materials. 
Modulation p-doped m ulti-quantum  well (MQW) devices, on the other hand, 
have recently been shown to break the bandwidth record of devices made from 
bulk materials. This is partly due to the enhancement in differential gain in these 
materials without causing any increase in their gain suppression values.
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8.1.3 Non-linear gain effects
A study of two commonly used non-linear gain models : the so called two level 
and non-perturbative models, has been undertaken. The non-perturbative model 
does not predict, in contrast to the two-level model, any lim its on the intrinsic 
bandw idth as optical output increases. This is certainly an advantage for high 
speed optical systems eg. subcarrier multiplexed - broadband service network 
(SCM-BSN), which seek to exploit the multi-GHz bandw idth of the laser diode. 
Nevertheless, to date, there has been little  experim ental work capable of distin­
guishing the two physical mechanisms, since very high power operation is required 
in order to  test the predictions of the two models.
8.1.4 Parasitic effects
A modified K  factor/m axim um  bandwidth relationship of a laser diode due to 
chip parasitics has been deduced. The frequency responses of several 1.3 p m  ridge 
waveguide DFB lasers diodes provided by Northern Telecom, Paignton, UK, were 
measured. The differential gain and gain suppression coefficient of the devices 
were estim ated by fitting the experimental results to the theory. The parasitics 
R C  tim e constant was subsequently obtained. The results show th a t the present 
devices are seriously hampered by the parasitic effects.
8.1.5 Carrier transport effects in QW  devices
Carrier transport processes (between the quantum  well and the adjacent separat­
ed confinement heterostructure (SCH) layer) are another lim iting factor on the
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achievable bandwidth of QW laser devices. It has been found th a t the carrier 
transport model proposed by R. Nagarajan et al is capable of showing not just 
(i) a low frequency parasitic-like RC roll off on the  frequency response due to 
carrier diffusion across the SCH region; but also (ii) a dam ping effect induced by 
the quantum  capture/escape processes at the quantum  well.
Therefore a larger maximum bandwidth is expected to  be achieved by minimising 
the diffusion tim e across the SCH region and the quantum  escape rate. Doping 
the SCH region and optimising its width with confinement factor can result in 
shorter diffusion time; while using GRIN SCH structure  with a wider and deeper 
well can also reduce the quantum  escape effects. This is another explanation for 
the high bandw idth obtained with modulation p-doped M QW  lasers.
There exists a certain similarity between the parasitic and the carrier transport 
effects. The modified K  factor/m axim um  bandw idth equation derived for the 
chip parasitics can therefore be used for the estim ating the intrinsic bandw idth 
due to the carrier transport effects. It is suggested th a t the relative intensity 
m ethod (RIN) measurement method can give an over-estim ation of the maximum 
intrinsic bandwidth due to the neglect of carrier transport effect. However, the 
modified K  factor/m axim um  bandwidth relationship can be used to correct the 
over-estimation.
8.2 N on -lin ear d istortion s
In a frequency division multiplexed (FDM) lightwave system such as SCM-BSN 
and cable television CATV system, the number of non-linear distortion compo­
nents (distortion term  count) and the m agnitude of each individual distortion
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component are of equal im portance for estim ating non-linear distortions. The 
principle of frequency spectrum  planning based on the distortion term  count has 
been introduced. In terms of number of terms, the second-order ( / i  ±  / 2) and 
third-order ( / i  +  / 2 — f$) interm odulation products have the highest number. 
W hilst the  num ber of ( f i  ±  / 2) peaks at the band edges of the  FDM frequency 
band and ( / i  -1- / 2 — fs )  peaks at the middle of the frequency band. Usually, the 
number second-order distortion terms is much less than  th a t of its third-order 
counterpart. Furtherm ore, by keeping the bandw idth of the system w ithin one 
frequency octave, the second-order non-linear distortions can be eliminated.
In analysing the am plitude of the distortion components generated in a laser 
diode, two m ethods -  the perturbation m ethod and the Volterra series approach 
have been used. The Volterra series provides a more general and system atic 
approach. The discussions of laser diode non-linear distortions have been cate­
gorised by the m odulation frequency with reference to the half of the undam ped 
frequency value f D/ 2 :
8.2.1 H igh frequency distortions ( /  > f0/2)
The distortions in the high frequency regime are m ainly caused by the relaxation 
oscillation (RO) effects and can therefore be controlled by the damping factor 
f . The optim al value of (  = 0.707 can be used to minimise the RO induced 
distortions (as well as providing maximum intrinsic bandw idth). Furtherm ore, a 
laser diode with a large differential gain such as Q W /SLQ W  devices which give a 
higher f Q are expected to experience comparatively lower RO induced non-linear 
distortions.
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At such a high frequency, the relatively higher level of second-order non-linear dis­
tortions with smaller number of terms, is usually more problem atic than  the large 
num ber of third-order distortions generated in a m ultichannel system. Hence, 
most high frequency SCM systems operate within one octave of bandw idth to 
elim inate these second-order products.
Because of the presence of RO induced non-linear distortions, the AM-VSB for­
m at w ith a stringent linearity requirement, is often restricted to operate in the 
low frequency window. On the other hand, SCM systems using other m odulation 
form ats, such as FM, PSK, FSK etc., which require relatively low CNR, can 
operate in the high frequency regime of the laser diode.
8.2.2 Low frequency distortions ( /  < f o / 2 )
Two commonly occurring low frequency non-linear distortions, induced by spatial 
hole burning (SHB) and leakage current effects, have been discussed
The single-mode, low RIN and high linearity features have made distributed 
feedback (DFB) lasers superior to the Fabry-Perot (FP) device in analogue optical 
communication systems. However, the DFB lasers can suffer from the SHB effect, 
which can contribute an additional low frequency non-linear distortion. The 
mechanism which couples the standing wave SHB effect to generated non-linear 
distortion is the power-dependent optical loss.
By using a rate-equation model with power-dependent loss term , it was found th a t 
in order minimise such a SHB induced non-linear effects, the coupling coefficient 
and cavity length product, ie. k L  has to be selected carefully. In general, a DFB
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laser w ith anti-reflection (AR) coating on both sides, a k L  =  1.7 is needed for 
minimising such type of distortion. Similarly, an optim al value of k L  =  1.25 
is required for a A/4 phase-shifted DFB laser. For the case of unequal facet 
reflectivities, this optim al value of kL  may change.
The model developed can also explain the bias dependence of the non-linear dis­
tortion. At low bias, the SHB induced non-linear distortion is dom inant, however, 
as bias increases, this type of distortion begins to  decrease due to saturation of 
the SHB effect. The non-linear distortions due to gain suppression will then 
follow when bias increases. In some case, at a given bias, the non-linear effects 
of the SHB and tha t of the gain non-linearity may negate each other so th a t a 
dip may appear in the non-linear distortion versus bias curve.
As in the high frequency distortion case, devices with high differential gain, for 
instance QW /SLQW  lasers, exhibit a comparatively lower non-linear distortion 
level than  bulk devices. Although these high gain devices are expected to deliver 
a large gain suppression value, which is liable to give an additional non-linear 
distortion, the increase in differential gain can in general compensate for this.
The leakage current which arises in most laser diode devices, can also cause 
additional non-linear distortions in a laser diode. An example of the buried 
heterostructure type device has been examined. By combining the leakage cur­
rent model and the rate-equation model (including power dependent loss) with 
a Volterra series approach, it was found tha t the SHB effect dominates the non­
linear distortions in most circumstances, except for the case of an optimised kL 
DFB. The leakage current should be minimised in order to ensure th a t the benefits 
of choosing an optimal k,L for reducing the non-linear distortions are preserved.
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8.3 L aser d iode for SC M  sy ste m s
In a subcarrier multiplexed (SCM) lightwave system  such as SCM-BSN or SCM 
CATV system, the directly m odulated laser diode is acting as the front end of 
the electrical-optical conversion process and therefore its dynamical behaviour 
can affect the system performance directly. DFB lasers are often used in SCM 
systems due to their capabilities of offering single mode operation with low RIN 
when compared to the FP devices. Summarising the above findings of this thesis, 
it is obvious th a t the QW /SLQW  DFB lasers with optim al k L  and minimised 
leakage should be an ideal candidate for a SCM system. If high bandw idth is of 
prior im portance, then p-doped MQW DFB laser could be an option.
8 .4  S u ggestion s for fu tu re w ork
Although, this thesis has provided some coverage related to the bandw idth and 
non-linear distortion of a laser diode, there is still quite a  lot of research work to 
be done in those areas. The following is just to nam e a few of them.
As far as the m aterial properties are concerned, the actual mechanism for the 
gain suppression is open for debate and a further insight on to this is necessary. 
The carrier transport phenomenon of the quantum  well m aterial, which is also 
one of the recent hot topic, should receive further investigation. Bandwidth 
improvement has been shown to be due to enhanced differential gain of p-doped 
quantum  well devices, however, the effect of doping on the m aterial non-linearity 
is still not quite clear and hence a thorough investigation seems worthwhile.
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The intrinsic RIN of a laser diocle is usually small, however, in the presence of 
external optical feedback, the overall RIN of a SCM system  can be deteriorat­
ed. Hence, thorough examination of the interaction between the laser diode and 
the external optical feedback is necessary. The laser chirp, which can induced 
additional non-linear distortions due to its interaction with the fibre dispersion 
(particularly at 1.5 m u m  wavelength), should also be scrutinised.
A ppendix  A  
Sm all signal analysis
The small signal technique can be used for linearising a non-linear system to ob­
tain  the fundam ental frequency response (linear transfer function). Providing the 
non-linearities of the system are not too strong, the technique is also applicable 
to the analysis of the higher order non-linear transfer functions which give rise 
to non-linear distortions.
A .l  A p p lica tion  to  ra te  eq u ation s
Considering an injection current I  to a laser diode, comprising of steady state 
bias current I  and small variation Si, the corresponding carrier N  and photon 
densities P  are assumed to be perturbed by a small am ount Sn and 6 p around 
their steady state  values N  and P, th a t is,
I  = I  Si; N  = N  -f Sn; P  =  P  -f Sp
where I  S i ,N  Sn and P  ^  Sp. Then the term s G, re and R sp in the rate 
equation Eqn (2.1) can be expanded in a Taylor series in the small perturbation
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in N  and P , so tha t,
n t at fS\ at n\ dG c dG _ 1 5 2(7/C vo 152C7/c n2G(JV,P) =  G(Af,P) +  ^ n  +  — i P + - — (5n) + 2 ^ ( 5 ? )  +• • •
7.(JV) =  7e W  +  +  • • •
=  /U A O  +  +  • • •
Substituting the above series expansions back into the ra te  equation Eqn (2.1), 
and rearranging term s, this leads to the following non-linear differential equations,
—— =  —— +  Ic-aSh -f kp 8 p +  AOvar8 n 2 +  XppSp 2 +  X ^p S n S p  
at eV
- \ -Xn n n 8 h 3 +  ^ p p p b p 3 +  X w N p 8 n 28 p  +  X p p ^ S p 28 n  - f  • • •
d S p
—j — =  k c S n  -f- k p S p  +  Yn n Six2 +  Y p p S p 2 +  YjypSnSp  
at
+ Y N N N $ n 3 +  Y p p p S p 3 - f  Y n n p 8 ti26p  -j- Y p p n 8 p 28 ti +  • • • ( A . l )
where
k . =  [ d G P  | di ' - N
A d N  clN
kB =  ~ [ % P + G
k r  = r i  —  p  +  ^
1 d N  d N
ko = r ( ^ P  +  G | - 7
r  I p  _  ^ sp 
d P  P
x "  =
v  { l d 2 G D dG
FP ~  \ 2 d P 2 + dP
f  d2G n d G \  
X n p  = - \ d N d P P + d N )
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_  ( l d 2i  \ d ^  c P G \
X n n n  ~  - \ 2 d m  + 6dN*-N + J I p )
v  ( I  d 3G D 1 d 2G \
PPP ~  \ & d P 3 2 d P 2)
( 1  d 3G n , 1  d 2G \
NNP ~  \ 2 d N 2d P  + 2 d N 2)
v  ( I  cPG D d 2G \
PPN ~  \ 2 d P 2d N  +  Q N d P )
Y  =  p f i y g n i
\ 2 d N 2 d N 2
Y  =  +  “
pp \ 2 d P 2 d P
r' = r { w w p * m  
y ’" :“  -
U ^ - P 3  2 OP2)
Y" "  = rG » f + » )
where all coefficients £ 4 , A:^ , kc, kp, X n n , Yn n , X n p , • ■ • axe functions of the 
steady state  quantities N  and P. The coefficients and kd are related
to the fundam ental frequency response; while the term s with the coefficients 
X n n > Y n n , X n p , Y n p  • • '  contains quadratic and higher orders products of Sn and 
6 p are essential for calculating the small signal non-linear distortions as given in 
C hapter 6 .
Eqns (A .l) are therefore linearised by neglecting all high powers term s of Sn and 
Sp, this results in the following coupled first order ordinary differential equations
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(ODE),
dSn Si
_  =  -  + kASn + kBSp
=  kc Sn +  (A.2)
Differentiating Eqn (A.2) w.r.t. tim e again, the following second order ODE can 
be obtained,
d2Sn dSn 1 ( dSi
 { k a  +  ~  K B K c j S n  — —  I — —  k p S i
— {kA + k o ) - J ^  + {kAkD — kskc )Sp  = k c —  (A.3)
A .2  S tep  resp on se
Assuming a step input current, hence setting d6 i /d t  =  0 and Si = 0, Eqn (A.3) 
becomes,
— (kA +  &d)“tt +  {kAkp — k-Bkc)Q =  0 (A.4)at clt
where Q =  Sn or Sp. This second order ordinary differential equation can be 
solved by assuming the time dependence of Q as a dam ped sinusoidal, th a t is,
e - ( a  r±jUr)t
with
a r =  —~{kA +  ko) (A.6)
^  (A.7)
^  =  kA k]j — k-Bkc (A.8)
where f 0 = tu0/(27r) is the undam ped frequency; f r =  ujt /(2tt)  is the relaxation 
frequency; and ctr is the damping rate  of the relaxation oscillation (RO). Notice
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th a t only in the case tha t the damping rate a r <C u 0, can the (angular) relaxation 
frequency u r be approximated by the (angular) undam ped frequency w0; this is 
usually not the case for a laser diode.
A damping factor f  for characterising the level damping in the system is defined 
as,
C =  ^  (A.9)
Figure A .l shows the step response of a laser diode for different values of damping 
factor under various bias current. The frequency of the ringing is given by the 
relaxation frequency f r. It is obvious the damping effect increases w ith the bias 
current and results in a reduced ringing effect. Furtherm ore, there exists a tu rn ­
on delay which is purely determined by the electron recombination processes 
inside the lasing cavity, hence it is a function of 7 e(N).
A .3 F requency resp on se
The (fundamental) frequency response of the laser diode can be studied by ei­
ther transforming Eqn (A.3) to the frequency domain using Fourier transform  or 
using the following procedure. Representing 8 i, 8 n and 8 p by a small sinusoidal 
m odulation, therefore,
Si = R e{ 8 i“ expJujt]
similarly,
8 n =  - [ 811“ exp-’ujt + (811“)* exp- -71*'*]
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Figure A .l: Time response for a step injection current at different amplitude 
leading to different values of damping factor f
Sp =  tj;[£pw expJwf -f(£pu')* exp
where Re(-) represents real part of the complex function and (•)* denotes the 
complex conjugate. Si" =  (8 i" )m, 8 n" =  (811“)* and Sp" =  (8 p")* are the ampli­
tude of the small signal quantities at a particular frequency u>. Collecting similar 
exponential terms, this gives,
(Si"/eV)(juj -  kD)
Sn" =
Sp" =
Woii±i) 2  s t  ( ) +  1u>o \ u/o
(6 i" fe V )k c
LJi +  2 ^  ( ^ )  + 1
(A .10)
(A .11)
The intrinsic electro-optical frequency response Fint(io) =  Sp"/Si" is therefore 
given by,
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Figure A.2: Frequency response for a laser diode at different of damping factor £ 
due to increase in bias current.
Hin,(« ) =  — —j ---  (A.12)
(2») -f 2— ( ^ )  +  1
\W o  )  Uo \ U o  J
where i f tn*(u>) =  Fint(uj)/ Fint{0) is the normalised response function and is de­
picted in Figure A.2. Clearly, a stronger damping effect is obtained as bias current 
increases. The figure also illustrates the difference between the undamped fre­
quency / 0, relaxation frequency f r and peak response frequency f pk. It is obvious 
tha t as damping factor (  increases, the discrepancy between the three frequency 
terms grows and therefore they should not be assumed to be equal.
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A .4  P ow er-d ep en d en t loss
Modification of the following terms are needed when the optical loss 7 P is ex­
pressed as a power-dependent function as in C hapter 7 :
*» = r ( § ” ~ i f )  -  &
1 d 2G n , d G \  fd~/p l d 27„
=  ^ 2 ^ P+dr)-{-IF + 2 ^ P
PPP ' 6& P3 2 d P 2 )  \ 2 d P  G dP 3 '  ^ ^
A ppendix B 
V olterra kernels and scaling  
factors
The Volterra series expansion, which relating the output s(t)  and the input r(t) 
of a non-linear system, is given in Eqn (6.18) as,
C O  pOO p'20 ^
»(*) =  e  /  /  M i . 6 .........
n = l i - 1
in which £ 2 , • • • ,  £ n )  are the n th  order Volterra kernels (non-linear transfer
functions); and R (()  is the frequency spectrum  (Fourier transform ) of the input 
function in tim e r(t). The kernels of this series expansion are usually obtained 
using the following probing method.
B . l  P rob in g  m eth o d  for eva lu ation  o f  V olterra  
kernels
Assuming the input tim e function r(t)  is represented by a series of growing ex­
ponentials, th a t is,
r(t) = ejuJlt +  e3UJ7t +  • • • +  ejW
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and therefore its corresponding Fourier transform can be given by the following 
sum of delta function,
— ^ (f — wi) +  — ^’2 ) +  * * • +  — wn) (B .l)
Substituting Eqn (B .l) into the above Volterra series expansion, the following 
result can be obtained,
00 roo poo n
• w  = e  / ••• /n=1 j - 00 j - 00 i=1
•[*({,■ -  w i) +  SUi -  W2) +  • • • +  6(k  -  (B.2)
The product of the sum of delta functions generates a sum of all different terms 
of the form
£({i -  )6(Zi -  ujk2) • • • S(£i -  u kn) (B.3)
where each index ki is ranging from 1 to n. Then the num ber of permutations*(ie.
where order of the terms is im portant) of the above term  is given by,
n\
m \ !m2! • • • m,
m i  +  m 2 +  • • • +  m„ =  n (B.4)
where m t- the number of occurrence of in the term  given in Eqn (B.3). By 
carrying out Eqn (B.2) and accounting for the perm utations of the term s, one 
results in,
00 ■ 1
=  I E - r  ;Hn(u k , ,- - - ,V k  (B.5)
1' m i !  • • • 7?i„!n=l m
where m  indicates tha t the sum includes all distinct set (or class) {m i, m 2 , • • • m n}, 
such th a t mi <  m l+i to guarantee no repetition of term s only differing by per­
m utation.
*If given n things can be divided into c classes such that things belonging to the same 
class are alike while things belonging to different classes are different, then the number of 
permutations of these things taken all at a time is mi with m i -1- m 2 +  • • • +  m n  =  n
and m,- is the number of things in t he i t h  class.
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In Eqn (B.5), there exists a term  of order n corresponding to m i =  m 2 =  • • • =  
m n =  1 given by,
and there are no other term s associated with eJiwl+'"+a’n'i than  this term  since 
are linearly independent. Therefore, the n th  order kernel can be de­
term ined by the coefficient of 7?! ej2K^ l+"'+Wn^ t in the system  output when the 
input is the sum of exponentials given in Eqn (B .l). A recursive process is 
required to determ ine all the kernels from the system equation which governs the 
system behaviour. The system equation is first excited by a single exponential 
the coefficient of which gives H i (lj): then a sum of two exponentials is applied to 
yield # 2 (^ 1 ,< 2^ ) in term  of and so forth. This procedure continues to the
required order of non-linearities with one extra exponential being added at each 
step.
B .2  Scaling factor
The scaling factor is in fact similar to the perm utation factor shown in Eqn (B.4) 
and appeared in the expression Eqn (B.5). Due to the excitation of a sum of 
real sinusiodals signal instead of simple growing exponentials, this perm utation 
factor needs some modifications. The modified perm utation factor is here term ed 
as scaling factor.
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with rk is the m agnitude of the modulating signals at frequency fk  where u>k = 
fk; Re(')  denotes real part of the function and (•)* denotes complex conju­
gate. Therefore, the corresponding output am plitude expressed in Volterra series 
expansion will have a perm utation factor of,
2^ !r ir2 - " r " (B.7)
2nm_£, • • -rriL
For the case of an input consisting of three sinusoidal carriers, ie. L  =  3,
*(<) =  U h e j“lt + tie- ’* '1 + + lie- ’1* 1
+ i3eiu3t + (B.8)
where *j, i2 and i3 are the am plitudes of the m odulating signal at frequency / i ,  / 2 
and / 3 respectively. The am plitudes of the second and third-order distortion 
term s are :




n m _3 m_ 2 7 7 i_ i 7 n i 111 2 777.3
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
c r
f i
2 0 0 0 2 0 0
HD2
2 /i ±ilH2(uJi,uji)
2 0 0 0 1 1 0
IMD2 
f l  +  /2 2112^ 2 (^ 1 ^ 2)
3 0 1 0 2 0 0
IMD3
2 / 1 - / 2
3 1 0 0 1 1 0
IMD3
f l  +  / 2  — / 3 | U * 2 ^ 3 ^ 3 ( ^ 1 ^ 2 ,  — ^ 3 )
3 0 0 0 3 0 0
HD3
3 /i
Table B .l: Amplitudes of the non-linear distortion terms.
A ppendix  C
A bove-threshold  D F B  m odel
In order to obtain the power dependence of the optical loss induced by the spatial 
hole burning (SHB) effect, an above-threshold DFB model using a pair of coupled- 
wave equations and a carrier rate equation is built. The approach for solving the 
coupled-wave equations with longitudinal variation in the param eters due to the 
photon distribution, is based on the Transfer M atrix M ethod [2] -  a method 
which is well established for microwave circuit analysis. The basic concept of this 
m ethod is to describe the laser cavity by a finite num ber, say M , of two-port 
(2 x 2) matrices. The functional forms of the elements for each of these matrices 
is initially obtained by solving the coupled-wave equations a t threshold. In this 
case, the propagation constant within each of these m atrices has no longitudi­
nal variation. In the above threshold case, calculation of the two-port m atrix 
progressing along the longitudinal direction (^-direction) is done by consecutive 
pre-m ultiplication of the kth. with the (Ar-|-1 )th  m atrix. The propagation constant 
is changed using the carrier density equation calculated a t each interface. In the 
present analysis, the non-linear effect of the gain suppression is coupled through 
the carrier equation.
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C .l  T h resh o ld  analysis





+ ( a - j a ) R ( z )  = jn S ( z )
+ ( a - j a ) S { s )  =  j k R ( z ) (C .l)
dz
with boundary conditions :
t f ( 0 )  =  y f c S ( Q )  =  K o S ( 0 )
S(L)  =  y / ^ R ( L ) = n LR(L)
here R(z) and S(z) are the am plitude for forward and backward travelling waves; 
a  is the detuning from the Bragg frequency; a  is the the mode gain which can 
be thought of as the required gain to overcome the distributed loss due to the 
presence of grating and any facet losses; k is the coupling coefficient; r 0 and r i  
are the facet (power) reflectivities; Tvo and 7Zl are the am plitude reflectivities.
At threshold, where the photon density is extremely small, both a  and a  are z 
independent and the above coupled-wave equations can be solved analytically to 
give the following general solution :
R(z)  =  (cosh(pz)  +  —— —  sinh(ipz))R(0) — —  sinh(ipz)S(0)ip ip
S ( z ) =  — sinh.(p~)R(Q) +  ( c o sh (p z ) -----------—  s inh (pz ) )R (  0) (C.2)ip p,
with the dispersion relationship :
< p 2  =  /c2 +  ( a  — j c r ) 2  (C .3 )
where <p is the propagation constant of the waves in the z  direction.
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The relationship between the travelling waves at both ends of the lasing cavity, 
ie. z  =  0 and z =  L, is thus given by :
R ( L )
S(L) = [T]
R (  0 ) 
5(0) (C.4)
The transfer m atrix  T  for such a periodic structure of length L  can be w ritten as
[2, 3]:
[T] =
cosh((f>z) +  a J a sinh(ipz) —^ sinh(ipz)
^s inh( ipz )  cosh(ipz) — a~J<7 sinh(tpz) (C.5)
The following eigenvalues equation has to be satisfied in order to guarantee lasing 
condition (obtained by substituting Eqn (C.2) into Eqn (C .l) and evaluating that 
a t z =  —L/2)  :
ot — jcr =  (pcoth(^pL) (C.6)
For a given value of ft, the complex transcendental equation Eqn (C.6) can be 
used to determ ine the possible values of the complex value ( a —ja ) .  Each solution 
in fact corresponds to :
• a longitudinal mode with the mode gain a  which contributes to the m aterial 
threshold gain ath tha t governs the lasing condition :
®tk — (^**0
and a lasing wavelength A, determined by the value of cr, given as :
271-72 7T
=  —  ( ° - 8)
where A is the Bragg wavelength; n is the refractive index.
Lasing will take place in the mode tha t has the lowest threshold gain, and provid­
ed the modal gain difference is sufficient large, a stable single longitudinal mode
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operation can be obtained. In practice, the stability of the single mode operation 
m ay be offset by the SHB effect [4, 5]. In the following analysis, a stable single 
m ode operation is often assumed.
It is note worthy tha t for a DFB laser with A/4 phase-shifted at the centre, the 
value of a  will be zero, hence indicating the lasing wavelength is exactly a t the 
Bragg frequency [6].
C .2 A b ove th resh o ld  an alysis
As the bias current is increased above the threshold value, the photon density 
increases drastically and its non-uniform distribution along the z  direction due to 
the distributed feedback grating can cause a significant spatial variation in both 
cr(z) and oi(z). This in consequence affects the local optical gain and refractive 
index. It was found tha t accurate results are obtained using an average mode 
gain ct(z) . This also served to reduced computing time. A spatial variation of 
the gain should induce a slight smoothing of the photon density [8]. Therefore 
the coupled-wave equations and the related equations to account for the spatial 





+  {a -  ja ( z ) ) R ( z )  = jn S ( z )
+  ( & - j c r ( z ) ) S ( z )  = jKR(z)  (C.9)
. , 27Tn(z) 7r ,
a(z) = — Y 2 - -  (C.10)
P(z) = Pl x RS{z)
Pl
W 0 ) r  +  |5'(0)|:
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n{z) = n„ + V ~ { N { z ) -  N,h) (C.12)
M,. \  M , N , h ( I / I t h -  1) -  f'Vgath P ( z ) / (1  + eP(z))
N(Z) = Nth + ----------1 +  f 'V 'A .  P { z ) ! ( l  +  eP(z))---------- (C '13)
with
a th — +  C tin t) (C.14)
a  =  y  f  ot(z)dz (C.15)
I ' Jo
f- " Wf)  ( C ‘ 1 6 )
here n is the refractive index with an effective index n 0 at threshold; P  is the
photon density with Pl being the normalisation constant to be determined; RS (z )  
is the photon density distribution function normalised to th a t field intensity at 
z — 0, ie. |i?(0)|2 +  |S (0 )|2; the threshold gain atk is thereby expressed as the sum 
of the average mode gain d and the internal cavity loss a ,n* by scattering, carrier 
absorption in the active region and cladding. An effective carrier lifetime f e is 
defined as a function of the average electron density N  =  j? N{z)dz  instead of 
depending on the local variation N[z).
The lasing condition is given by equating the gain and loss within the lasing 
cavity, th a t is,
T /  g(z)dz  =  (2a  + a int)L (C.17)
Jo
where the spatial varying gain g(z)  is w ritten as
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Finally, for the determ ination of the lasing condition Eqn (C.17) is used with 
Eqn (C.13), one can then obtain,
'L N th( I / I th -  1) -  f evgath P ( z ) / (  1 +  tP{z ))  ^JQ 1 +  TevgA 0 P(z) /{  1 -f eP(z))
2L(a -  a \ I=Ith) =  Q ^  ^
r  A 0
All the above equations are quite standard except Eqn (C.13), which can be 
obtained via m anipulating the algebra of carrier ra te  equation of Eqn (2.1) with 
d N /d t  =  0. Similarly, the lasing condition can also be visualised through the 
photon ra te  equation of Eqn (2.1).
In term s of transfer m atrix representation, the DFB laser structure is therefore 
partitioned into M  equal section with length /i, with the kth. section containing 
the transfer m atrix  T* as illustrated in Figure C .l. For the kth. section, the 
transfer m atrix  Tk is given by,
[Tk] =
cosh{^pkh) -f sinh{ipkh) —j^sinh(y>kh)
^sinh{^pkh) cosh((pkh) — sinh((pkh)
(C.20)
The variation of the propagation param eter (p, which relies on a  and <7, for each 
m atrix  is obtained via Eqns (C. 10)-(C.13).
Therefore the m atrix equation relating the wave am plitudes at both ends of the 
DFB laser with length L is given by :
(C .21)
For the case of A/4 phase-shifted DFB laser, the intracavity field experiences 
a  phase shift at the centre of the cavity length. The Transfer M atrix M ethod
R ( L )
S ( L )
=  [t m \[Tm - i ] [Tm - 2] ■ ■ ■ [ iy  • • • [r2] [r,] m5 (0 )






R(h) R(2h) \  R((k  -  1 )h) R(kh)
S(h) S{2h) S ((k  -  l)/i) S(kh)
R ( ( M  — l)h)  
S ( ( M  -  1 )h)
r~
±
2 h ( k - l ) h  kh ( M - l ) h  M h  = L
Figure C .l: Analytical model for  the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM). The DFB  
laser is divided into M  transfer matrices Ti, T2, • • • Xm and the propagation pa­
rameter for each matrix is obtained by applying Eqns (C.10) - (C.13) at each 
interface. ’
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(TMM) described above can easily be generalised to include the built-in phase 
shift by inserting the following phase shift m atrix :
(C.22)
' R(kh) ' eJ 2 0 ' R ( ( k - l ) J i )  '
S{kh) 0 eJZ . S ( ( k - l ) h )  m
C .3 T h e n u m erica l m o d e l
Figure C.2 shows the program flowchart of the DFB model, which includes the 
following basic steps of the numerical calculations :
(1) The threshold analysis is first performed using a Shooting m ethod. Setting 
PL =  0 and I  = I th, and then guess the value of a  and a  at z =  0 boundary. 
Using this set of values, the wave R(z)  and S,(^) can then propagate through 
the DFB structure using TMM. Checking the boundary condition a t z =  L 
(Eqn (C.13)) by assuming the error is,
f =  S ( L ) - K l R(L)
If (  is not within an expected error, by using two-dimensional Newton 
m ethod, the adjustm ent to (  is obtained by solving the following equation,
^ i S a  +  ^ -S c r  =  - (  (C .2 3 )
d a  da
Repeating the guess of the values of a  and a with the calculated adjustm ent 
until the required error at the boundary z =  L  is reached.
(2) The corresponding results of the threshold -  c*,cr, R(z)  and 5 (z ) are then 
used as an initial guesses for the above threshold analysis.
(3) Increment the bias current I  above threshold.
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(4) W ith the guesses, R{z), S{z)  ancl a , Eqn (C.19) is solved using a fast root- 
finding m ethod -  Brent Method, to give an estim ation of the normalised 
constant Pl .
(5) Save the value of a  to a tmp for later comparison.
(6) For the given P l, applying the guesses a  and a(z  =  0) to the boundary 
z = 0 and calculate the R(z)  and S{z)  with TMM. Using a similar shooting 
approach as tha t in step (1) to ensure the other boundary condition at 
z — L  is matched. The estim ation of the adjustm ents is found by solving 
the following equation similar to Eqn (C.23):
f§“ + ST«fcm ‘  - £ (C24»
(7) Comparing the value of a  after the shooting m ethod with afmp, if they do 
not fall within certain error, then go back to step (2) with the existing 
distributions R(z)  and S'(r). However, if the preset error is reached, this 
implies a self consistent solution between cv, <7 (2:), Pl ,  R{z ) and ‘S'(-2r) has 
achieved.




Increment I  > I th
Save ex ► c*tmp
Self consistent O', cr{z), P/,, R(z) ,  S ( z )
Brent Method to solve Eqn (C.19) 
a ,R { z ) ,S { z )  -> PL
Shooting m ethod with TMM 
to obtain m atched boundary condition 
R{z), S(z)
Threshold analysis Pl, — 0 , 1 =  I th 
Shooting method with TMM 
to obtain matched boundary condition 
a , <7, R (z ) ,S { z )
Figure C.2: Program flowchart for the DFB model.
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Figure C.3: The poiuer dependence of the mode gain a  fo r  a DFB laser with 
kL — 1.0.
Figure C.3 shows the calculated power dependence of the mode gain a  for a DFB 
laser with kL =  2. The main finding is tha t, the power dependence is strong at 
low bias and then starts to saturate as bias increases. This is mainly due to the 
increase of the denominator of Eqn (C.13) when bias increases. As a result, this 
implies tha t the SHB effect will decrease as bias increases.
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Influence of nonlinear gain on intrinsic bandwidth of 
quantum well and strained layer semiconductor 
lasers
Y.C.A. W ong  
K.A. S h o re
Indexing terms: Semiconductor lasers, Optical systems
Abstract: Optimisation of the bandwidth of semi­
conductor lasers subject to direct intensity modu­
lation has been undertaken taking account of the 
effect of nonlinear gain suppression on the 
damping of relaxation oscillations. A novel 
relationship between the damping and the 3 dB 
intrinsic bandwidth of semiconductor lasers has 
been obtained and is used to examine the effect of 
the damping in limiting the intrinsic bandwidth of 
conventional and advanced (quantum well and 
strained layer) semiconductor lasers. It is shown 
that enhanced nonlinear gain in quantum well and 
strained layer lasers significantly limits bandwidth 
improvements anticipated for such advanced laser 
structures on the basis o f their relatively high dif­
ferential gain. The operating conditions appropri­
ate to maximum intrinsic bandwidth have been 
identified in these cases.
1 In trodu ction
• Semiconductor lasers are important light sources for 
|,broad-band optical communication systems using either 
analogue or digital direct modulation schemes for the 
^transmission of e.g. video services together with voice and 
idata. One such high performance optical system is the 
' subcarrier multiplexed dystem (SCM) which, operating at 
microwave frequencies, seeks to exploit the multi­
gigahertz bandwidth of laser diodes and optical fibres. In 
designing such a system, attention would need to be paid 
to the following two basic criteria. First of all, the intrin­
sic 3 dB bandwidth (BW) of the system should be as high 
as possible, in other words, the system should be capable 
of high speed operation. Secondly, a flat and smooth fre­
quency response witihn the modulation frequency range 
should also be obtained to reduce the amount of harmo­
nic and intermodulation distortions at high modulation 
frequencies.
It has been shown [1 -4 ] that the intrinsic bandwith of 
the semiconductor laser is greatly influenced by the 
damping of relaxation oscillations (RO) arising due to 
nonlinear gain suppression. It is worth mentioning that 
although the exact origin of the gain suppression is still a 
matter of debate [5], spectral hole burning and carrier 
heating effects are widely believed to be primary sources
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[5 -7 ]; although spatial carrier diffusion may be a sec­
ondary mechanism for gain suppression [8]. The main 
conclusions to be drawn in respect of the effect of relax­
ation oscillation damping are that if
(i) the damping is too small, a high resonance peak will 
appear in the frequency response —  in contradiction with 
the second criterion given above
(ii) the damping is too large, a reduction in the intrin- * 
sic bandwidth occurs —  violating the first criterion given 
above
It is clear therefore that optimisation of both the band­
width and the damping are required to satisfy the design 
criteria.
The foregoing issues assume a particular importance 
when consideration is given to using advanced semicon­
ductor laser structures incorporating quantum well (QW) 
and strained layer (SL) semiconductor material. In these 
cases it is expected that larger modulation bandwidths 
will be obtained owing to the larger differential gains 
which characterise these materials. However, it is found 
that the gain suppression is also enhanced by the 
quantum confinement of carriers [14] in such advanced 
laser structures and hence significantly reduces the effec­
tive intrinsic bandwidth. It will be argued here that 
because the gain suppression and the differential gain are 
of comparable importance in determining the bandwidth 
they must both be carefully considered in the use of 
advanced semiconductor lasers for high bandwidth appli­
cations. To date, however, rather less attention has been 
paid to the damping of the frequency response due to 
gain nonlinearities.
Some time ago, Olshansky implicitly performed a 
general bandwidth optimisation [1] by formulating a 
simple linear relationship between a damping parameter 
K  and the maximum attainable intrinsic bandwidth. The 
K  factor introduced by Olshansky (defined in Section 3.1 
below) does not, however, indicate the role of damping in 
determining the response of the laser. The intention here 
is to introduce an alternative damping parameter which 
can be used to undertake a bandwidth optimisation 
taking damping effects into account and which also 
permits the evaluation of the operating conditions for the 
achievement of the identified maximum bandwidth. 
Within this formalism it is also possible to study the 
influence of differential gain and nonlinear gain suppres­
sion on the optimised bandwidth.
2 B asic ter m in o lo g ie s  and th eo ry
In this work the laser diode modulation dynamics has 
been studied theoretically using a pair of single-mode
413
ite equations with nonlinear gain suppression taken 
Lto account thereby affecting the damping of the relax- 
tion oscillation of the laser. All numerical calculations 
<ere performed using the typical device and material 
arameters listed in Table 1.
pble 1: Typical device parameters
1 x 108S-1 
1 x 10-1ocm3s - 1 
1 x 10-29 cm6 s_1
1.7 x10 -4
1 x 10-1°cm3 
1 x 1018 cm-3 
0.5
1.5 x 10-12s
2.8 x 10-9 s 
1.7 x 1018cm3 
9.77 mA
2.5 x io 9cm s-1
1 1 Rate equations with  gain suppression
The pair of single-mode rate equations that we used are
is follows:
~  -  yJ(N)N -  G(N, P)P




ye(N) =  -  =  Anr +  BN  4- C N : 
x
R J N )  =  P y J i W
T' ~
[ where I, e and V are the injection current (A), electron 
charge (C) and volume of the active layer (cm3); N  and P 
are the carrier and photon densities (cm -3 ); r, t ,  x p are 
the time, carrier lifetime and photon lifetime (s); A nr, B 
and C are the nonradiative (s-1 ), radiative (cm3 s -1 ) and 
Auger (cm6 s -1 ) recombination rates; T and /? are the 
optical confinement and the spontaneous emission 
factors; G(N, P) is the optical gain which depends on 
both carrier and photon density. The functional form of 
this gain G is given by
G(N, P) =
Gt _  g0(N  — N tr) 
(1 +  eP) (1 +  eP) (3)
where N tr is the transparent carrier density (cm-3 ); G, =  
G(N) which is the linear optical gain term; g0 is the linear 
gain coefficient which is also termed as differential gain 
dGJdN{cm 3 s -1 ); and finally, e is the gain suppression or 
the nonlinear gain coefficient (cm3). We point out that 
there exist alternative methods of expressing the nonlin­
ear gain as shown, for example, in References 9 and 10. It 
is anticipated that such alternative expressions will result 
in quite different effects on the damping and bandwidth 
compared to those given here. These aspects will be 
explored in future work.
2 .2  Damping rate, dam ping  factor an d  bandw idth
2.2.1 Damping rate: The time response of the laser is 
obtained, in a conventional way, by considering the effect 
of a step current input using the above rate equations. In
this way it is found that the carrier and photon densities 
have time dependences given by
exp ( —ar +jClr)t
which is in the form of a damped sinusoidal; where Q, is 
the angular relaxation frequency and ar is the exponential 
decay rate or damping rate of the relaxation oscillation 
(RO). In addition, Qr is given by
-  «r2)
where Q0 is the angular undamped frequency. It can be 
seen therefore that Q0 will be approximately equal to Qr 
(as is often assumed), if and only if Q0 >  ar, i.e. when the 
damping is comparatively weak. That condition will not, 
in general, hold in the present work. It is obvious also 
that the higher the damping rate, the faster the relaxation 
oscillations die out.
Expressions for and ar can be obtained if we con­
sider the frequency response o f the rate equations using 
the small signal analysis technique summarised in Appen­
dix 8.1. In this way, it is found that the optical frequency 
response Fr(Cl) is given by
+ 1 (4)
By keeping the dominant terms, both aQd ar can ^  
written as (Appendix 8.2)
Q ~ , / T ^ p 1 1
° ~ \ l l d N x p (1 + £ P )J
i f  dGt \  P 
“' " A * *  dN tp) x f
(5)
(6)
. , ( l + t f )
Eqns. 5 and 6 are very good approximations provided 
that a JDlq is less than 1. The importance of this ratio will 
be emphasised in Section 3.2. Obviously, both Q0 and ar 
are functions of the photon density P, which in turn is 
proportional to the injection (bias) current / .  Also the 
optical output facet power Pout (intensity) can be obtained 
from the photon density P  using the relationship
P V
Pout = ihcDVg am - j r
where • is the Planck constant, co is the optical frequency, 
vg is the group velocity (cm s -1 ) and am is the mirror loss 
(cm-1 ).
Hence, the damping rate will increase with the increase 
in optical output power. Nevertheless, the incremental 
change, i.e. the slope, is mainly controlled by the amount 
of gain suppression, £.
2 .2 .2  Damping factor: In this work it is considered that 
insight into the laser dynamics is enhanced by the use of 
a damping factor { defined as
dG, 
e +  d N Xr dG
dN
(7)
The damping factor £ which will be used here is approx­
imately proportional to the square root of the photon 
density P (or optical output power Pout) as seen in Fig. 1 
which is obtained numerically. Thus the simplest way of 
changing this damping factor is via an alteration of the 
bias power or current. Clearly, one can also alter the 
slope of the curve by varying the differential gain dGJdN  
and photon lifetime xp
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1 A typical range of £ should be between 0 to 1, where 
\ <  1 is termed as underdamped, £ >  1 is called over­
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N - 1 Variations o f damping factor £ with optical output power Pa 
at different values o f gain suppression e
^^ 1 1  no resonance peak. Therefore, £ is not only a easure of the level of damping on the system, but it is so an indicator of the flatness of the frequency response. 
Fig. 2 shows a graph of the frequency response at 
various levels of optical output power and which corre-
frequency .G H z
Fig. 2 Frequency response o f laser diode at different values o f damping 
factor £ due to various bias current I
(i) £ =  0.36, =  6.2 mW
(ii) £ =  0.5, PM =  9.5 mW
(iii) £ =  0.707, PM =  16 mW
(iv) £ = 1.0, Poia =  32 raW
sponds to a different level of damping factor £. As can be 
seen, the higher the £, the flatter the frequency response. 
In other words, the resonance peak shown in the fre­
quency response is being suppressed as the damping 
factor £ increases. Further usage of the damping factor £ 
will be given in Section 3.
2 .2 .3  Bandwidth:  The — 3 d B  frequency in the fre­
quency response diagram is used here to define the intrin­
sic bandwidth of the laser. As seen from Fig. 2 the
bandwidth BW starts to increase as the damping factor £ 
increases, but then at a certain value of £ heavy damping 
begins to cause a reduction in the bandwidth. This effect 
may be understood by computing the bandwidth using 
the above definition, i.e. by setting Fr(Q =  — 3 dB) =  1/ 
yj{2) from which we obtain
B W  =  T(£)
2n (8)
where
n o = V(d -  2f2) + n/ h * -  2c2)2 + q}
The square root term of eqn. 8, T(£), is plotted against £ 




Fig. 3 Plot o f square root term y(£) in eqn. 8 against damping factor £
increase in bias current or power, T(£) decreases. 
However, at the same time, the undamped frequency Q0 
tends to increase with increasing bias current as given by 
eqn. 5. Therefore, a trade off exists between the square 
root term T(£) and Q0 , and this will result in bandwidth 
suppression or may even cause the bandwidth to undergo 
a maximum value as optical power increases. This point 
is discussed in detail in the following Section.
2 .3  Bandwidth suppression an d  maximum achievable  
bandwidth
Bandwidth suppression: in our terminology, means that at 
a certain optical output power, a reduction occurs in the 
rate of increase of bandwidths with increasing optical 
power. This happens owing to the increase in damping 
effect which accompanies an increase of optical output 
power. If the damping is strong enough, the bandwidth 
against intensity may reach a maximum —  the maximum 
achievable bandwidth B W max.
Provided the laser diode can withstand high power, 
bandwidth suppression always exists and can easily be 
explained theoretically from eqn. 8 as given in the pre­
vious Section. However, the existence of the maximum 
achievable bandwidth solely depends on the actual func­
tional form of both T(£) (or £ itself) and f i0 in terms of P.
The conditions for which the maximum bandwidth 
exists can be found by differentiating eqn. 8 with respect 




— 2 £ +
1
VRl -  2C2)2 + 1]
dQ-o
(9)
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Assuming
^  n0 = <HP)CCiaIq
where (f>(P) is either a function of P  or a constant. If 
BWmax exists, then dBWfdC =  0 at a certain value of P, 
which implies
2(4>(P)2 -  1 )£4 +  2<f>2 -  1 =  0 (10)
To retain real roots for eqn. 10, we require the discrimi­
nant to be greater than or equal to zero, that is,
22 -  4[2 (4>(P)2 -  1 ) ] ( - 1) ^  0  => <P(P) ^  0.707
In other words, if the bandwidth against intensity (or P) 
curve experiences a maximum point, i.e. maximum band­
width then the following criterion has to be ful­
filled:
n„ > 0.707C (11)
This criterion is very important in determining whether 
or not an intrinsic maximum bandwidth B W ^  would 
actually occur in a laser diode. An important parameter 
which always affects both £ and Q0 is the nonlinear gain 
G, where both £ and Q0 are functions of P  (if device 
parameters t p, dGJdN  and e are fixed).
3 Bandwidth optimisation
As seen in eqns. 5 and 7, for the nonlinear gain model 
used here, both £ and Q0 are functions of
(12)
,(1 + zPX
It is easily seen that
d l  £=  f io =  £ > 0 .7 0 7
This proves that for our present rate equation model, 
with nonlinear gain as given in eqn. 3, the intrinsic band­
width of the laser diode always experiences a maximum 
value, B W ^ .  The numerical results displayed in Fig. 4 
(which shows the variation of the bandwidth BW with 






Fig. 4 Variation o f intrinsic 3 dB bandwidth BW with square root 
optical output power PBUt at different damping factor £
pression s) also confirms this conclusion. With small gain 
suppression a higher can be obtained, albeit at a
higher bias power than occurs for larger gain suppres­
sion.
To obtain an optimal bandwidth from the laser, for a 
given gain suppression, it is obvious that the laser must 
be driven by a bias current corresponding to the relevant 
maximum point of the bandwidth against the square-root 
power curve given in Fig. 4. (i.e. BW^x)- In addition, it is 
wished to characterise the flatness of the frequency 
response at this particular operating point.
This information can be easily extracted by substitut­
ing eqn. 12 back into eqn. 9. It is found that the damping 
factor £ will always equal 0.707 whenever BWmax occurs. 
On the other hand, at this particular value of £ 
(£ =  0.707), the frequency response is just flat and shows 
no resonance peak. This implies that the BWmax is 
actually our optimal bandwidth which satisfied the two 
basic criteria for a high performance system noted in the 
Section 1.
It is pointed out in Reference 12 that the optimal value 
of £ for a high performance digital system is usually 
bigger than 1, i.e. corresponding to an overdamped 
system. The present result indicates a difference in opti­
misation criteria which would seem to be of particular 
importance for the design of high performance analogue 
systems.
The approximated bias current required to achieve 





ri j  dGt 
r U + d N r>
+ 1th (13)
where e is the electron charge and Ith is the threshold 
current. In general, it is desirable to have a moderate 
amount of gain suppression to reduce the required bias 
current to achieve £ =  0.707; however, with the gain sup­
pression too high, the maximum achievable BW will be 
limited.
3.1 Damping parameter, K
In Reference 1, Olshansky has defined a ‘damping’ factor 
K  as
K = 5 |  = 2(2*)2£  = (2n)2
J 0
dGt 




which is independent of the photon density P. It is clear, 
therefore, that the K  factor contains no information in 
relation to the effects of damping which have been shown 
above to be of considerable relevance. However, the 
utility of the K  factor may be appreciated by noting that 
when the bandwidth reaches it maximum (£ =  0.707), it is 
found that
K  = n/[2](2 n)
BW„ (15)
Thus, the ‘damping’ factor K  is in fact a fast and powerful 
method of evaluating the maximum BW. In contrast, the 
strength of the damping experienced by the laser diode 
and the flatness of the frequency response are manifested 
by the damping factor £ used in this work.
Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 2.1, there exists 
another functional form of nonlinear gain which gives no 
maximum bandwidth at all [9], in that case, the
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damping’ factor K  loses its utility. Therefore, the K  
9ctor will only be a useful parameter if the functional 
0rm of the diode laser gain is as given by eqn. 3. On the 
>ther hand, the damping factor £ always shows the level 
,f damping no matter what functional form of nonlinear 
ain is used. In this way, the parameter £ may always be 
[sed to identify the existence of the' BW^x  yia the cri- 
erion given in eqn. 11; (as discussed in Section 2.3).
It is this general applicability of the parameter £ which 
iistifies its introduction as a measure of the dynamical 
behaviour of the laser diode.
Device material considerations
"he calculations of the previous Sections emphasized the 
ptical power or biase current dependence of the 
laximum bandwidth. In this Section, consideration is 
iven to the dependence of the maximum BW on a 
lumber of device and material parameters. To high light 
he available options, an approximate form for the 
laximum bandwidth can be found by equalling eqns. 14 




e +  d N \
vhich shows that the maximum bandwidth is a function 
>f the gain suppression s; the photon lifetime, xp and the 
lifferential gain dGJdN.
The photon lifetime can be adjusted by varying the 
javity length or else the facet reflectivities of the device. 
Variation of the differential gain can be achieved, for i 
ixample, by changing the dopant concentrations in bulk 
semiconductor material or, more relevantly, by selecting 
1 different device material. O f particular interest would 
)e the use of advanced semiconductor materials such as 
}uantum well or strained-layer materials for which 
ligher differential gains than in bulk material are gener- 
tlly obtained [13, 14].
Work reported in Reference 15, for example, shows 
that QW devices also have a higher gain suppression e 
than conventional bulk material whereas strained-layer 
Sevices exhibit an even higher gain suppression com- 
>ared with unstrained QWs [16, 17, 18). The increases in 
Jain suppression for such materials are, so far as we are 
iware, largely attributable to the quantum confinement 
Df the carriers in these structures. Typical values of gain 
suppression for devices made in different semiconductor 
materials are given in Table 2. From currently available 
lata it appears that strained layer devices should be 
anticipated to exhibit enhanced nonlinear gain suppres­
sion.
A plot of the maximum bandwidth BWmax with the dif­
ferential gain at different gain suppression and photon
Table 2: Typical values o f differential gain and gain sup­
pression
»o Bulk 1 .5-2 .0x10-®  cm 3 s - 1
1.875 x 10~® were assumed f 7
in calculations 
QW 2-3 x bulk [6. 21] . > -
Strained layer QW 4 x bulk [14, 22]
E Bulk 1-3 x 1 0 -17 cm3 [6, 19/20]
QW 1-2 x bulk [6, 21]
| Strained layer QW. 3 x bulk.[14, 22]
I 5.4-6.-4 x 10 -17 cm3*
[1 6 ,1 7 .1 8 ]
2. ------------  ’ i —  ■
£ value is obtained via RIN measurement /
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lifetime is given in Fig. 5. The dotted curves corresponds 
to a photon lifetime of 3.7 ps and the solid curve is for a 
photon lifetime of 1.5 ps.






1.5 2.5 3.5 5.5
dGj /dN x10_6,c m 3 /s
Fig. 5 Variation o f maximum achievable bandwidth B W _r against dif­
ferential gain dGJdN at different values o f gain suppression e and photon 
lifetime zp
  t ,  = 1.5 ps
 T, = 3.7ps
It is obvious that an increase in differential gain can 
increase the maximum BW, however, the incremental 
change, i.e. the slope of curve, is mainly limited by gain 
suppression and photon lifetime. In other words, high dif­
ferential gain devices do not always mean high BW, 
simply because they may have high gain suppression. 
One recent example is the strained-layer QW  device [16, 
17]. Consider for example, a strained-layer QW laser 
having an enhancement in the gain suppression of about 
three times that of a bulk laser as given in References and 
16, 17 with equal photon lifetime; then owing to the 
linear relationship In eqn. 16, it sould be required that the 
strained-layer laser also has a differential gain of three 
times that of the bulk to maintain the same maximum  
achievable bandwidth. Real improvement in bandwidth 
can only be obtained if the differential gain of the strain- 
layer QW  laser is actually more than three times that of 
the bulk. This implies that both the differential gain and 
the gain suppression are of equal importance to the 
bandwidth of a laser diode. It is clear, in particular that 
the effect of gain suppression on the bandwidth should 
not be overlooked.
5 Conclusions
A damping factor £ has been defined to take into account 
the effects of relaxation oscillation damping on the fre­
quency response. The relationship between damping 
factor £ and bandwidth BW is also given (eqn. 3), which 
can be useful in analysing the effect of damping on the 
— 3 dB bandwidth. Using a nonlinear gain in the form 
g0(N  — N tr)/( 1 +  eP), it has been shown that there exists 
a maximum achievable bandwidth due to the effect of 
damping. To obtain this maximum bandwidth with fiat 
frequency response, £ should be equal to 0.707; whereas 
for an optimal digital system £ is usually greater than 1.
Approximate expressions for the maximum bandwidth 
and the corresponding bias current have been found. 
Both differential gain and gain suppression should be 
carefully considered to achieve high bandwidth. It has
417
been shown that high differential gain devices do not 
always imply large bandwidth'due to the high gain sup­
pression which may occur as, for example, in the 
strained-layer laser.
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8 Appendixes
8.1 A ppendix  A
For an injection current J, comprising the steady state 
bias current /  and a small variation 81, N  and P  are 
assumed to be perturbed by a small amount SN  and SP 
around their steady state values JV and P, that is
I  =  I  +  SI; N  =  N  +  SN  and P  =  P  +  SP  
where
T p  81; N  P  SN  and P P  SP
Then G{N, P), xe{N) and RSJ[N) o f the rate eqns. 1 and 2 
can be expanded in a truncated Taylor series up to the 
first order derivative due to the small perturbation in SN  
and SP, that is
G(N, P) =  G(N, P) +  Gn SN  +  GP5P;
ye(N) =  ye(N) +  yeN8N  
R J N )  =  R J N )  +  RspnSN  
where
g o i N - N ^ )
G(N, P) =
G* = Go
(1 +  sP)
8G(N, P)
dN  “ (1 +  cP)
8G {N ,P ) —g0 £(N — No)
dP (1 +  e P f





=  f tA  +  2BN +  3 C N 2)
The above is substituted into the rate eqns. 1 and 2; 
which are then linearised to obtain
dSN SI ■ cmr f 
i r ~ e V +  a S N +  * s
d5P
=  kc 5N  +  kD5P
dt 
where




- G ,(1 +  eP)
kB =  - I G PP  +  G(N, P)]
_  —g0(N  — N tr)
(1 +  eP)2
kc =  FIGNP +  r spn] 
GoP
=- +  A + 2 B N  +  3C N 2
= r [ i (1 + e P )
+  fi(A +  2BN  +  3CN )
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= rGBP + r G - y .
= r [ G Fp - ^ ]
T — sPgn(N  — N„) „ 7 « ( M 1
= r L (1 + eP)1 J
0 =  T G P - y pP  +  TR
R .
sp.
- T - j *  =  T G - y p
Ifferentiating both eqns. 17 and 18 with respect to time, 
obtain two second order ODEs,
-  (kA +  k„) ^  +  (kA k„ -  kB kc) SN
d t2 d t
-  i [ f - k»w] (19)
~  +  k o )  ~ £ ~  +  ( k A  k D  -  k g  kc)SP =
dt2 eV
(20)
J.1.1 S te p  response:  Assuming a step input current, 1 =  0, the above two O DEs become
d^ - - ( k A + kD) ^  + (kAkD- k t k<t f X  = 0 (21)
dv
vhere X  — SN  or <rP.
We can then solve this second order O D E by 
‘assuming the time dependence of SN  and SP  as a 
damped sinusoidal, that is,
exp ( - a ,  ±j&r)t
where
&l =  kAkD - k Bkc
=  ~ i ( k A +  kD)
Q2 = O 20 - < t 2 -
and O0 is the (angular) undamped frequency; f i, is the 
(angular) relaxation frequency; and ar is the damping rate 
I f  of the relaxation oscillation.
8.1.2 Frequency response:  To study the frequency 
response, we can either transform eqn. 5 to the frequency 
domain by using the Fourier transform or we can assume 
81, SN  and SP represent small sinusoidal modulation, 
therefore,
SI =  <5/‘V nt; SN =  SN*1ei*lt and SP  =  SP*1^
where SI*1, SN*1 and SP*1 are the magnitude of the sinus­
oidal modulation at a particular frequency fi. N otice that 
SI #  0, because SI is not the driving source for producing 
the corresponding small sinusoidal fluctuation in SN  and 
SP which are given by r
/  -








n l F m
(22)
(23)
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where
FriQ)
‘ W  D0 W o) +1 (24)
and the term ar/Q0 is the way we defined our damping 
factor £. Furthermore, SI*1, SN*1 and SP*1 can also denote 
the Fourier transform or the corresponding time quan­
tities. . .. . .
8 .2  A pp en d ix  B 
From Appendix 8.1
D o  ~  k A k D k B k c
r ^ ^ j  +  F G ( N , P ) G Ny
+ R^ { p ~ W ~ + N)
+  G(N, P)Rspn
n . dye(N)N
«r~2  G» P + dN - r  g p p  +
Retaining the dominant terms, we have
)2 loOn «  TG(N, P)Gn P
_dGt P (  1 \
~  dN Xp VI + s P j  
ar & j {Gn — T G P)P
I f  dGx I f f  1 \
~  2 [* +  d N  Xp\  xp VI +  e P j
(25)
(26)





8 .3  A ppen d ix  C  




1 dB W 2
d t  2B W  d t
i n o 2 -4 C fi2 + dO20
2 B W {2 n )2 V V K 1 -2 C 2)2 + ) ]  ' d t  
-2 C  1




j t _  =  J _ _ d t _  
dOl 2O0 dO0
dO2 2Q0 2 0 2
d t  ~  d t
dO0 dO0 Q°
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Analysis of two forms of gain nonlinearities on the 




iexing term: Laser diodes
I Abstract: The implications on the dynamic 
I response of a laser diode for two nonlinear gain 
f models are studied theoretically. The nonper- 
|  turbative model, recently introduced by Agrawal, 
|  leads to a quantitative difference with the previous 
I commonly used two-level model in terms of both 
I the intrinsic bandwidth and damping. The present 
| work is compared with predictions made by 
Agrawal for the nonperturbative model.
IB Introduction
■Broadband high performance optical communication 
IJjystems, e.g. subcarrier multiplexed system, which can 
litccom m odate both digital and analogue signals and 
lloperate at microwave frequencies, seek to exploit the 
Ifciultigigahertz bandwidth of the laser diodes and optical 
Imbres. In designing a laser diode to be used in such a
I Bystem attention needs to be paid to two basic criteria. 
[(First, the intrinsic 3 dB bandwidth of the laser diode 
Ipieeds to be as high as possible which enables the system 
llto operate at high speed. Secondly, a flat and smooth 
[(frequency response is also needed to minimise the 
liamount of nonlinear distortions at high frequency; this 
llcan be done by imposing damping on the frequency 
[■response of the laser diode.
II By using small signal analysis of the pair of rate equa- 
Itions shown in Section 2, we formulate the relationship 
I between the damping and the intrinsic 3 dB bandwidth
BW [1],
f B W  = 7(00. (1)
where
y(o = v ia  -  2(c2) + v ca  -  2c2)2 + i]j
Here, (  is defined as a damping factor which directly 
i; reflects the level of damping experienced by the laser 
|  diode; ar is the damping rate (s-1 ) and Q0 is the angular
j  ,___ ______ ________________________________________________i
| Paper 8888J (E13), first received 25th October 1991 and in revised form 
30th March 1992
The authors are with the University of Bath, School of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineering, Claverton Down, Bath BA2 7AY, United 
Kingdom
undamped frequency (Hz). The function 7 (0  is shown in 
Fig. 1 from which it is seen that as (  increases, the whole 
function 7 (0  decreases. Typical range for damping factor 
is 0  <  C <  1.
0 A -
2.00.5
Fig. 1 Plot o f square-root term Y(£) in eqn. 1 against damping factor C
Obviously, eqn. 1 shows that the damping and band­
width are closely related. As the damping factor increases 
due to increase in optical output power, 7 (0  begins to 
decrease while fi0 increases. Hence, a tradeoff between 
7 ( 0  and exists. Depending on the rate of changing of 
these two terms with the increase in optical output 
power, the bandwidth will inevitably experience suppres­
sion or even undergo a maximum point BW ^x as the 
optical intensity increases.
An important parameter which can affect the damping 
rate ar and indirectly controls the changing rate of 7 (0  
and Q0 as intensity increase, is the optical gain G. Several 
forms of functional dependence o f G on the photon 
density P and the carrier density N  have been proposed 
in the literature in recent years. Two common functional
This work has been partially supported by North­
ern Telecom, Paignton, Devon, UK
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forms for G which have been used are
G(N, P) =  G,(l -  eP) =  g0(N  -  N lrX 1 -  eP) 
Gi g0(N -  N tr)
GG(N, P) =
1 + e P 1 + e P
(2)
(3)
where Gt =  G(N) is the linear optical gain; g0 is the gain 
coefficient or the linear differential gain; N tr is the trans­
parency carrier density; and e is the gain suppression 
coefficient. Eqn. 2 is always used as a simple model 
related to small optical power, i.e. eP -4 1, since the 
model actually breaks down when eP ^  1. In dealing 
with the high-power regime of semiconductor laser, the 
relationship in eqn. 3, which is in direct analogy to a 
homogeneously broadened two-level system [2], can be 
used (in fact, eqn. 2 is an approximation of eqn. 3 when 
eP is small). For convenience we refer to this form of 
nonlinear gain in eqn. 3 as the two-level model.
More recently, Agrawal has derived another form of 
nonlinear gain model [3 -5 ],
G (N ,P) =
__________   9o(N  -  N tr)
7(1  +  tP)  7 (1  +  eP) (4)
This nonperturbative nonlinear gain model is obtained 
by considering the intraband relaxation effect in high 
power lasers which has been neglected in the two-level 
model. Both nonlinear gain models (eqns. 3 and 4), can 
be expected to have different effects on the damping rate 
and undamped frequency of a laser diode and hence on  
the damping factor and bandwidth.
In this paper, we use both functional forms of nonlin­
ear gain models (eqns. 3 and 4) in the rate equations and 
study their effects on the bandwidth and damping of 
semiconductor lasers. Based on small-signal analysis on 
the single-mode rate equations model, we obtain both the 
numerical and analytical results for the ar, and £ of 
the two nonlinear gain models. Both the bandwidth and 
criterion for the maximum bandwidth are found by using 
eqn. 1. In addition, a comparison between our results and 
those obtained by Agrawal for the nonperturbative non­
linear gain model is given. Consideration is also given to 
experimental means for distinguishing between the two 
nonlinear gain models.
2 Damping parameters
The pair of single-mode rate equations for the carrier 
density N  and photon density P used throughout this 
paper is





=  TG(N, P)P — yp P +  R J N )
ye(N) =  -  =  Anr +  BN +  C N 2t
yP =
(cm6 s _1) recombination rates respectively; T and /? are 
the optical confinement and the spontaneous emission 
factors.
From a standard small-signal analysis of this pair of 
equations, it is found that [ I ] ,
1 (d G  d G \
*r ~  2 \ d N  dPJ
dG




2 y J \  TG j y  x dG/dN
Rsp =  P(BN)N
where I, e and V are the injection current (A), electron 
charge (col) and active layer volume (cm3); t , t p are the 
carrier lifetime and the photon lifetime (s); A„r, B and C 
are the nonradiative (s-1 ), radiative (cm3 s -1 ) and Auger
-X'-rS V "
A laser diode with high nonlinear gain suppression coeffi­
cient £ and low differential gain ga will exhibit a high 
damping effect as indicated by the significant term (dG/ 
dP\dG /dN )  in eqn. 8.
Substituting the two different nonlinear gain models 
into the above equations, we obtained the following sets 
of results:
(i)for the two-level model:
2 V
Go
£ (1 +  X)
Tp £ (1 +  X)
i—(




2 V(£/ ^ t p V" ' G o i p J  V V(1 +  *)
where x  =  eP is introduced as a form o f normalisation 
(it) for the nonperturbative model:
9o x
(ID
ar « i ( 2 + — )  n v 
4 \  GoxpJ e (1 +  x)
n2~l<L
° Tp £ 7 ( 1  +  X)




Comparing eqns. 9 and 12, the growth rate of ar against x 











x = e P
Fig. 2 Variation o f  damping rate  a r against x , where x  =  eP, fo r  two  
different form s o f  nonlinear gain models
---------  nonperturbative model
 two-level model
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is twice that obtained by the nonperturbative model as 
evident by numerical results shown in Fig. 2. This shows 
that the two-level model implies a comparatively higher 
damping than that of the nonperturbative model.
In Fig. 3, numerical results also show that the two- 
level model is subject to a higher suppression in than
3.0
2.5








Fig. 3 Variation of undamped frequency Q0 against x, where x  =  eP, 
for two different forms of nonlinear gain models 
  nonperturbative model
 two-level model
of the nonperturbative model as x  (or intensity) increases 
which is obvious when viewing the denominators of the 
approximated expression in eqns. 10 and 13. All the 
parameter values, used in the numerical calculations are 
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Typical device parameters
1 x 108s- 1
B 1 x 1 0 - I°cm 3 s - 1
C 1 x 10~29 cm® s -1
£ 1.7 x i o - 4
V 1 x 10_1° cm3
1 x I 0 18cm-3
r 0.5
TP 1.5 x 1 0 -12s
T 2.8 x 10- 9s
1.7 x 1018cm--3
9.77 mA
9 0 1.8 x 10-6 cm -3 s - 1
Fig. 4 displays the numerical calculations of the 
damping factor £ against x  for the two different nonlinear 
gain models. Within the practical regime of £ (i.e. 
0 ^  £ ^  1), it is clear that the £ of the nonperturbative 
model has a relatively smaller growth rate 
(approximately half that of the two-level model) and 
tends to saturate at a certain optical output power.
By differentiating eqn. 14 with respect to x, it is found 
that the £ of the nonperturbative model always saturates 
at x  ~  2 regon with a value of
C. 0.155
[2 +  (s/g0 Tp)j 
y J W Q o 'C p )
(15)
It is this saturation effect and the reduced growth rate of 
£ of the nonperturbative model which causes a dramatic







Fig. 4  Variation o f damping factor £ =  a ji l0 against x, where x  =  eP,
for two different forms of nonlinear gain models 
nonperturbative model
 two-level model
change in the intrinsic bandwidth when compared with 
that of the two-level model.
3 Bandwidth suppression and maximum 
bandwidth
In this work we take bandwidth suppression to mean 
that a certain optical output power, a reduction occurs in 
the rate of increase of bandwidth with increasing optical 
power. This happens due to the increase in damping 
effect which accompanies an increase of optical output 
power as explained in Section 1. If the damping effect in 
the system is strong enough, then bandwidth against 
intensity may reach a maximum —  the maximum achiev­
able bandwidth B W ^ .
It has already been shown [1] that the criterion for 
the maximum bandwidth B W ^  to occur is
dC n„ ^  0.707£ (16)
Checking this criterion for the two different nonlinear 
gain models, it is found that
(i)/or the two-level model:
J L
dn„ «„ = C
S* 0.707£ (17)
which indicates that a maximum bandwidth always exists 
for this functional form of gain nonlinearity. Further cal­
culation shows that £ =  0.707 whenever the B W ^  occurs










2tc(£ + 0oTp) (18)
where / 0 =  w 0/2n. This equation points out that the 
maximum bandwidth is power independent and depends 
mainly on device parameters. For example, an increase in 
the differential gain g0, say by using quantum well 
material, will usually achieve a higher maximum band­
width provided the gain suppression coefficient remains 
unchanged or small [1]. The term l a j f l  is the 
Olshansky’s K  factor, a powerful tool for evaluating
Substituting £ =  0.707 in eqn. 11, we find that at 
B W  =  BW „„
x  =
2(E/g0xp)
1 + ( 4 0 2
(19)
which indicates that x  has a maximum value of unity at 
e/g0x0 =  1. Therefore the maximum bandwidth will 
always occur at 0 <  eP <  1 and depends purely on the 
value o f e/g0xp . Typical values lie between 0.5 to 15 for 
bulk and quantum well materials.
(ii) fo r  the nonperturbative m odel:
dQ„ 0 2 +  x
(20)
which suggests that BW^,x may or may not exist, since 
£(2 — x)/(2 +  x) can be bigger or smaller than 0.707£.
However, it is certain that if there exists a local 
maximum or turning point in bandwidth against optical 
intensity then (to meet the criterion in eqn. 16) x  =  eP  
must fulfil the condition
2 — x
£ ^  0.707C
2 +  x  
i.e. 0 <  eP  <  0.34 (21)
In fact, the existence of the local maximum for this non­
perturbative nonlinear gain model also depends on the 
parameter e/g0 xp . This can be visualised by manipulating 
eqn. 14 and expressing x  as a cubic in e/g0 xp . For typical 
parameter values such a local maximum point hardly 
exists. Consequently, the K  factor will lose its utility as a 
measurement of maximum bandwidth and becomes a 
power-dependent parameter.
Fig. 5 shows numerically calculated bandwidth against 
x using the two nonlinear gain models. For the two-level 
model, the bandwidth always experiences a maximum  
bandwidth at £ =  0.707, which confirms the finding. In 
brief, when the intensity increases, Q.0 begins to rise lin­
early while 7(£) decreases. As intensity increase further, 
the nonlinear gain term 1 +  x in the denominator of eqn. 
10 starts to cause f i0 to increase sublinearly; and at the 
same time T(£) decreases continuously. Hence a tradeoff 
between terms exists, and its effect is so strong that it 
actually causes a maximum point in the bandwidth 
against intensity. In this nonlinear model, it is note­
worthy that if the laser diode is being driven to operate
at £ =  0.707 where B W  =  B W ^ ,  then both basic criteria 
mentioned in Section 1 will be fulfilled automatically and 







Fig. 5 Variation o f 3 dB intrinsic bandwidth BW  against x, where 
x  =  eP, for two different nonlinear gain models
nonperturbative model
 two-level model
On the other hand, for the nonperturbative model, 
bandwidth suppression exists which causes the band­
width to increase sublinearly at high intensity but no 
maximum point is observed. This is due to the fact that 
the growth rate o f £ is reduced when compared to the 
two-level model. Hence F(£) decreases relatively slower 
and may even become constant as £ saturates at high 
value of x  (i.e. eP ~  2). Furthermore, the sublinear 
increase effect in Q0 is also comparatively weak (since the 
denominator is >/(l +  x) rather than 1 +  x  in the pre­
vious case, refer to eqns. 10 and 13 respectively). Conse­
quently, the total bandwidth suppression effect is far less 
than that obtained from the two-level nonlinear gain 
model and therefore a maximum point in bandwidth 




X €=2 x10_1/cm 3 




Fig. 6 Comparison o f results obtained by two different approaches on 
damping rate ar for nonperturbative nonlinear gain model
  this approach
 Agrawal’s approach
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bottom curve in Fig. 5 illustrates that a local maximum 
point may arise at a value of x  which corresponds to the 
range in eqn. 20 due to strong damping effect caused by 
high value of e and low differential gain g0, e.g. 
g =  8 x 10-17 cm3 and g0 =  0.9 x 10~6 cm3 s -1 (i.e. 
e/g0 xp ca 60); however, this is a very unusual case.
It is constructive to compare our results to those 
obtained by Agrawal for the nonperturbative nonlinear 
gain model. From References 4, 5, the analytical results 
obtained by Agrawal are (in our notation):
ar==4 ^ ( l  + x )3/2 (22)
The results obtained by Agrawal and ourselves are 









Fig. 7 Comparison of results obtained by two different approaches on 
undamped frequency Q0 for nonperturbative nonlinear gain model
 this approach
 —  Agrawal’s approach
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Fig. 8 Comparison o f results obtained by two different approaches on 
3 dB intrinsic bandwidth BW  for nonperturbative nonlinear gain model
 --------- this approach
Agrawal’s approach
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respectively. The reasons for the big discrepancy in the 
two sets of results are explained as follows:
•  In References 4 and 5, Agrawal has implicitly 
assumed a  Cir, where Qr is the relaxation frequency
which should be approached by Qr =  — a2).
•  A significant term, g0x/2e  ^ /(l +  x) in eqn. 21, has 
been omitted by Agrawal during the approximation pro­
cedure.
•  An assumption that xp =  1/TG, =  l /T g0(N  — N tr) 
has been made by Agrawal, whereas xp =  l/TG  =  
y/( 1 +  EP)/rg0(N — Nf,) should be used.
4 Practical considerations
A large intrinsic bandwidth is normally required for the 
laser diode deployed in a high performance optical 
system. It has been shown that no matter which form of 
nonlinear gain model is being used, bandwidth suppres­
sion always occurs. The most striking feature of the non­
perturbative model is that there is virtually no limitation 
imposed on the intrinsic bandwidth as optical power 
increase; on the contrary, the bandwidth produced by the 
two-level model always experiences a maximum point 
within 0 < eP <  1.
Based on this difference in behaviour, one can appar­
ently determine which nonlinear gain model best 
describes a particular laser diode by driving it up to 
eP ~  1 to obtain a trace of B W  against *J{eP). If a 
maximum point exists then the two-level model is appro­
priate to the laser diode under the test; otherwise, if a 
reasonably linear relationship persists between B W  and 
yJifP), then the nonperturbative model could be a good  
alternative. This is demonstrated by the simulated results 









Fig. 9 Differences in intrinsic bandwidth caused by two different forms 
o f nonlinear gain models at practical range o f intensity ly/(eP) is used by 
analogy with ^{output power)]
  nonperturbative model
 two-level model
The K  factor can be another parameter to observe, to 
check whether the nonperturbative model should be used 
in place of the two-level model for an experiment. If the 
measured K  factor shows a moderate amount or even 
strong power dependence, this suggests that one should
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sw itch  from the two-level model to the nonperturbative 
model.
There is at present very little experimental work avail­
able which permits a test o f the model. Thermal effects 
restrict the nominal output power of a typical laser diode 
to 0 <  eP <  0.3, thus a specially designed high power 
laser diode would be required for the experimental obser­
vation. However, Agrawal [5] has suggested that the 
data obtained in an experiment described in Reference 6 
for high power D FB lasers supports the use of the non­
perturbative nonlinear gain model.
5 Conclusion
We have compared the effect of two nonlinear models on 
both the damping and bandwidth. The nonperturbative 
model does not cause any maximum bandwidth in band­
width against intensity, in contrast the two-level model 
always induces a B W ^  within 0 <  eP <  1. Such an 
unlimited growth of bandwidth in the nonperturbative
model is due to the saturation effect of the damping 
factor in this model.
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